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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
ON

ATOMS AND AUTOMATA,
DELIVERED BY

JOSEPH JOHN MURPHY,
On November

Although

4*A,

Esq.,

1874 *

which I have chosen for

the subjects

my

present

address are such as to suggest keen and earnest controversies, on

which I can express no opinion without exciting the disapprobation
of one party at least, and perhaps of both, I will not begin with
any passionate plea or defiant demand for freedom of thought and
utterance.

These have been already attained

:

—we ought thank-

and throughout the civilized
no penalty, either from law or from

fully to recognize the fact that here,

we

world,

are subject to

public opinion, for the honest expression of our convictions,,

was not so always.
it

is

Tolerance

is

It

a characteristically modern virtue

;

not very long since the persecution of unusual opinions was

much a matter of course as their toleration is now. But
an unpleasing and useless task to recount the errors and sins

almost as
it is

of past generations, unless for the purpose of warning.

agreeable, and, I

am

It is

more

convinced, far more instructive, to dwell on

those actions and those characters in history which

demand our

admiration.

The

history of science

and philosophy

is

as important,

and

will

repay study as well, as any other branch of historical knowledge.

For

us,

with our vast stores of knowledge and our vast apparatus

*A11 the references in

this address to Professors

Tyndall and Huxley,

except when otherwise specified, are to their addresses at the meeting of the
British Association in Belfast, 1874.
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of research,

who by

most interesting

it is

to look

back on those early sages

a kind of intuition divined some of those truths which were

announced, though to us they have become

paradoxes when

first

commonplaces.

The philosophy

most interesting chapters

of ancient Greece

human

in the history of

one of the

is

thought, and

it

of such anticipations.

is full

Anaxagoras, the contemporary and friend of Pericles, was one

At a time

of the most remarkable of the ancient philosophers.

when

fate is
is

and chance were regarded as real agents, he taught that
a mere name chance is unperceived cause and the universe

fate

:

:

ruled by Intelligence.

no doubt assented

to this

Socrates and Plato,

much

who

lived later,

Anaxagoras.

of the philosophy of

But what was most original and characteristic in him was precisely
what they could not understand. Socrates, as reported by Plato,
complains of Anaxagoras, because, after asserting a Divine Intelligence as the universal cause,

he endeavoured in every separate

instance to find physical causes for physical effects.

But

this

complaint appears to show that he came very near to our modern
point of view, from which

we can

of cause. and effect in individual

recognize at once the relation

phenomena, and the existence of

Divine Power and Divine Intelligence above

sometimes find a

between these two
standing

is

is

and

in

If

all.

we

perfect consistency

truths, this is partly because the logical under-

not always able to represent with sufficient clearness

those truths which are discerned

language

all

making evident the

difficulty in

by

insight,

and partly because

not always able perfectly to express the conclusions of

the understanding.
It

appears that Anaxagoras regarded the Divine Intelligence as

altogether external to the world of matter, though acting on

an

on

artificer acts

cally instructed

his materials

men

If

it

is

work.

it

as

To many scientifi-

I cannot at all agree with them.

no doubt inadequate, but so

Deity.

his

of our generation, this idea of a Divine Artificer

appears utterly contemptible.
It is

and

is

every

human

conception of

an inadequate conception to represent

Architect of the world,

it

Life of the world, or

Soul, or

its

is

equally so to represent
its

Light.

are true so far as they go, and false only

God

Him

as the

as the

All these conceptions

when they

are offered as

3

A

complete.

perfectly adequate conception of the Divine

Nature

and transcend them all.
Some of the conclusions of modern science were anticipated in
an equally remarkable manner by Democritus but the guesses of
Democritus, for so I must call them, were very unlike the profound
insight of Anaxagoras.
Leueippus and Democritus were the first,
would no doubt combine

all these

:

so far as we have any information, who guessed that matter
composed of atoms and this guess has proved to be true.
word atom means indivisible. We have reason to believe
matter is composed of particles, which though minute are
:

infinitely small

was
The
that

not

they are incapable of being broken into smaller

;

and the properties of masses of matter depend on the
A
properties of the atoms of which the masses are composed,
simple illustration will suffice to show that it is possible for the

particles

:

properties of the ultimate atoms to be quite unlike those of the

Thus, the properties of the grains of sand are

mass.

those of a mass of sand

but the mass

is

:

— each

grain

may

totally unlike

be individually hard,

I cannot see, however, that the atomic

yielding.

was anything more than an acute and lucky
not really anticipate the modern atomic theory,

theory of Democritus
guess.

did

It

except merely as to the existence of atoms
properties to us indeed appear childish.

:

his ideas as to their

He

said, for instance, that

the taste of vinegar and other acid substances

composed of angular and sharp atoms
fire

:

is

due to their being

that the atoms composing

are spherical, which form accounts for their mobility

that the

mind

of

man

also

consists

motions whereof the phenomena of

cannot be called plausible, even when
intellectual state of

an age

in

life

from these
certain,

fancies,

but

it

and

These guesses

depend.

we make allowance

which the

step

first

and unyielding

is

for the

had not been

taken towards the formation of experimental science.
that atoms are perfectly hard

:

of spherical atoms, on the

His idea

of a different kind

has not proved to be true.

It appears

however, that Democritus was led to the formation of his

atomic theory by a true

scientific

mechanical conception of nature

:

instinct

all

tendency to

a

a conception similar to that

which dominates our modern physical science
vinced that

—a
:

though I

am

merely mechanical or physical theories will

confail

>
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in our

hands as surely as they did in those of Democritus, to ex-

plain the nature

and origin of

life

and mind.

Democritus was an honest and acute, though blundering, pioneer

The same

of science.

praise cannot be given to Epicurus,

properly a philosopher at
object

was not

all,

but a moralist

the search after truth for

ordering and guidance of
contrary, morality

is

of

life.

This

is

who

Epicurus was not

adopted the atomic theory of Democritus.

that

is

own

sake, but the

:

its

to say, his

not disparagement

more importance than philosophy

:

on the

:

but

it is

impossible to think highly of either the philosophy or the morality

Professor Maurice remarks, in his deeply interesting

of Epicurus.

though provokingly brief sketches of ancient philosophy, that
Epicurus had attained to a state of mind in which
that the universe and all

him how

make

to

justice to add, that

for he

it

himself comfortable.

first

seemed

We

to

him

ought however in

he cared for the comfort of other

was an active propagandist of

pose, the

it

contains existed only in order to teach

his

opinions.

men

For

also

t

his pur-

was serenity of mind in order to attain
must be destroyed and the fear of death must
and for the destruction of superstition no philosophy

requisite

:

to this, supersitition

be overcome

:

seemed so serviceable as the atomic theory of Democritus, with

its

pretence of accounting for the origin of everything by the mere

concourse of atoms, without the necessity of recognising any Divine

When

man wants

a philosophy for any such
what he wants, and very
likely to spoil it in the applying.
The idea of fate was oppressive
to his mind.
To believe in fate, he said, would be worse than to
believe in the popular notions about the Gods.
This idea must

guidance or order.

purpose, he

is

a

tolerably certain to find

therefore be got rid of

:

but

how

It can scarcely be doubted

?

that Democritus, like nearly all materialists
lieved in fate.
is

a mere name, and that the universe

Intelligence.

But this

Resolved to deny
fell

fate,

solution did not

and unwilling

of

really think, be-

is

ordered by a Divine

commend

itself to

Epicurus.

to recognize Intelligence, he

and stupid notion of chance, and
power of modifying their own courses
No more
unconscious and irrational free will.

back on the

old,

vulgar,

attributed to the atoms the

by a kind

who

Anaxagoras, as I have mentioned, taught that fate

5
retrograde step has ever been

made

chance

is

The

in philosophy.

of fate, as applied to the world of matter,

doctrine

but that of

is insufficient,

altogether false.

The atomic theory was revived

in

modern

and was
But Bosco-

times,

systematised in a most elaborate form by Boscovich.
vich's celebrated theory of

from that of Democritus.

atoms was really quite a different theory
Democritus, as

we have

seen, referred

the properties of substances directly to the forms of the atoms

composing them, and maintained that the atoms are perfectly hard.
Boscovich, on the contrary, regarded atoms as infinitely small, mere

mathematical points, from which as from centres radiate various
kinds of forces, some of them attractive and others repulsive.

At

the smallest distances, the forces emanating from the atoms are

always repulsive, and at an
force

is

infinitely great

:

contact between atoms

infinitely small distance the repulsive

so that, according to Boscovich, absolute

is

impossible.

I cannot at

all

agree with

William Thomson in thinking that this denial of the possibility
of atomic contact is the u most fantastic of paradoxes :" but it
appears inconsistent with the facts of chemical combination.
Sir

Faraday, in our
to

appply

unknown

it

own time,

to

revived Boscovich's theory, endeavouring

the elucidation of chemical facts which were

to Boscovich

of the theory, although

:

it

and he showed

may be

that,

on the suppositions

true that no mechanical pressure

can bring atoms into contact, yet in many cases of chemical
combination they must coalesce into one : not as raindrops

—

by two of those centres of force which, on this theory,
constitute atoms, coming to occupy the same point in space.
When hydrogen and oxygen, for instance, unite to form watery
coalesce, but

vapour, the vapour, after the heat produced by the act of combination

is

given

off,

occupies only the same volume as the hydrogen

before the combination.

This

is

expressed in the language of the

theory by saying that with every atom of hydrogen an atom of

oxygen has so combined that the places occupied by the two
These ideas of Boscovich and Faraday are ingenious
and beautiful, but they do not appear to be confirmed in the only
coincide.

way wherein such

hypotheses could possibly be confirmed
by showing themselves able lucidly Jto interpret facts.

;

namely

:

6
It

is

a remarkable result of the latest chemical theories, that

substances in combination seem to be less firmly united than

have been accustomed
that however

still

to believe.

The facts

of liquid diffusion

may appear to
among each

a mass of water or other liquid

be, its

molecules are in a state of constant motion

other

and Professor Williamson, in

:

we

show

his opening address to the

British Association in 1873, gave reasons for thinking that the

motion extends not only to the molecules of water but to the
chemical atoms of oxygen and hydrogen that constitute the water
so that, though the oxygen

always in combination with the

is

hydrogen, yet the same atoms of oxygen are not always in combination

with the same atoms of hydrogen,

but

are constantly

changing about, entering into new combinations and leaving them
again.

The chemical equilibrium

so long as

it

of such a

remains in the liquid

stationary but a

moving equilibrium.

state,

It

compound

as water,

consequently not a

is

would be very

difficult to

reconcile Faraday's ingenious idea about the nature of chemical

composition with this great chemical mobility of liquid compounds.

The wonderful
to reconcile

results of

spectrum analysis,

also,

appear

difficult

with the theory of Boscovich and Faraday, that the

A point

atoms are mere points whence forces radiate.
conceived as moving without changing

its

place,

cannot be

but bodies having

magnitude may perform vibratory motions without changing their
place

:

and the

facts of

spectrum analysis appear

to

show

that the

atoms of every substance have each their own characteristic vibra-

Every musical string has its own period of vibration, and,
when made to vibrate, sets the air in vibratory motion, producing

tions.

a sound of the pitch due to the frequency of

its

vibrations

:

and

of every other

—the atom of hydrogen, of sulphur, of and
own period
elementary substance —has

vibration, and,

when

every kind of atom

iron,

also its

sufficiently heated,

of

produces corresponding

vibrations in the laminiferous ether: these vibrations constitute
light,

and the colour

of the light depends on the frequency of the

Moreover, the vibration of a string is almost
always accompanied by secondary vibrations more rapid than the
vibrations or waves.

primary, and harmonic with

it

:

(that

is to

say, the period of the

secondary vibrations stands in a simple ratio to that of the primary

7
fundamental

own

distinct

and these secondary vibrations produce

:)

waves

of sound

:

their

but the impressions on the sense of

hearing due to the secondary waves generally coalesce with that

due

to the

primary, giving to the sound

There appears

Every substance, I

I

is

it

am

own

peculiar tone.

been examined in the spectro-

believe, that has

scope emits not one but several rays of

and

its

something similar to this in atomic vibrations.

to be

light, differing in

colour

:

an ingenious and probable conjecture, though, so far as

aware, not yet sufficiently confirmed, that the atomic vibra-

tions to

which these rays are due are the harmonics

or fundamental vibration of the atom which

ray due to

it

to be visible to us

:

is

of a

primary

too slow for the

—for our eyes are

so constituted

as to be insensible to rays that consist of relatively slow vibrations.

But though

by

the atomic, or molecular, vibrations revealed

spectrum analysis appear inconsistent with Boscovich's theory of
atoms, they nevertheless afford a strong proof of the existence of

atoms, or molecules, of some kind

matter having
cable

if

its

own

for the fact of every kind of

:

period of vibration appears utterly inexpli-

we suppose matter to be infinitely divisible but it becomes
enough if we suppose matter to consist of atoms, uniform
;

intelligible

in

magnitude in the same substance, but of different magnitudes in

different substances.

The atomic
all

theories of Democritus

and of Boscovich were

after

nothing more than ingenious and highly elaborate guesses, and

Faraday's revival of Boscovich's theory has had, so far as I
aware, no effect whatever on the progress of science.

am

The entrance

domain of experimental science begins
from Democritus nor from Boscovich but from Dalton.
Dalton did not however really prove the existence of atoms he
of the atomic theory into the

neither

:

merely showed that there
chemistry which

may

is

a

may

of fundamental facts in

be intelligibly and conveniently described in

the language of the atomic theory.

tary substance has

class

its

own

He showed

that every elemen-

constant combining proportion, which

be numerically expressed

:

and he called these combining

The discovery of the
combining proportions was a discovery of

proportions atomic weights.

existence of

definite

the highest

8

importance, quite independently of any atomic theory whereby

they might be accounted

who

of

instead

for.

It

was Dr. Wollaston, I

believe,

happy

weight proposed to use the very

atomic

expression chemical equivalent, so as to express the important truth

by Dalton, in language which was not borrowed from
The belief that chemical equivalents are really atomic
weights has however been a growing one among chemists for a
discovered

any theory.

discovery

may

perhaps I

long time,

did not

say since Dalton's time, though his

prove but only suggested

it

:

and the

first

made the atomic theory anything more than a mere
suggestion was that of the existence of isomeric compounds.
Compounds are said to be isomeric when they contain the same
discovery that

elements in the same proportions, and yet are different compounds,
If matter consists of atoms,

having different properties.

we may

suppose that isomeric compounds are formed by different arrange-

—

their differences are strucments of the same elementary atoms
tural
and chemical structure becomes a possible and a most
But if we do not admit
interesting subject of scientific enquiry.
;

:

—

the existence of atoms, the existence of isomeric

compounds appears

quite unintelligible.
If

atoms

exist, the

chemical equivalents of Dalton and Wollaston

are simply the relative weights of atoms.

Thus, supposing

all

gaseous atoms to be of the same magnitude, the atomic weight of

oxygen

is

The

sixteen times that of hydrogen.

determination of

the absolute weights and magnitudes of the atoms
difficult,

and

possibility of

it

Nevertheless

research.

something about

much more

is

might have been thought for ever beyond the
Sir William

it.

we

are beginning to learn

Thomson,

in a brief

and

clearly

written article on the subject,* enumerated four distinct methods by

which

this

question has been

approached,

with tolerably con-

I cannot in this address give the slightest outline

cordant results.

of these four methods

:

it

must

of the absolute size of atoms

is

suffice to

name them.

The

approached by reasoning,

—

question

1st,

From

the phenomena of the dispersion of light by refracting media, as

seen in the prism
*

;

2nd,

From

the

Published in Nature

phenomena
of 31st

of cohesion in liquid

March, 1870.

—

—

9

such as those of soap bubbles

films

3rd,

;

From

the

electricity

produced by the contact of metals, and the heat produced by their

and 4th, From the laws of the pressure, diffusion,
and other physical actions of gases. In stating the result, we
combination

;

compare the size of atoms with the length of the waves of light,
which is the smallest magnitude as yet determined with any pre-

The length of a wave

cision.

colours, but

inch

:

it

and the

may be
size of

of light

is

different for light of different

roughly stated at the fifty-thousandth of an

atoms proves to be some such fraction as a

—

"

To

give some idea of the degree of coarse-grainedness indicated

by

ten-thousandth of

this conclusion,

this.

Sir William

Thomson concludes

:

imagine a raindrop to be magnified up to the

of the earth, each constituent molecule being magnified in the

proportion

size

same

the magnified structure would be coarser grained than

:

a heap of small shot, but probably

coarse-grained than a heap

less

of cricket balls."

We have
together

by

seen that Democritus imagined a world of atoms put
their

own

in

want

purpose.

Power

inherent forces, without Divine

originate or Divine Intelligence to guide

:

of an atheistic philosophy, adopted this as best suiting his

But, by a strange irony,

is

it

physical theories the atomic theory

is

now

evident that of

Intelligence.*

On

all

that which leads most in-

evitably and directly to the acknowledgment of a Divine

and

to

and that Epicurus, being

this subject, let

me

Power

quote from Professor

Clerk Maxwell's admirable lectures to the British Association in
1873, on Molecules. In the passage that I quote, the word Molecule
is

used in the same sense in which I speak of an
* Since this

to

:

address was delivered, a friend has called my attention
in Cudworth's " Intellectual System," where an atomic,

some passages

or purely mechanical, theory of matter
for a spiritual philosophy,

i:

Atom

is

maintained to be the best basis

on the ground that

if

the properties of matter are

admitted to be purely mechanical, it will be necessary to refer life and mind
to causes which are not mechanical but spiritual.
This appears to anticipate
a great part of the philosophy which I have endeavoured to expound. See the

beginning with the 27th section. He appears,
however, to think that the properties of matter, as such, are purely passive
latter part of his first chapter,

:

a theory which

is

and inconsistent,
that of weight.

modern discovery has made known,
apparently, with one of the commonest of all facts, namely

contradicted by

all

that

10
4

'In the heavens

we

alone, stars so distant

discover by their light and by their light
from each other that no material thing can

ever have passed from one to another

and yet

;

which

this light,

is

to us the sole evidence of the existence of these distant worlds,
tells

us also that each of

kind as those which

we

them
find

is

built

up of molecules of the same

A

on earth.

molecule of hydrogen,

for example, whether in Sirius or Arcturus, executes

Each molecule,

same time.

in precisely the

the universe bears impressed on

it

its

the stamp of a metric system as

No

distinctly as does the metre of the Archives at Paris.

of

vibrations

therefore, throughout

theory

can be formed to account for the similarity of

evolution

molecules, for evolution necessarily implies continuous change, and
the molecule

is

incapable of growth or decay, of generation or des-

None

truction.

when

of the processes of nature, since the time

nature began, have produced the slightest difference in the properties of

We are therefore unable to

any molecule.

ascribe either

the existence of the molecules or any of their properties to the

operation of any of the causes which

we

call

same kind gives

it,

as Sir

J ohn Herschel has

On

natural.

other hand, the exact equality of each molecule to

well said, the essential

character of a manufactured article, and precludes the idea of

Thus we have been

being eternal and self-existent.
strictly scientific path,

must

stop..

arrested

led,

its

along a

very near to the point at which science

In tracing back the history of matter, Science

when

the

others of the

all

is

she assures herself on the one hand that the molecule

has been made, and on the other that
of the processes

we

call natural.

on the creation of matter

itself

it

has not been

Science

is

out of nothing.

the utmost limit of our thinking faculties
that because matter cannot be eternal

made by any

incompetent to reason

We

have reached

when we have admitted

and

self -existent, it

must

have been created."

Our knowledge of atoms is as yet in a merely elementary state.
But if we knew all that is to be known about atoms, this knowledge would not include all that is to be known about the -material
universe.

Force, or to use a better word, energy,

indestructible as the atoms of

which matter

is

as real

consists.

and as

When we

say that an atom of oxygen combines with two atoms of hydrogen

11
to

form a molecule of watery vapour,

not

tell all

of energy

the

is

form

A

that takes place.

this is quite true,

definite

but

it

does

and measurable quantity

separated from the atoms, and given out generally in

but under certain circumstances in that of

heat,

of

In the combination of a pound of hydrogen with

electricity.

oxygen so as

to

form water, or

in other

words in the combustion

pound of hydrogen, a quantity of heat is given out which
would be sufficient to raise the temperature of 34,462 pounds of
water by one degree centigrade and a quantity of energy exactly
equal to this must be expended, and as it were taken back into
the oxygen and hydrogen, when the water is decomposed back into
The quantity of energy given out in the
those its elements.
formation of a compound appears to be the measure of the force
with which its constituents combine, and the tenacity with which
they remain in combination. Any account of a compound is inof a

:

complete that does not state

this.

I have

little

doubt that

it

will

some day be found necessary to introduce into the notation of
chemistry some expression for the purpose of stating, in the
formula of every compound, not only its constituent substances and
the number of equivalents of each, but also the quantity of energy,
if any, which has been given out in the act of their combination.
Such notation would be also capable of expressing, merely by
change of algebraic

sign, the opposite character of those

remark-

compounds which, instead of giving out energy, have as it
were taken up a charge of energy in the act of being formed,
which they give out in the form of heat when they are decomposed
able

back into their elements.
ide,

and

it

This

is

known

to be true of nitrous ox-

appears to be probably true of the compounds of nitrogen

generally.

Nitrogen in

its

uncombined

state is a

remarkably inert

substance, and yet gun-cotton and the fulminating salts are com-

pounds of nitrogen, and they are equally remarkable for the
opposite kind of properties.

This has often been mentioned as

something surprising, but most probably the inertness of uncombined nitrogen

compounds

is

to take

some way connected with the power of its
up large charges of energy in the act of their

in

formation.

The

science of force or energy, as well as the science of atoms,
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lead us to the belief, or rather the demonstration, of an absolute
It was an idea of the ancient
modern times, that all changes in the
universe move as it were in closed curves, in which everything
comes round again to what it was at first so that the universe
may have existed from an eternal past, and may continue to exist
without substantial change through an eternal future. But the
modern science of energy has disproved this, by showing that
actions are constantly going on which are incapable of being reHeat is constantly diffusing itself, and when it is diffused
versed.
there is no power in nature which can concentrate it back again.

or creation, of things.

origin,

Stoics,

and survived

into

:

This causes a destruction of motive power, because heat is incapable
of being transformed into motive

power when

it is

equally diffused

to use a familiar illustration, a steam-engine could do

the condenser were as hot as the boiler.

no work

Thus, by reason of the

irreversible process of the diffusion of heat, the stock of

power

in the universe

is

tending to immobility.

much motive power
what

motive

constantly diminishing, and all things are
If

we had

the

means

of ascertaining

in the universe has been destroyed,

rate the destruction

:

if

is

how

and

at

we cannot hope
universe, we know them in
solar system)—- if we knew

going on (and though

to ascertain these data for the entire

some degree of approximation for the
these data, it would probably be within the power of mathematical
science to ascertain approximately the date at which the destruction
of motive power began
and this would be identical with the date
;

of the absolute beginning of

quote again Clerk Maxwell
of a state of things

:*

the existing order of nature.

—" We thus arrive

To

at the conception

which cannot be conceived as the physical
and we find that this condition

result of a previous state of things,

actually existed not in the utmost depths of a past eternity, but

separated from the present time by a

a beginning

is

finite interval.

This idea of

one which the physical researches of recent times

have brought home to us more than any observer of the course
of scientific thought in former times

would have had reason

to

expect."
*

From

his address to the Mathematical

Association, 1870.

and Physical Section

of the British
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Before I go on

to

make some remarks on the

mind, I will pause to consider what

"argument from consequences."
doctrine with

that

we

many of

those

who

is

sciences of life

to be a favourite

It appears

aspire to be the guides of thought

are guilty of disloyalty to the cause of truth

the consequences

and

contemptuously called the

which follow from the admission

to influence us in accepting or rejecting that theory.

we permit

if

any theory

of

We ought

to

be guided, they say, by the reasoning and the evidence, and by
nothing else

:

and

conclusion these

our duty to accept and to believe whatever

it is

may

lead us to, without letting our minds be

biassed by any argument derived from the nature of that conclusion,
in other words, we
however strange or disagreeable it may be
ought to regard no " argument from consequences."
:

I go at least half

way with

those

who

—

use this language.

I

maintain with them, that on any subject which engages our
attention at

all,

our duty

is

to

endeavour to find out what

and

to believe accordingly, for

We

forfeit

no reason except that

our position as rational beings

if

we

is

true,

it is

true.

permit our

acceptance or rejection of any doctrine claiming to be true to be

by any thoughts of safety, or popularity, or—what is
common an influence as any—reluctance to admit that
we must unlearn what we have learned. Arguments of this sort
influenced

perhaps as

are treated with as
disregarded.

much

respect as they deserve

But I cannot agree

if

they are simply

that the nature of the conclusion

ought to be without effect on our readiness to accept
contrary, the nature of the conclusion

may

it.

On

the

be one of the most

important elements in forming a right judgment as to whether or
not

we ought to

accept

it

as true.

It is only in

some special

classes

which admit of mathematical treatment,
that we can move from step to step of the reasoning as on a ladder,
where all we have to think of is the soundness of each successive
step.
In most subjects, on the contrary, the process of investiof subjects, chiefly those

gation

is

not like climbing a ladder, but rather like journeying

through an imperfectly explored country, where the traveller's
course must be determined

by a variety

of reasons of different

kinds, such as the state of the roads, the prospect of the weather,

and the probable trustworthiness of doubtful information. Thus
in reasoning on complex subjects, where the problems do not admit
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of mathematical treatment, where the evidence is of various kinds,
and where the conclusions do not admit of demonstration, the
character of the conclusion may be one of the most important items

of evidence
all

—-using the word evidence in the widest sense,

to

mean

that ought to influence belief—-the character of the conclusion?

I say,

may

be one of the most important items of evidence in

favour of or against

To mention

truth.

its

the most important

instances that could be chosen from the entire circle of the sciences
in their present state

:

—-We

beautiful adaptations

organic creation abounds

by Darwin that

are taught

— of

the

all

those

to

function with which the

wing

for flight, of the ear for

structure

of

hearing, of the eye for vision, and a thousand others

—afford

no

proof of a Creative Intelligence, but have been evolved by an unintelligent process of natural selection

and we are taught by

:

Mill,

Bain, and Spencer, that the intelligence which becomes conscious in

man and

the brains of

the higher animals

is

not an ultimate fact,

but has been put together out of unintelligent materials by the
unintelligent
ideas.

am

I

and almost mechanical operation of the association of
very far from condemning such theories unheard on
:

the contrary, I admit that

ever lived, have done so

few men now

much

living,

for science as

and few that have

Darwin

any force of cumulative evidence that would

scarcely imagine

overcome
I

On
it

sense of their intrinsic improbability.

now go on

to

subject

this

will

and

my

the subject of the relation of

mystery

is, if

constitution of matter

how

it is

to matter.

life

modern researches have thrown some

no doubt always remain in great part veiled

this

but these

:

and I can

doctrines are confessedly incapable of demonstration,

possible,
:

for

in

light,

but

mystery

:

deepened by the proof of the atomic

if it

was always

difficult

that matter can become alive, the difficulty

to

conceive

is

increased

by whatever tends to reduce the properties of matter to mere
mechanism and such appears to be the tendency of any possible
:

atomic theory.

We

are sometimes told that

life

is

merely a form of force or

energy, like heat, electricity, or magnetism

:

true in one sense and untrue in another,

but

this statement is

and therefore utterly

,,
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misleading.

It

body has no more power

true that a living

is

create mechanical energy than a steam-engine.

energy of a steam-engine
coals in the furnace

rived from

the

And

lungs.

derived from the combustion of the

is

the mechanical energy of our muscles

:

to

The mechanical
is

de-

combustion of the materials of our food in our

there are very strong reasons for believing that every

animal possesses a stock of energy, laid up in some invisible form,
but ready to be put forth as muscular mechanical energy

needed

:

and in the moment of death
If

we

life

is

be transformed into heat.

then

is

it

quite true that

But such a

definition

would be

this vital

when

energy appears to

define this vital energy as

life,

only a peculiar form of energy.

and misleading. The
is not proved in
intensity in them is pro-

insufficient

existence of this vital energy in a distinct form
plants or in the lowest animals, and

its

bably too feeble to be ever proved by any directly experimental

But even

method.

absolutely certain,

if

it

existence

its

would

in

all

living

beings were

be only one of their properties,

still

and would in no degree explain those other properties which are
the most characteristic of living beings
it would throw no light
on either the power to grow by the digestion and assimilation of
food, or the power to develope structure and organisation.
:

The
is this

right
:

way to

state the question of the relation of life to

—Are the properties of

the properties of dead matter
of that
perties

—

?

living beings

or

is

life

matter

mere resultants from

due to a second exercise

same Creative Power which endowed matter with its proat first ?
This question cannot be answered off-hand, and

perhaps

it

cannot be answered at

all

:

but neither

is

it

to be set

aside like a metaphysical puzzle, as simply unanswerable.

servation and experiment

may

perhaps throw light on

before speaking of the light that

me remark that
If we could, in

we have from

ObBut

these sources, let

the question has no religious bearing whatever.

Dr. Tyndall's words, " discern in matter the

promise and potency of every form and quality of

life,"

even the

man, we should no doubt be compelled
change our notions of matter." But why ought Ave

mental and spiritual
u radically to

it.

life

of

any reluctance radically to change our notions of matter ?
They have been already very much changed by the entire course

to feel
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of

modern discovery

ideas about Creative Power.

my

and chemical

in molecular

change in our ideas of matter,

all

He endowed

that exists

for

is

it,

is

and this
from Him

in

is
:

and

matter with the potency of

when

at the beginning, or waited until a later period

become prepared

such

change our

to

If there is a Creator,

opinion a scientific certainty,

the question whether

No

science.

and mind ought

life,

the earth

life

had

a question of no theological importance

whatever, though no doubt of great scientific interest. Dr. Tyndall,
in speaking of this subject, seems to mention " the conception of
creative acts" only to reject

must have been a

time, or at sundry times

ginning
is

Is

?

any

:

why

and in diverse manners,

because an act of creation

to say, inconceivable by our intellects

the notion of
is

it

Why ?

as inadmissible.

it

creative act at the beginning

is

since the be-

inconceivable

No

?

There

not at one

doubt

it is

— that

so

:

but

thing existing without having been created

finite

more than inconceivable—it

is

absurd.

ordinary administration of the world

It

is

quite true that the

not by a succession of

is

by evolution under natural law. But we believe
no reason except that we find it to be so and the most
widely established laws may be found to admit of limitations and
creative acts, but

this for

:

exceptions.

Dr. Tyndall, and

admit— some

of

laws of nature

men who

them would strongly

are,

or

may

insist

agree with him, would

— that the best established

be, only approximations to the truth

:

and that the law of gravitation itself may be subject to limitations.
They derive all knowledge from experience and as regards the
world of nature they are certainly right. But all conclusions from
:

experience are subject to be modified by further experience
therefore,

:

and

on their own postulates, they have really no ground for

re-

jecting as impossible the conception of successive creative acts.

Eegarding the question of the origin of
matter as a purely

scientific one, to

experimental evidence,

by " tracing the
proach more and more
again,

we must

life

and

its

relation to

be decided according to the

begin, to use Tyndall's words

line of life

backwards, and seeing

it

to the purely physical condition," until

ap-

we

reach those " organisms whose vital actions are apparently almost

which come
But though their

as purely physical as that of drops of oil

into contact

and fuse themselves thus together."

actions to a
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superficial glance

may appear

purely physical, a profouuder in-

vestigation shows that their properties are totally unlike those of

They move about

dead matter.

They

drops.

manner unlike that of oilgrow and

in a

assimilate food, they are nourished, they

:

they propagate, transmitting these powers to their descendants.

from dead matter may be narrow, but
and appears to be impassable.

The

line that separates life

it is

perfectly definite,

Whether the line is really impassable, however, is a question for
Can matter be made to live by a purely physical or
chemical process ? A great number of experiments have been tried
on this subject of late years, and the best authorities, including

experiment.

Professor Huxley,

who

is

certainly not a prejudiced witness against

them, appear to be agreed that they do not bring us one step nearer
to the origin of life

:

— that

they do not in the slightest degree dis-

prove the prevailing belief that

however lowly,

all living beings,

are descended from living parents.

Let

me

here mention Dr. Beaie

a

;

man

Ireland would be more proud than she

man who has carried
predecessors,

knew him,

of

whom,

is

even of Dr. Tyndall

if

she

:

a

microscopic observation farther than any of his

and has opened a new and most important chapter in
Dr. Beale, I say, has stated and re-iterated

physiological science

:

—

most emphatic words, the grounds of his profound conviction,

in the

that the properties of

life

are totally distinct from those of dead

matter.
Is there, then, a distinct vital principle

Beale, that there

is.

Only

stating this as an explanation

the peculiar

The

phenomena

:

?

I think,

with Dr.

us not fall into the mistake of

let

—

it

is

rather a

way

of stating that

of life are inexplicable.

question has sometimes been asked, though rather in deri-

sion than seriously, whether an intelligent being, totally ignorant of

machinery, on seeing a watch for the first time, would be logically
justified in asserting a hypothetical " watch-principle" as the cause
of so

much

of the construction

and of the action of the watch as

he was otherwise unable to explain.

In order to discuss

question properly, let us suppose this being to be not a

this

human

savage, but a visitor from some other planet, or from the dwelling
of the deities of Epicurus in
"

The

lucid interspace of world and world

C

:
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Huxley would
would investigate
a newly discovered electric or magnetic phenomenon. He ascertains, by a comparison between the motion of its hands and that of
the heavens, that its function is to mark the hours and minutes
he ascertains that the wheels work according to simple and perfectly
&n&

us suppose that be examines the watch as

let

examine a new living

or as Tyndall

species,

i

intelligible

mechanical laws, and are

of a spring

:

set in

motion by the uncoiling

but as to the agency by which the watch has been

wound

constructed and the spring

up, he ascertains only this, that

brass and steel have no tendency to crystallise into the form of a

watch, and that there

is

no power within the watch

can have wound up the spring.

of the " watch-principle" to the

name
the

watch has been constructed and

not foolish but logical and necessary.

with respect to living beings
visitor

differ

with respect to the watch

itself

which

then, he provisionally gives the

If,

unknown agency by which
spring wound up, this is
Now, how does our position

its

from that of our imaginary
It

?

is

true that

we can

see the

development of the more transparent organisms under the microscope

;

but to see

ignorant of

and causes the
provisionally

is

not necessarily to understand

:

we

are altogether

the nature of the agency that produces organisation
vital functions to

name

The question
and automatic.

is

it

here suggested,

An

go on, and in our ignorance

automaton

is

how far
defined,

life is

purely mechanical

though the definition

at variance with the etymology of the word, to

that can act only as

it is

acted on.

life,

same

is

All machines are automata
It is certain

All the

true of living beings to a great extent.

apparently, of the lowest animals, and a large part of the

of the highest,
instance,

is

automatic.

and rubs with

his

If a sleeping person

hand the

is

mean something

they can act only as the moving power drives them.
that the

we

the vital principle.

is

tickled part, this

automatic as any action of a machine.

life

tickled, for
is

as purely

It appears certain that

memory depends upon a

physical process, and that thought is due
somewhat resembling electric currents, in the nerves
of the brain.
But though these processes are physical, it does not
follow that they have a close analogy to any mechanical process.
to currents,

It is the habit of the

sheep-dog to run round, instead of

at,

a flock

j

of sheep.
We may imagine this or any other habit to be dependent
on a peculiarity of the nervous mechanism of the animal's brain.

But the young sheep-dog, according to Darwin, is born with the
same tendency and no mechanical theory can account for this
a mechanical theory can no more account for the hereditary trans:

:

mission of tendencies, than a machine can propagate

its

—

We

kind.

therefore conclude, that although the actions of animals are certainly
in a great degree automatic,

and probably entirely so, yet there is
which transcends mechanism.
We are here forced on to the further question whether man
himself, the highest of animals, is an automaton like the rest ? This
something in

is

all life

identical with the question

which

that quality

power

man

is

endowed with any of
is

called the

of self-determination, and in that of metaphysical philosophy

There

called free will.*

is

whether

in the language of physical science

perhaps, no other question, on any

is,

subject whatever, so incapable of a final settlement

:

and, accordingly

question of free will versus necessity has always been an

this

No

open one both in the Church and in Philosophy.

On

side.

being free

the side of freedom,
:

—

this

misunderstood

is

we

urged that

this subject it is

side of necessity, it is

ledge extends,

is

urged that

that the same

for

is

alone

and

for

life,

to us, is self-conscious

life

is

free

mind

:

?

* This

is

not quite accurate.

when

I

— this

is true,

;

it is

Man

and may

Matter appears

and

of the structure of the universe,

theory

On

of

man,

the

our know-

no doubt, of

to

it

be a preparation

consistent with

if all

alone, of all

not be equally

what we know

lower powers are a prepara-

I did not see the full

meaning

of the

automatic

read Professor Huxley's address on that subject, as delivered to

The automatic theory, as applied
more than a mere reproduction of Necessarianism

the British Association at Belfast.

mind

be

no proof, and scarcely a presumption,

true of the world of mind.

known
that man

beings

it is

may

perhaps not quite certain

all creation, so far as

" bound fast in fate

the world of matter, but

eitlief

are conscious of

but the dicta of consciousness

true,

and on

;

it is

that consciousness will bear a skilful cross-examination.

true

perfectly

and conclusive argument appears possible on

satisfactory

is

Necessarianism based on the most extreme Materialism.

:

to the

—

it is

See Huxley's address

as published in an extended form in the Fortnightly Review for November, 1874.

—
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On

lion for moral freedom.

that the regularity of
is

the side of necessity, again,

human

actions,

which

it is

shown by

is

urged

statistics,

But this is utterly irrelevant. Such
show the sphere of freedom to be
comparison with that of necessity and it is not

inconsistent with freedom.

evidence, at the most, can only

very small in
certain that

:

shows even

it

this

.

for

;

it

may

be argued that the

freedom of the individual disappears in the multitude, even

as, to

return to a former illustration, the hardness and angularity of the
grain of sand disappears in the mass.

on the sole ground that, without

it,

I myself believe in freedom,
the sense of responsibility, to

which conscience bears witness, appears
Professor Huxley believes in necessity

;

to be without meaning.

but I accept the words in

which, not in his address at Belfast but in an earlier one, he

summed up

" In

the result of the controversy.

my

opinion," he

says, " the controversy about free will and necessity will ever be a

drawn

battle

and for

;

all

practical purposes this

of

an able and generous opponent, I conclude

Texed question.
every one

its

my

Let us not, however, forget

may know from

be without

his

own

is

equivalent to

With

the partisans of freedom gaining the victory."

these

consciousness, and which cannot

and

self-denial

are possible

that

:

it is

possible

consciously and deliberately to sacrifice happiness to duty.

hold to this truth,
;

this

which

this truth,

significance, not only practical but philosophical:

that self-control

of life

words

remarks on

we have

If

we

for all practical purposes a philosophy

and, to quote Dr. Tyndall's impressive words, "the lifting

of the life

is

the essential point."

Those problems of

life

and mind which belong

land between physiology and metaphysics,

in

to the border

addition to the

question of moral freedom, raise also that of the nature and the
reality

of our knowledge.

Professor Huxley, in his address at

Belfast, stated that Descartes

was

the

first to

point out the very

important philosophical truth, that our sensations are not copies,
but only signs, of the objects which produce them.
to see

how

such a discovery as this might

history of philosophy,

speculation at

It

is

make an epoch

easy

in the

not by settling any thing, but by setting

work on

the nature of our perceptions and their
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we

Huxley

If I understand

relation to the reality of things.

he thinks

aright,

have, and can have, no knowledge whatever of the

reality of things

:

and

this

I believe, the general opinion of the

is,

philosophical school to which he belongs, namely that^which

is

by the names of John Stuart Mill and Herbert
am aware that Spencer is very far from being a mere

best represented

Spencer.

I

disciple of Mill, but the foundation of their philosophy

for they agree in basing knowledge on experience

which Spencer has made peculiarly

:

is

the same,

and the doctrine

own, of the accumulation

his

of the results of experience through inheritance, does not

means

set

aside the foundation

contrary widens and strengthens

any knowledge

by any

of Mill's philosophy, but on the

In thus denying that

it.

we have

of the reality of things, these partisans of the

philosophy of experience agree with the idealist philosophy of

Kant, though the

latter begins

from the opposite point.

In thus

denying the reality of our knowledge of things, Kant was consistent.

For

which was the construction of a complete theory
had to be considered, What is the
origin of our ideas of space and time ? and his answer was, that
they are mere forms of our own thought, without any reality
his purpose,

of our knowledge, the question

external to our minds.

It

—what we should
familiar — that our ideas
fact

thought

:

the question

is

no theory but a mere statement of

is

a truism

call

of

how

the language were

if

more

space and time are forms of our

they have become so

:

and from the

point of view of the old psychology, perhaps Kant's answer, that

they are nothing but forms of thought,
previously given by Locke, that they are

is

more tenable than that

made known by experience

of them.

An

unexpected light

Herbert

Spencer's

is

theory

however thrown on the subject by
of

the accumulation of the results of

experience through inheritance.
truth of that theory, and
tion,

it

There can be no doubt of the

appears to give,

if

not a complete solu-

at least the nearest possible approach to a complete solu*-

tion of the

problem

:

namely

this,

that our ideas of space

and

time are facts of the universe which have become forms of thought

through inherited experience of them

:

—

results of the experience

of the race, which have become forms of thought for every indivi-

—
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All things are presented in space, and

dual.

time
all

space and time are thus elements of

:

events occur in

all

experience

all

:

and as

the materials of thought are supplied by experience, space and

time have become forms of thought.

But does

not follow from

it

mind ?

reality external to the

that space and time have a

this,

seems to

It

me

that in denying

their external objective reality, the advocates of the philosophy of

experience are false to their

own

We

first principles.

the individual and the race alike could not

— have

could not

experience of

space and time, if they had not existed before our experience of
them began. We have not created space and time by our experience
of them.
We have not created them at all we have found them.
:

If this reasoning is sound,

of idealism

we can

and

to

we

see our

way

stand again on the firm familiar earth, where

recover from that bewildering sensation of living in a

world of phantoms, which
to produce.

all

The philosophy

forms of

will yet

show

itself to be,

do not mean that
this

:

— but

I

it is

it

ought to

the philosophy of

and

be,

Common

be a superficial philosophy

to

mean

philosophy

idealistic

that

tend

that bases itself on experience has in

our days run strangely into idealism, but

from

—

to get out of the clouds

it

is

one of the

:

I trust

Sense.

I

— very

far

sound

of a

offices

philosophy to explain, and in explaining to justify, the natural,
universal,

and

instinctive beliefs

>

Much

mankind.

be said on this subject, and in order to treat

have to consider the nature
our conception thereof.

of

it

remains to

fully

we

should

and the origin of

causation,

This however would require a distinct

treatise.

All speculations concerning the relation of mind to matter and

run up into the most important of all enquiries,
namely that respecting the nature of the soul of man and its
to life ultimately

possibilities of immortality.

I do not think

it

at all desirable that

such questions should be passed by, either as not belonging to
science, or as being too sacred for discussion,

ment must tend
because

it

This kind of

provides a cloak alike

and the unbelief which

is

afraid,

:

honestly to

scepticism, because the worst scepticism

is

is

ashamed,

and
which does not

avow

that

treat-

— insincerity,

and scepticism
for the belief which

to foster insincerity

itself

:
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sound

Its

own

depths, but

is

half in doubt whether

it

doubts or

not.

Let us begin
positions, but

this enquiry,

by noting our

not by laying

position,

down

and marking

abstract

to

pro-

what point the

progress of science has brought us.

In the

first place,

science has

shown

us,

both by precept and

our knowledge must begin, not from mental

-example, that

all

intuitions, but

from experience

:

and, as Herbert Spencer has so

ably proved, not from the experience of the individual only, but

Not

the inherited experience of the race.

that our thoughts must

remain for ever confined within the limits of the experience from

which they have

their origin.

As Tyndall

has truly remarked, out

which altogether transcend experience.
But in thus basing all our philosophy on experience
there is an immense gain.
We have escaped from the cloudland
of those intuitive metaphysics wilich spin all knowledge out of the
substance of the mind itself, and we stand again, as we stood in
our unmetaphysical childhood, on the firm familiar earth and in
of experience arise conceptions

the "light of

common

but with a rational

day," trusting, not only with an instinctive

trust, that

our knowledge, being based on ex-

perience, truly interprets experience

:

—that our conceptions, being

produced by the incessant and long-continued action of the external
world on our own bodily and mental organisms, really correspond
to,

and

in

some

sort represent, the realities of the external world,

I do not think that Herbert Spencer

is fully aware of the blessing
which the Philosophy of Experience, as he has enlarged and reconstructed it, will become to the thinking and meditative portion
of mankind, when there has been time enough for its results to be
understood.
To me it seems a way of escape from metaphysics,
not by retreat, but by going onward till we have come out at the
further side, back into the light of common sense and inductive

science, yet without surrendering anything that

we have

gained in our wanderings through the cloudland of

really

idealistic

metaphysics.

In the next place, science has shown that Psychology, or the
science of

Mind, must begin from the physiology of sensation.

But,
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as before, I

nor near

must add that our science

is

not to stop where

it

begins,

it.

In the third place, science has made

it

an experimental certainty

that sensation depends on currents passing along the nerves of sensation,
it is

and resembling though not identical with electric currents and
any physical truth can be which is not absolutely
:

as certain as

an experimental certainty, that thought, emotion, and will, depend
same way on currents in the nerves of the brain.

in the

This discovery at once raises the question of the relation of the
spiritual to the bodily nature of

man.

which science can never answer.
change

—I

it

cannot make the subject

less

which he ascribes

to a possible

Butler in argument with a disciple of Lucretius

;

but

the

It

is,

I

is.

not sure whether Tyndall means to put forward as his

the remarks on this subject

may

of

mysterious.

however, worth while to state accurately where the mystery

am

one

this question is

we may say has changed —-the form

think

question, but

But

Physiological research

own

Bishop

it is

quite

true that the arising of sensation or consciousness, as the result of

a physical action,

is

to

our thought more incongruous

mysterious I should prefer to say
light,

— than

— more

the arising of a flash of

or any other physical effect, from the action of matter on

matter.

The

origin

and the existence of sensation constitute the

and the arising of thought, of love, of resolution,
and of prayer, in the white and grey matter of the brain, though
an infinitely higher mystery, is not one whit more mysterious than

initial

mystery

:

the arising of the sensation of sound

when

the aerial

waves enter

the ear and the vibrations are passed on to the brain.
I think, however, that Tyndall (for the disciple of Lucretius

is

evidently Tyndall himself) has the best of the argument as to

Bishop Butlers favourite theory of "bodily instruments."

modern research
to the mind is in
to the eye.

the least analogous to the relation of the telescope

I have not time to go into the details of this subject,

but I will make the remark, which I have not met
that the

I

mind

make a

struments

All

contradicts the theory that the relation of the eye

is

calculation on paper, the pencil

that

w ith
T

capable of becoming an instrument to

I

use.

If I count on

before,

itself.

and paper are the

my

If
in-

fingers, those bodily

2b
organs become

my

instruments in exactly the same way.

the analogy appears to be in Bishop Butler's favour.

analogy

is

reversed

make

I

if

any external instrument
instrument to
effort to

work

itself

:

mind becomes an

for then the

it

may,

after

all,

it

may need

great

be defective and turn out

Surely this obvious fact, that the mind

distinctness of the

mind

its

all

the

without

able

is

an instrument, overturns any argument for the

to rise itself as

muscles, as

at

and, like other instruments,

and

it,

inaccurate work.

fact that the

:

my mind

the calculation in

So far

But

mind which may be based on

the equally obvious

organs of sense, and

uses the

we may add

the

instruments.

no use in trying to disguise the facts that modern science,
mind down to its roots in sensation, and showing how
sensation and thought are alike dependent on currents of nervous
energy, identifies the mental with the organic life far more than

There

is

in tracing

did the philosophy of Bishop Butler's time

and, further, that the

:

merely physical science of the chemist and the physiologist gives
not the slighest suggestion of a possible immortality.
nature, including under that
nature,

is

in our

effect?!,

it

affords

immortality

:

we

then,

view nothing more than a play of causes and
no ground on which

to

build

any

and the plant developing out of the

ful as they are for illustration, do not go
if

If,

as well as physical

belief

any way

seed, beauti-

But

in proof.

recognise in nature not only causation but Intelligent Pur-

pose, dimly visible in the condensation of nebulas into suns
planets, in the stratification of rocks, in the currents of air

ocean, and the fall of rain
all

forms of

until

in

— for the analogies of the winged insect escaping from

chrysalis-skin,

its

name mental

it

:

if

we can

and
and

trace this Purpose through

increasing in distinctness in the ascending scale,

life,

arrives at

clearest

its

and highest manifestations

in the

organs of motion, sensation, and thought in the most highly organized animals

:

we

shall then

have ground in nature whereon

The purposes of nature cannot be
defeated.
The functions of every

to base a belief in immortality.

permanently or universally
living species, vegetable

mirably adapted
theories of

to the

and animal

alike,

circumstances of

are, as all admit,

its life.

According

ad-

to the

Darwin and Spencer, those functions have been pro-
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duced by the direct and indirect action of the circumstances of

on

acting

extends

and

theory not only to the bodily but even to the mental

this

spiritual nature of

appears to

me by

Man

:

but his work on the Origin of

far the weakest of his works,

of the author of the Origin of Species.

any

of the

life

Darwin

ancestors through countless generations.

its

arguments whereby, in

I will not

my address

Man

and quite unworthy

now

recount

of last year on "

The

Present State of the Darwinian Controversy," I endeavoured to

show

the utter insufficiency of natural selection to account for the

facts of the organic world,

and

in a Creative Intelligence.

I did not then enter on the question

of the Origin of
"Wallace,

Man.

eminent

the

Archipelago, and

On

to prove the necessity of believing

that subject I will

who has

naturalist

who had thought

now

refer to

Mr.

explored the Malay

out the outlines of the theory

In a most reof Darwin.
Mr. Wallace, while maintaining with Darwin

natural selection independently

of

markable

essay,

natural selection suffices to account for everything in lower

that

forms of

life,

breaks

off

from him when he comes

Man, and

to

maintains that the peculiarities of man's nature, not only mental

but bodily, must have had a special and a Divine origin.

may

It

be true, as Darwin maintains, that the adaptation of

living beings to the circumstances of their lives

but only a very close approximation

perfect,

:

is

never absolutely

but the approxi-

mation is generally so close that for most purposes
from perfection may be disregarded. How different

and

ment

farthest

short

said that

if

all

side alike, all

of

would grow up

all sides of

late to begin

fulfilling

it.

is

the highest fall the

Goethe, I believe,

it

was who

children were to develop their natures on every

possible, because

on

!

and that those whose early promise

;

deviation

the mental

man
It is perhaps no exaggeration to
human being ever undergoes perfect mental develop-

spiritual nature of

say that no

its
is

youth

is

into

men

of genius.

But

this is

im-

too short for development to take plaee

the character alike,

and when youth

development on a new

line.

is

past

it is

too

The French philosopher

Comte wished

that he could have two or three hundred years for

study

like Tithonus,

:

but

if,

he had forgotten to ask for continued

youth, he would probably have found the second half of such a

—

:

:
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barren, from the difficulty of turning his

life utterly

mind

to fresh

subjects.

But not only have we more powers than we are able to develop
powers, senses, and faculties which do not appear to be

we have
made for

this present state of being at all.

that wander through

have " thoughts

eternity," a sense of imperfection with aspira-

a power of reverence and a faculty

after perfection,

tions

We

worship which no visible object can

If

satisfy.

we were

of

created

and if the purpose of the present life were
merely the greatest possible amount of well-being, we should be

for the present life only,

and our wisdom would

better without such faculties as these,
consist in living a life

distinguished from that of bees and ants

by our possessing elaborate language and the power

chiefly

But being

inventing machinery.

nature and

life

constituted as

are,

the preparation for another as the

of the

winged

life

of

our entire

appear unintelligible, unless our present

much

me

we

life is as

of the larva for that

insect.

posthumous volume of essays by that great
and good man John Stuart Mill, which has just been given to the
Let

refer to the

by his executors. One of these essays is, in fact, a confession
was able neither to believe in immortality nor to do withNo more pathetic confession was ever set on
out the belief.
public

that he

paper in the quiet of a man's
confession as this, coming from a

own study. When I read such a
man whose life was tranquil and

who appears never to have had any great sorrow till
and who stood in the highest rank of the literary and
men of his time, I am reminded of Matthew Arnold's

prosperous,

late in life,
scientific

striking lines

:

" Brightly and fast the tide of

And no man may
Yet each has

Which

The

soul of

worse fate

may

roll,

own anguish

—his own soul

perishes of cold."

John Stuart

—that

his

life

another's hurt behold

Mill,

however, was preserved from a

of perishing of cold without feeling the anguish.

But such a confession as his confirms me in the belief that powers
and faculties have not been conferred in vain, and that where
there is power to seek there must be hope to find.

,
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now only of the suggestions of immortality which are
by a comparison of Man and his life with the rest of
nature, and by the recognition of an unfulfilled purpose in Man.
I speak

yielded

My

present subject does not take

which, in

my view, make

me on

to those other reasons

the hope a certainty.

§th December, 1874.

The President, Joseph John

Murphy,

Esq.,

in

the Chair.

PETER REDFERN,
and Physiology

Esq., M.D.,Lond., Professor of

in Queen's College, Belfast, read a

Anatomy

Paper on

The Kelations of the Blood with the
and Organs.

Tissues
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6th January , 1875.

The President,

Joseph John

Murphy,

in

Esq.,

the Chair.
The Rev. John Grainger, D.D.,

of

Broughshane, delivered a

Lecture on

Some Irish Paleozoic
The

Fossils.

Irish Palaeozoic field of enquiry includes the greater part of

the country.

All the rocks of Ireland belong to the Palaeozoic or

more ancient

period, with the exception of parts of four counties

Many

in our immediate neighbourhood.
fossils

are

of the Irish Palaeozoic

For

unparalleled in any other part of the world.

instance, there are, in the old red sandstone of Kiltorkan, Co.

Kilkenny, beautiful remains of a peculiar Fern, which derives
specific

name, Palceopteris Hibernians, from

strange plant form discovered there
after the discoverer,

is

this country.

named Sagenaria

Mr. Baily, the acting Palaeontologist

G-eological

Survey of Ireland.

Kiltorkense,

from the very spot

A

third

itself,

is

its

Another
Bailyana,
to

H. M.

called Cyclostigma

Kiltorkan.

Angular pieces

of granite are found enclosed in the carboniferous limestone at

Milltown, near Dublin, some specimens of which Dr. Grainger

Church in that city. These
embedded fragments being angular and not rounded, shew that they
were not deposited as pebbles of the sea, The only feasible theory
to account for their presence in the limestone is that they had been

built into the walls of St. Barnabas'

entangled in the roots of trees which grew on the sides of the
granite hills bounding the Palaeozoic sea, and after these trees had

been torn by floods from their rocky

seats, the corners of the

rock

which they brought away were dropped into the waters of the
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carboniferous basin.
is

The

existence of vegetation, at that period,

proved by the discovery of

jet in

pockets of the carboniferous

limestone at Castleknock, near the Phoenix Park.

may have

This

been originally driftwood.

The

earliest

remains of animal

life

in the

world

there be

(if

not earlier traces in Serpentine limestones of G-alway or Canada)

were discovered in Ireland by Professor Oldham, in the Cam-

Rocks of Bray Head, and called after him Oldhamia
and radiata. In similar rocks, in the same neighbourhood, worm tracks and burrows, formed before the rock was consolidated, were discovered by the late Dr. Kinahan.
One of these
forms was named by him Histioderma Hibernicum. Our Belfast
Naturalists' Field Club are working successfully a mine of
great Palaeozoic interest in the Lower Silurian Rocks of Donaghadee.
Others have been fortunate enough in other parts of Ireland,,
brian

antique^

The

old Irish Lamellibranchiate Pleurorhyncus Ilibernicas^ has been

relieved of

comparative isolation, and another

its

Koeninckii, has been

of the latter

added to the genus.

of specimens

have been found at Rathkeale, Co. Limerick.

the most interesting discovery of late
described.

fine Irish species,

Numbers

It

is,

is

that for the

Perhaps
time

first

now

that beautiful bands of colour have been observed

by Dr. Grainger and his friend Captain Bennett, of Blackrock,
Co, Dublin, on a number of specimens of fossil shells from
the carboniferous limestone of Clane, Co. Kildare. Rare and faint
indications of colour had been seen before, but these are decided
and peculiar. The principal species on which these wonderful
colourings are preserved
of a chevron pattern,

design

is

the

same

is

On

Avicidopecten Sowerbii.

and of two

as that

still

sizes.

The

by a

how

fresh particle of carbonate of lime,

is

size

u British

is

inex-

and yet the distinguishing
still

to say, the colour of the substance appears to

while the substance
ties of

It

every particle of the original shell has been replaced

bands of colour of the former substance are

That

they are

found painted by the hand of the

Creator in various species of the allied living forms.
plicable

it

general idea of the

itself

has departed.

Plates of the two varie-

Of this pattern are beiug published

Fossils,"

a work which Dr.

represented.

have remained
in

Mr. Baily's

Grainger recommended.
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Attention was drawn to the rare Gasteropod Platyschisma

and

to the interesting

The

a Cephalopod.

Pteropod Porcellia Puzozi, so

great size to

which many

Irish species

same

in that period, in contrast to specimens of the

other countries,

was

Species

noticed.

tiara,

illusively like

grew

species in

which are ordinarily

in

Ireland found as large as oranges are in England no bigger than
peas.

The

likeness to peas holds good also in respect to the ease

with which the English specimens are extracted from the rock.

They come away

just like peas out of a pod, while the Irish fossils

are most tantalizing in the

way

they splinter.

been more complete in

apparently

Metamorphism has

country.

this

of Palaeozoic Entomostraca our fellow-member,

contributed

many

species

the

list

from the County Cork.

The names

of

of this class of crustaceans are very pretty, such as for in-

stance,

cythere,

Fossils

many

To

Mr. "Wright, has

the following

is

:

— Cypris,

The

cytherella.

cyprella,

cypridina, cypridella,

greatest discovery of Irish Palaeozoic

that of the Vertebrata found

by Mr. Brownrigg and

other geologists in Jarrow Colliery, Co. Kilkenny, and described

by Professor Huxley and Dr. E. P. Wright. There are nearly
of amphibians from that one corner of Ireland

many forms

have been found in similar formations in

A

perfect repertoire of all the fossils

to the year

1862

is

in the

all

as

as

the world besides.

which had been obtained up

Synopses of the Carboniferous and

by Professor M'Coy, the drawings
which were executed by the gentleman who is now Dr.
Grainger's valued assistant in the ministry, the Rev. Henry

Silurian Fossils of Ireland,
for

Hutchings, M.A.

The

lecture

was

by diagrams, and by an
from Dr. Grainger's cabinet.

illustrated

selection of specimens

instructive
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27 th January, 1875.

Professor J. F. Hodges,

A Paper

M.D,

F.C.S., in the

was read by Robert Young,

Chain

Esq., C.E., Belfast, on

The Water-Bearing Bocks between

Moma

and

Lurgan.

A

Geological

Map

also a section taken

of this part of the country

was

exhibited,

from Lough Neagh, across the Lagan

and

valley,

near Magheralin, to Kilwarlin, exhibiting the succession of the
rocks on that

line.

It

was shown that the western

side of the

from near Waringstown to Moira, was formed by
the outcrop of the chalk beds which here mark the southern limits
of the great sheet of this rock, which extends northwards to

Lagan

valley,

Magilligan in the County Derry, and the escarpment of which, at

numerous

places

on the Eastern

side,

adds

so

picturesque character of the County Antrim coast.

beds which once covered
feet

have in

this quarter

it

much
The

to a depth of seven or eight

been worn

away

to

the

basaltic

hundred

to a great extent.

This

notably the case around the town of Moira, where not only has
the basalt been bodily carried away from a large area, but the

is

chalk beds are thinned down, and form the surface of the lowest
part of the district, constituting the watershed between the

Lagan

and Lough Neagh.

outliers of the trap

are to

denudation.

The

be seen, which hav«

Some detached

survived the general

lower chalk beds rest on the keuper marls, the
visible,

lias

not being here

and under these the bunter sandstones appear

rising to the

eastward, and resting unconformably against the lower silurian
rocks which form the high ground from Hillsborough to Dromore*

Owing

way

to the

which

in

so great a surface of the chalk

exposed without even a covering of clay or
dipping in a north-easterly direction,

it

and

rises into

and

district passes

Lough Neagh

w

to the beds

highly probable that

is

very large quantity of the drainage of the
its interstices,

drift,

a

through

at the points of least

which has been shown to exist
bed, and one portion of which passes through the

resistance along the line of fault

somewhere
valley

in its

The trap-dykes which penetrate

Lower Bann.

of the

and underlying rocks, generally in a north and south
direction, were referred to as affording a probable explanation of
the extraordinary phenomenon of the spring well discovered about
three years ago at Ballymacmaine, near Lurgan, and which excited

the chalk

much

The

attention at that time.

large supply, the purity of the

water, and the superior level to which

it rises,

compared with that of

the springs issuing from the chalk at no great distance on both sides
of

it,

as at Springfield

and Magheralin,

all

seem

to indicate that the

drainage area supplying this remarkable spring
or part cut off
afford,

by such

barriers as these dykes

from the porous strata surrounding

•A very

is

may

either in

whole

be expected to

it.

some respects resembling
Paris, was discovered some years

interesting Artesian well, in

the famous one of Grenelle at

When

ago at the Island Mill, Lisburn.
underlies the alluvium of the

Lagan

valley

the boulder clay which

was pierced

at a depth

from the surface, the water rose with great force
to a considerable height, and continues to flow ever since.
It is highly probable that the water bearing stratum, which was
tapped at this point, rises from beneath the margin of the denuded
of about 30 feet

boulder clay, somewhere in the district described above, and
thus kept constantly saturated by the large

amount

is

of drainage

there penned up as a reservoir for the upper levels of the

Lagan

Navigation.

The Canal

at

Lady Bridge

Island Mill, which

water

is

is

would account

discharged.

33 feet above the Lagan at the
for the velocity with

which the

—
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27th January,

The President,

1875.

Joseph John Murphy,

Esq.,

in

the Chair.

A

Paper was read by

Mr.,

W. H. PATTERSON,

M.R.I.A.,

entitled

A

On

Tour made in the North of Ireland, by
Dr. Thomas Molyneux, in August, 1708.

looking through some of the papers of the late Dr. Berwick of

Belfast,

by the kindness

of his

nephew Mr. Walter Berwick, I

observed some accounts in manuscript, of tours made in Ireland

about the year 1708.

by

whom

At

these papers

first,

I could observe nothing to indicate
They consisted of " a
written.

had been

journey to the North," " a journey to Connaught," " a journey to
Kerry," and several others. However after some search I found
that " a journey to Connaught" the same as the one in manuscript,

had been published in " the Miscellancy of the Irish Archaeological
Society," and was assigned there to Dr. Thomas Molyneux and was
edited and annotated by Dr. Aquilla Smith.
A portion of Dr.
Molyneux's " tour to the South," commenced on November the 8th,
1709,

is

also published in the journal of the

Kilkenny Archteological

Society, having been

communicated by Mr. J. P. Prendergast.
As 44 the journey to the North" has, never so far as I know,
been published, it occurred to me that it would be of sufficient
interest to warrant me in bringing it before our society, as part of'
the business of an evening.
Dr. Thomas Molyneux was of the Co. Armagh family represented
by the present Sir Capel Molyneux of Castle Dillon he was born
in Dublin in 1661, and educated in Trinity College.
Some time
;

—

afterwards

visited

lie

became a fellow

lie

of the

Leyden and Paris, and on his return home
Boyal Society in England, and a fellow

of the

In 1711 he was elected

College of Physicians in Ireland.

Regies Professor of Physic in the Dublin University, in 1718 he

became Physician-general to the Army in Ireland, and physician
1725 on the 4th of July, 1734, he was created a
baronet, and died on the 19th of October, 1733.
The following extracts will give an idea of the nature of Dr.
to the State in

;

Molyneux's observations

:

" Saturday, August 7th, 1708,

and a half

left

Dublin and came in 3 hours

to Bellough, a small village, thro' a very flat

which

last is

open corn

Santry and Swords

country, good cawsey roads, passing thro'

a Burrough, and seems to have been a place of some

antiquity, for several old ruins that are here,

and among others of

one of the old round steeples, which stands near the church."

Dr. Mi then passed on by Julianstown Bridge to Drogheda,
" Drogheda is a pretty large town, larger houses and every way
liker Dublin,

than any one I have seen in Ireland.

the famous river Boyne, which

is

It stands

on

navigable to within the walls to

Boats of 40 or 50 tun. Its walls and fortifications are very old,
and out of repair, having suffered much, as have also most of the
houses then standing, in

its

siege

by O. Cromwell.

commands

Here

is

on the

and
from whence you have a fair prospect of it, a remarkable Dane's
mount, as it seems to have been, but to which there are now built
south side the river, on a height which

5 or 6 half bastions of stone

work with a

the town,

ditch round

it,

by

Cromwell, as they relate."
he

Passing by Ardee and Dundalk, Dr. M. reaches Armagh, where
u the choir of this cathedral has been lately rebuilt
tells that

and much adorned by the Dean Drellincourt, who has wainscotted
and painted

it

all at his

own

somer than any in Dublin

cost, so that

'tis

now

I think hand-

handsome free
school now building, and good barracks.
Cousin Dopping was
this evening sworn a burgess of the town, and I was complimented

my freedom."
He then went to

;

here

is

also a very

with

Castle Dillon and Legacorry, and

half a mile of Portadown, " Mr.

Workman showed

when within
us vast plan-

y7
tations of firr trees of all different ages,

from the seed

;

they thrive

here mighty well, and this gentleman makes a considerable gain in
this

At Portadown

way."

they passed over the river with their

horses, in a wherry, as the bridge,

not

"

completed,

From

thence

which was then building, was

we went on through a mighty

pretty English-like, enclosed country, and well planted with large
trees, to

Mr. Brownlow's town, Lurgan.

.

This town

.

.

is

mart of linnen manufactorys in the North,
being almost entirely peopled with linnen weavours, and all by the
at present the greatest

care and cost of Mr. Brownlow, who, on his
trade here, bought up everything that
of cloath, and lost
fixing itself, he

is

This gentleman

at first considerably

now by

is

;

he showed

must be a

;

but at length the thing

same methods a considerable gainer.
more curious than ordinary, and has by him

me

which he can read and understands

one on parchment of the Bible (as I

remember), pretended to be written by
this

establishing this

the

several old Irish manuscripts

very well

first

was brought to the markett

fable.

petrifying qualities of the

St. Patrick's

This gentleman

Lough Neagh

esteem the stones found on

its

own hand, but

not satisfied about the

is

waters, and seems rather to

banks to be lapides

sui generis

than

Having supped with him, we lay at an inn."
They then went by Maherlin, where "I stopped to pay a visit
to my old tutor, Mr. Redman, who lives with his uncle Cuppaidge,
" Here we
minister of the place," and on by Dromore to Lisburn.
design'd to have waited on the Bishop of Down, who lives within
petrifactions.

a small mile of the town, but, he being not at home,
time in viewing the miserable ruins of the late
here,

and not a house in the town escaped.

Phoenix be ever

true, sure

the beautifullest

'tis

we

spent our

which happened

If the story of the

in this town, for here

you

see one of

towns perhaps in the three kingdoms— all brick

houses, slayted, of one bigness

from the most

fire,

—

all

new and

terrible rubbish that

allmost finish'd, rising

can be imagined.

When

I

stood in the churchyard I thought I never had seen before so
dreadful a scene

all

round

me — the church

the tombstones all cracked with the

the churchyard burned to trunks.

town belongs)

fire,

burnt to the ground,

vast trees that stand round

Lord Conway (to whom this
from all the rest in the

his house, tho' at a distance
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town, burnt to ashes, and

all his

the trees in the churchyard.
effects

gardens in the same condition with

'Tis scarce conceavable such dismal

could arise from so small a cause, and in so short a time as

they relate, only some turf ashes thrown on a dunghill, which a

wind blowing towards the town raised and threw on the
spunk by a long
drought of weather which had then happened, took fire, and the
wind continuing what it had begun, the whole town in half an hour
was irrecoverably in flames, insomuch that this accident happening
whilst they were at church on Sunday morning, by four the fire
was extinguished, and not a house and but few of their goods remained in being. Its rise is likely to be as sudden as its fall.
Lord Conway has renewed all the leases for a year or two rent
free, gives them as much wood as they please to cutt of his own
woods, which are near, and obliges them to build regular. This town
was formerly the greatest linnen manufactory of the North before
the fire, now much removed to Lurgan and other adjacent places.
I do not doubt but when 'tis quite rebuilt 'twill be rather in a more
thriving condition than before."
This was the fire of April 20,
brisk

shingles of the next house, which, being like

1707.

M. then goes on to Belfast, where he dined with the soveMr. Macartney, and was made free of the town. He alludes
the busy appearance of Belfast, and " a very good manufacture

Dr.
reign,
to

of earthenware,"

which

is

" clean

and

pretty,

and universally used

in the North."

Carrickfergus was visited, and then Antrim, where Dr. M, had

an opportunity of examining some large specimens of the Lough

Neagh silicified wood. Mr. Macclean, minister of the town, also
gave him "certain stones of a whitish brown colour, of a gritty
substance, much the bigness and shape of a potatoe, save that they
all

have

[ ]

stick in the

little

protuberances, by which, he assures me, they

banks of

this lough,

their weight

near the surface of the water, the

to grow till
and the water washing away the earth where they

rest standing clear out,

and that they are there found

stick, they fall to the bottom.
Of these stones the Archbishop of
Dublin gave me several before, and related the same account of

them."

Dr. M. could not succeed in seeing a specimen of the u

fish
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Polleyn,

fcalled

He

a sort of herring or trout."

visits

v

Shane

s

and then proceeds across country by Maghereoghili now
(Ahoghill) to Ballymoney, "a pretty clean, English-like town,
belonging to the Earl of Antrim, who has here in possession a proCastle,

digious scope of land, I believe of

some

thirty or forty miles in

length."

The Giant's Causeway was visited, as well as Dunluce Castle,
and the travellers slept at Coleraine."
'About a small mile up
the river is the famous fishery of Coleraine.
This has nothing extraordinary in its contrivance, and has been wholly to an accident
that it was ever made.
There is here a fall in the river, and a
4

gentleman of the neighbourhood having occasion to bring down

some timber down the river, makes at this fall a cutt of a matter
of ten or twenty foot over to let his timber down.
The cutt remains, and salmon at those seasons of the year they goe up and
down the river, finding this the most easy passage, come up and

down

which, the fishermen observing, build here a

in great shoals,

wire enclosing some forty feet in length of this

some

fisher boats that fish at the river's

tity of fish that is here taken,

cutt,

and

this,

with

mouth, take the vast quan-

which I think,

is

not owing to any

peculiar artifice in the fishery, but the love the fish have to that

and the great quantity of waters that are above, the
which is no small one much larger than the LifTey,
from Coleraine to the great Lough Neagh, the whole lough itself,
and several rivers that run into it."
water,

whole

—

river,

From Coleraine the travellers went towards Newtownlimavady,
along " a most excellent artificially-made cawsey, in dismal, wild,
it runs for some miles in an exact streight line,
and it makes a pretty figure to see a work so perfectly owing to art
We
and industry in so wild a place 'twill cost 600 pounds.
arrived at Newtown Lemnavaddy, where Mr. Connelly lives, in

boggy mountains

;

;

about 4 hours.

Newtown

is

a very pretty, clean, English-like

town, a Burrough, well planted with English and Scotch inhabitants.

Mr. Connelly

here building a park, which will be extreamly

is

beautiful and well watered

which Mr. Connelly
•cover a bridge over

told

it,

by the

me

river that runs through the town,

will sometimes swell so as entirely to

in this place,

which I could not esteem

less
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than SO feet from the water.

There

is

here gathered a kind of black

on the rocks of Magilligan, -which they

slate,

an excellent medicine in several disorders.
curiosities are here talked of,

tell

me

Some

is

found

to

be

other natural

but none very remarkable

they

;

tell

by the description, I could learn
of a clockto be no more than odd-figured rock on the sea-shore
maker in this county, who has made several attempts for the
of Mr. MacSwine's gun in the County Donegal,
perpetual motion
They
which, as I hear, is a hole in the cliffs of the rocks.
showed me here some very round stones found in great quantities
We
in a hill called Bullet Hill, in the County of Deny.
were invited to dine with Major-General Hamilton, who lives at a
place called [
], within two miles of Newtown, on the
Mrs. Hamilton here told me of a very famous well
road to Deny.
in Enishowen, in County Donegal, which is a vast peninsula of land
between Lough Foyle and Swilly, all belonging to [
], called
Malin Well here the sick come from all parts to be cured by
of Solomon's Porch, which,

you

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

yet has the water of

no particular virtue, for

going into

it,

seems

only a hollow in a rock, where one

it is

it

may

sit

and

it

let the

waves beat clear over you. However, the coldness of the water
has surely had good effects
she told me she has been in it several
times, but has not found much benefit."
;

The

travellers

now

proceeded towards Deny, passing along the

Lough Foyle

border of

shell banks,

which

— "It

being low water,

we saw

last for six or eight mile here,

the great

and are

in no

likelyhood of being exhausted, though the boats are continually at

work to carry them away for manure, this being almost the only
manure used within thirty mile from Scotland they would willingly
give a boat of coal for as much shells, but these are more valuable."
Dr Molyneux writes concerning Deny: "The old houses have
suffered much by the siege of it, as well as the inhabitants by the
;

—

famine caused there

much

that this

blockade
side,

;

the Irish

while a

abroad.

;

yet I

am

assured by persons then in the town,

talked of siege amounted to no more than a firm

boom

army

lay

encamped on opposite

hills at

one

stretched across the river hindered help from

Neither doe I hear that were ever any regular approaches

but once, when they took a small height, which indeed, commands

»
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Wind

the town, at the side called

Mill Hill, and even this they had

not in possession, but were repulsed in six hours' time.
the artificial strength of this place
old

and out of repair and so

*s

so little, the wall

provided with

ill

However,
and ditch so

artillery, rather in a

worse condition than Gallway or Limerick, that I could scarce
believe

any army could appear before it without reducing it. As
upon enquiry they tell me that there were indeed no

to the famine,

provisions to be bought or gotten in the town, for a considerable
time, so that all the strangers
there,

of the

were reduced

who had come

in to take sanctuary

to miserable difficultys, but the settled people

town who foresaw

things,

and had opportunitys of laying

much more

easy condition." Dr. M.
mentions the u handsome well-adorn'd cathedrall church here, built
stores in beforehand,

were

in a

their old cittaclell, a good handsome town house,
by King William and Queen Mary, and also a handsome large
school, with a good house for the master, and a large chamber

on the ruins of
built

free

above for liberary
will be placed in

;

this is
it,

law books, with some
of

now

building,

which are a

history, given

Deny, now Archbishop

when

by William,

of Dublin."

"

We

Norman's an ingenious man, an alderman of
civilly entertained at the bishop's and dean's."

From Derry
Strabane,

finished, the

collection of divinity

Lord Bishop
at Mr.
the town, and were

,

late

lay in

the travellers returned to Dublin,

New town Stewart

books

and canon

Deny

by way

Clogher, Monaghan, &c.

of Lifford,
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17 th February, 1875.

Rev.

W. M'Ilwaine,

Cham

D.D., in the

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., President
Read a Paper, on

of

the

Society,

The Eelation of Logic to Language.
It appears to have been the almost universal opinion, from the

time

when

century,
all

that

the scholastic philosophy was superseded until the present

that pure, abstract, or formal logic

is

a subject on which

But during

to be said has long ago been said.

is

the life-

time of the present generation, three writers have almost simultaneously, and without

owing any of

their ideas one to another,

endeavoured to show that the science

is

still

These are Sir William Hamilton, Professor

The aim

Professor Boole.

of

a progressive one.

De Morgan, and

Hamilton was

to

complete the theory of propositions and syllogisms.

De Morgan was
an

artificial

improve and

The aim

to increase the precision of the science

of

by using

notation instead of language, and by the introduction

of quantitative elements into logic to unite

and the theory of

The aim

it

with mathematics

was the same
aimed
and
he
also
at
Morgan,
showing
De
how far the
same methods and principles are applicable to logic and to matheprobabilities.

of Boole

as that of

matics.

De

Morgan's logical notation

consisting of letters, lines,
algebra.
is to

Now

is

is

to the eye a very

dots.

uncouth one,

Boole's notation

almost self-evident that

if

that of

is

artificial

notation

be applied to logic, the best notation must be that of algebra,

in so far as
it

it

and

may

it is

applicable

:

and

this for

—

because
two reasons
whom any treatise

be safely assumed that the readers for

:
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on

logical science, higher than a

mere manual,

ever analogy

mathematics

may exist
may be best

written, already

is

and because whatbetween the principles of logic and of

understand the notation of elementary algebra

:

displayed by using similar notation for

both.

we have

In mathematics

which are true of

all

with propositions and formulae

to do

magnitudes alike

:

and for

this reason it is

convenient, and practically necessary, to use such symbols as x and
?/,

which may stand for any magnitudes whatever.

The

case of

Logical principles and formulae are true of

logic is similar.

all

subjects alike, while language does not contain formulae of sufficient

generality for the purposes of logic

:

and

it is

consequently conve-

nient to use symbols like those of algebra, which express logical
relations

and nothing

degree of generality.
less

any required

else,

and are suspectible

The

superiority of symbols to language

of

is

decided in logic than in mathematics, only because the formulas

and processess of logic are less intricate.
It is not however enough to say that language
the purposes of logical science.

not only imperfect but misleading.
the science has been confused

is

imperfect for

For those purposes language

We

shall see further

is

on that

of language

by mistaking the usages

for logical principles.

In consequence of the imperfections of language, the
of propositions,

was

defective.

and therefore also of
Sir William Hamilton

entire theory

syllogisms, in the old logic,
said,

though

it

was

left for

Boole to apply the principle thoroughly, that every proposition
ought to be treated as an equation between the subject and the
predicate.

Now

the grammatical forms of ordinary language do

not easily lend themselves to the statement of such an equation.
It has usually to

grammatical,

is

be stated either by a construction which, though

harsh and constrained, or

else

by a

periphrasis.

Thus, to mention a fact which has not the disadvantage of being
too

commonplace

:

— " Those

animals

which have a brain

in

connexion with a spinal cord, and they alone, have red bloodcorpuscles."

But

Here

to express

it

an equation, or statement of equivalence.

is

we have

alone" parenthetically

:

either to insert the

or to

make two

words "and they

propositions of the state-

—

-
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ment, thus :— u All animals which have a brain in connexion with

a spinal cord have red blood-corpuscles, and

have red blood-corpuscles have a brain

in

animals which

all

connexion with a spinal

We may

cord."

single sentence

no doubt express the relation of equivalence by a
and without a parenthesis, but it sounds harsh and

:— thus,

constrained

"

The animals which have a brain

in connexion

with a spinal cord are identical with those which have red bloodcorpuscles."

It

obvious that in ordinary language the need of

is

forms expressing equivalence has not been

when once

obvious

it

is

felt

:

but

it is

equally

pointed out, that such forms are needed

for a complete theory of propositions.

In a proposition of the form
all

x

is

y

or

some x
all or

some

the subject

is
is

is

y

called the quantity of the subject,

said to be quantified.

improvement consisted

Sir

and

in the old logic

William Hamilton's great

in quantifying the predicate also.

I cannot

would have been done long ago, and become a
matter of course, w ere it not that logic has been controlled by the
doubt that

this

T

usages of language.

Omitting negative propositions, the only forms recognised in the
old logic are the following

:—

all x is y
some x is y
Hamilton has shown, these are

But, as

quantify the predicate,

we

insufficient.

When we

get the four following, of

which only

the second and fourth are recognised in the old logic
all

x

:

is all

y
all x is some y
some x is all y
some x is some y

The old form 44 all x is y" is equivalent to the new form " all x is
some ?/" and " some x is y" is equivalent to " some x is some y"
It would be difficult to imagine any thing more harsh and
inelegant than the forms of propositions now quoted from Hamilton,
and this may have prejudiced many readers against his view of the
:

—
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But

theory of propositions.

it

Hamilton's view to be unsound

:

is

no

it

is

reason

for

concluding

only a reason for using

modes of expression, and thus making ourselves indepen-

algebraic

dent of the forms of language.

If then

we

write Hamilton's four

forms of affirmative propositions as algebraic equations,
1

all

x

2

all

x

3

some x
some x

4

p

much

being so

Let me
In

1,

will

y
some y

is all
is

x

is all

x

is

x

of

y
some y

y as

—y
—y —p

x

be written

is

not

and q

so

much

— q=-y
— q—y —p

of x as

is

meaning of these by examples.
the meanings of x and y be taken from

not y.

illustrate the

let

mentioned instance.

my

first

Let x mean animals having a brain in

connexion with a spinal cord, and y those having red blood corpuscles

:

— the proposition or equation
x=-y

asserts the identity of the two.

In

x mean

2, let

fishes,

and y mean vertebrates

:

— the equation

x=y-p
asserts that fishes are included

In

3, let

among

vertebrates.

x mean vertebrates, and y mean

fishes

:— the

equation

x-q=y
asserts that vertebrates include fishes.

In

4,

let

x mean

insects,

and y mean winged

:

—the equation

x~q=-.y-p
asserts that

some

class insects

and the

insects

are winged, or in other words that the

class Avinged partly include

The p and q of these equations may
when they will read thus
1

2

3

4

But the forms

first

each other.

of course be transposed,

=y
x+p=y
x
=y+q
x+p=y+q
x

given are I think more

certainly the case as to the last of the four

intelligible.

This

is
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When we
stantially the

thus treat propositions as equations (and this

same thing

as quantifying the predicate)

we

is

sub-

see that

the form
all

though

it

x

%=y

or

y

is all

was not recognised by

the old logic,

of all possible forms of proposition,

is

really the simplest

and that from which

all

others

are derived.

By

this

distinction

method we

disencumber logical science of the

also

between subject and predicate.

predicate differ only as the

maticians have not found

two

The

subject and the

an equation

sides of

;

and mathe-

necessary to introduce distinct names

it

for these.

We

also

disencumber the science of the rules for the conversion

These have long been regarded as

of affirmative propositions.

fundamental principles, but their supposed necessity

is

to the usage of language in quantifying the subject

due merely

and not the

predicate.

By

meant making the subject
Thus in the old logic, the

the conversion of a proposition

and the predicate change

is

places.

proposition
all

x

is

y

becomes by conversion

some y

is

some x

is

x

:

and the proposition
y

becomes by conversion

some y

is

x.

Or, in the technical language of the old logic, a universal affirmative

becomes by conversion a partial

affirmative

when converted

still

A presumption that the old rules
sense insufficient,

is

afforded

affirmative, while

of conversion are in a scientific

by the

fact that a proposition of the

form
all

when

a partial

remains a partial affirmative.

x

is

y

converted, according to rule, into

some y

is

x

—

—
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cannot be converted back into the original form

:

for

if

reconverted,

becomes

it

some x

is y.

Surely there ought not to be any thing in logic analogous to the

by

loss of light

reflexion

But when we write

!

with the quantified predicate,
only inversion:

—that

the

it

backwards.

is

only rule for the conversion of an

which a truly scientific logic
Thus the proposition
all x is some y
or
x—y—p

affirmative proposition

read

the propositions

will be seen that conversion

it

requires,

is

to

becomes by inversion

some y

The

proposition,

language thus

with

is all

its

x

or

y—p=x.

inverted form,

may

be expressed in

:

x is included in y
y includes x.
These, it is obvious, are not two propositions, but the same
proposition written in two ways.
Though Sir William Hamilton said that propositions ought to
be treated as equations, he did not, I think, consistently apply the
This however has been done

principle to negative propositions.

by Boole. It
We must for

is difficult

this

to do this without using algebraic symbols.

purpose substitute the use of negative terms for

that of negative propositions

—in other words, we must write the

:

negative as part of one of the terms instead of part of the copula.

In

this there is

nothing contrary to the usages of language.

the proposition insects are not vertebrate

is

negative, but

it

Thus,

may

be

transformed into an affirmative proposition with a negative predicate,

when

it

will

read thus

insects

:

are

invertebrate.

form of expression,

The

advantage in logical science of

this

makes evident

same laws hold of negative as of

the truth that the

is

that

it

affirmative propositions.

In Boole's notation,

existing thing3, but all

In logic as

in

:

mathematics, therefore, the equation
1

is

—

not necessarily all
symbol for all
things that form the subject of discourse.

1 is the

true for all values of x.

x—x

This

is

not inconsistent with the usages

4s

word " men," for instance, when used without
qualification, commonly means " all men" or " men in general."
Consequently, whatever be the meaning assigned to x, the expresof language :—-the

sion

I-x
mean

will

things that form the subject of discourse, and are

all

not x.

A

negative term thus

is

that which

negative quantity in mathematics.
for instance,

obtained by subtracting

is

corresponding positive from unity.

its

It is not analogous to a

we are speaking of animals,

If

and x means vertebrates, then

l-x
will

mean

And

invertebrates.

whatever be the meaning of

x, it is

universally true that

x+(l-x) = l
that

not

is to

say that

all

the things whereof

we speak

are either x or

x.

We

have seen that in the system now expounded, the so-called

conversion of affirmative propositions

But what

contraposition

:

and as

reducible to mere inversion.

is

called the conversion

is

negative propositions

of

this is quite distinct

from inversion,

ambiguous word conversion.

better to discard the

is

it is

This subject

has been more misunderstood than anything else in elementary
logic.

tive

It is

negative
is

an axiom of the old

logic that while a general affirma-

becomes by conversion a particular affirmative, a general

when

converted remains a general negative

to say, a proposition of the

still.

That

whom

there

form

all

x

is

y

becomes by conversion

some y

is

no x

y

x

:

while the proposition
is

becomes by conversion
Sir

no y is x.
William Hamilton quotes an old logician

appeared to be something mysterious in
propositions.

But

if

we

to

this peculiarity of negative

write the propositions with the quantified

—

—

—
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predicate,

we

and with negative terms instead of the negative copula,
that there

shall see

nothing special or exceptional in the

is

matter.

The

contrapositive of a proposition,

when written

as an equation,

found by substracting both sides of the equation from unity.

is

In our system, the proposition

no x

is

y

written

is

all

x

some not y or x—1 — y—p
of this, which in the old logic

is

and the contrapositive

no y

is

is

written

x

becomes in our system
all

y

some not x

is

or

1

— x=.y-\-p

by transposition

or,

y—\ —x—p
This proposition, with

To

contrapositive,

its

x

is

y

is

give an example as before

brates

:

all

is

which are not

A

are

insects

contrapositive

:

— Let x mean

x

is

insects,

and y

among
are

invertebrates; and

included

common

me

:

logical converse of no

The true

x

is y, viz.

no y

is x,

cannot, I think, be

contrapositive warranted by the old logic

quantity, as in the conversion per accidens of all x

simple conversion of no x

is

my

all

contrapositive

my

use of the technical language of the science.

are the two triads of propositions, as stated by

converse

is x,

the

y into no y is x without loss of quantity is balanced
x is y into no not y is x without loss of quantity."

correspondent's objection appears to be directed not against

ing, but only against

a loss of

is

y into some y

is

is

the contraposition of all

The following

its

amoug animals

some not y is x."
" I think it noteworthy that while in this contraposition, there

My

verte-

insects.*

called a contrapositive.

.by

:

some not y

included

vertebrates

that

friend writes to

" The

be expressed thus

then the proposition

means that

*

may

included in not y
included in not x

x

is

y

some y is x
no not y is x

E

him

:

reason-

——

—
: :

—

—

:
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We

now

go on to the application of these principles and this

notation to the syllogism.

The following
gism,

and

as

is

one of the typical forms of the ordinary syllo-

expressed in the old form, in Sir William Hamilton's,

De Morgan's

All

is

#

All x

y

is

z

all

therefore all x

is

z

all

.t

The dictum

de omni

ordinary syllogism
is

is

But

nullo,

et

some
which

y=z — q
x~z — q —p

z
is

axiom whereon the

the

:

— ''Whatever,

true of every individual composing

is

this does not include every
:

—

provides for

canon

syllogistic

omy

applies

it

instance, are perfect syllogisms

Hydrogen
water

to the relation of

is

is

therefore the stamen

is

a part of the flower

a part of the plant.

William Hamilton somewhere proposes

canon thus:

a part of the whole."

converse

contrapositive

:

a part of the plant

is

aright, Sir

to state the syllogistic

:—

a constituent of albumen.

is

The stamen

remember

no x is y
no y is x
some not y

is

— "That which

But

this is

is

a part of the

an unusual use of the

x

These, in our system, written in the same order become

x —y

or
x is some y
some y is all x
all not y is some not x
all

inverse

contrapositive

all

contrapositive
inverse

x

is

some not y
some not x

y is
some not y
all

it

These two, for

whatever.

a constituent of water

is

the flower

:

obviously imperfect unless

a constituent of albumen

is

therefore hydrogen

If I

is

inclusion

of

cases

all

it."

kind of relation that ought to be

individual to the species or of the species to the genus

whereas any

part

x—y—p

usually stated thus

is

brought under any such canon
the

is
is

:

some y
some z

is

y
x

based,

true of an entire class

first,

method, which only needs to be seen in

order to be recognised as an improvement

all

minor premise

I write the

employed.

in the algebra here

according to

is all

x

—P

y—p=x
1

y—1 — x—p
x=il

or

—y—p

y=I — ^ p

1

y

—p—x

—

:
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word

A

part.

part

whether as a part

here taken to

is

*'

included,

The canon

therefore be thus expressed with greater verbal accuracy

That which

included in what

is

The

includes."

is

included,

is

:—

included in what

syllogism

x

is

some y

y

is

some

z

x

is

some

z

therefore
will

is

compound, an

or a species in the genus.

individual in the species,

may

mean whatever

in the whole, a constituent in the

under the proposed canon be expressed as follows

x is included in y
y is included in z
therefore x is included in z

We

go on to consider what

is

the simplest form in

which the

principle of the syllogism can be expressed.

The

syllogistic

canon,

any of the forms stated above,

in

inclusion

is

partial identity

forms of propositions,

The

identity.

following

and, as

:

than partial

simplest of all possible forms of syllogism

all

x

is all

y

all

y
x

is all

z

is all

z

or

is

the

all

x

is

all

y

is

some y or
some z

therefore all x

is

some z

scarcely neeessary to

x—y

x

is

identical with

y
x

is

identical with z

y=-z

is

identical with z

x—z

But the simplest form recognised

is

seen in discussing the

total identity is a simpler case

:

therefore all

It

we have

is

But

adapted only to propositions and syllogisms of inclusion.

x
y
x

or

y

in the old logic is

is

included in y

is

included in z

is

included in z

or

x=y—p
y=z — q
x=z — q —p

remark that combined forms are possible,

such as
all

all
»

therefore

all

is some y
y is all z
x is some z

x

or

x

is

included in y

y
x

is

identical with z

is

included in z

or

x—y—p
y—z

x=z—p

more important to observe that the direct assertion of identity
between x and y is by no means the only kind of proposition.

It is

—
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may

Syllogisms

be constructed of the form

x—my
y=nz

x=mnz

m

where

and n may be taken

means the

If m, for instance,
father, the

meaning

y
therefore x
it is

relations whatever,,

relation of brother

and n that of

of the syllogism will be

x

If

any

to express

is

the brother of

y

is

the father of z

is

the uncle of z

said that the definition of the

word syllogism

is

here

unduly extended, I reply that a syllogism may be best defined as a
process whereby a relation between two terms

proved from their

is

relations to a third term.

A

glance at the algebraic expressions of these syllogisms will

show, [more clearly than a laboured verbal explanation could do,
the principle, or canon, of them
things

as

it

identical with the

may

all,

same thing are

which

is

simply this

:

—that

identical ivilh each other

:

or,

be otherwise expressed, equivalent terms may be substituted

for each other

:

— and

this is not

a distinct axiom, but an immediate

corollary of the " principle of identity and contradiction," or the

axiom that everything

is itself

fundamental axiom of

all

logic

and not something
:

for

if

we

else,

which is the

say that things identical

with the same thing are identical with each other, we only say in
different

words that a thing continues

to be the

may be called by different names.
From the axiom that things identical
identical with each other, we prove by

it

with the same thing are
the following syllogistic

reasoning the conclusion that the part of a part

whole

same though

is

part of the

:

x=y+p
y—z + q
x—zA-q-\-p

We
where

have

till

now

used the sign

= in the sense

of identity.

But

mathematics deals with equalities

logic deals with identities,
Let us use the same sign in the ordinary mathematical sense of

—
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equality, and we shall see that the foregoing syllogism, from the
axiom that things equal to the same thing are equal to each other,
proves the conclusion that what is greater than the greater is greater

than the

=
x

less.

The following
mean identity

But

equa'ity; then in the same proposition

and y the

:

—Let

the sign

then in the proposition

whole and y a part.

called the

is

definitions should be stated here
:

a?

let the

same sign mean

said to be the greater

is

—

less
and the proposition " x is greater than y " means
equal to the whole whereof y is a part."
It is thus seen that
the so-called axiom " the whole is greater than its part" is not a

"x

:

is

axiom

distinct

area," but

is

axiom " two right

like the

lines

cannot enclose an

directly implied in the definition of whole

The mathematical axiom

and

part.

that things equal to the same thing are

equal to each other, no less than the logical axiom that things
identical with the

same thing are

identical with each other, follows

immediately from the axiom that a thing

In order

thing

else.

axiom

as a definition, thus

the

to

see

From

whereof

the symbols

:

other words

or, in

may

this definition, the truth of the

follows without

and not some-

express the so-called

Similars, or equals, are things of which

:

same predications may be made

are things

is itself

we must

this

:— Similars

be substituted for each

other*

reasoning

x

is

y
therefore x

is

equal to y
equal to z

is

equal to z

any other axiom being needed than the fundamental

and universal one that everything is itself.
Professor Jevons, in an excellent little work

entitled "

The

substitution of similars the true principle of reasoning" states as

the fundamental axiom of logic that " what
true of

its like."

to these

* If however this

it is

is

liable

:

—

is

:

stated as a definition,

we must

geometry the axiom that equal magnitudes

.as to

true of a thing

that it states as an axiom what may be
two objections
and that it confounds together identity and

stated as a definition

of

is

This will not be found to mislead, but

coincide.

may

introduce at the beginning

be applied to each other so

—

—

:
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though, as we have seen, the
equality, which are not the same
same formulas are capable of expressing both, and the reasoning in
both cases consists of eliminating terms by substituting equivalent
;

Thus, in the syllogism

terms.

x=y
y~z
x=z
the " middle term" y

The axiom

may

is

eliminated by substituting x for

it.

that " equivalent terms (whether identical or equal)

be substituted for each other"

is

a convenient statement of

what we have seen to be the rule of all syllogistic reasoning.
It is said that some scholastic logician once took the trouble
reducing the whole of the
following

is

first

therefore
if

book of Euclid

according to the usual custom

The equals of equals
x is equal to y and y
x is equal to z.

what has been

of equals are equal

general truth,

to z

No

doubt

But

it

is

:

said about the relation of mathematics to

The axiom

that the equals

not merely a general truth, which, like every

be made the major premise of an indefinite

of syllogisms

of equals are equal

above.

is

may

:

are equal

syllogism to mathematical reasoning.

canon.

of

The

an erroneous statement of the relation of the

logic is sound, this is

number

to syllogisms.

no doubt a specimen of their form, the major premise

being written

Now,

first

:— it

all

is

a logical principle and a syllogistic

reasoning where

we assume

that the equals

may be

reduced to syllogisms of the form stated

true in

exactly the same sense, and this the

scholastic logicians did not see, that all reasoning of the ordinary
syllogistic

form may be reduced

premise

the general canon of the syllogism.

is

to syllogisms

whereof the major

The following

is

a

regular syllogism of the kind recognized in the old logic, with the

minor premise written

first

:

therefore

all

x

is

all

y
x

is

z

is

z

all

y

— —

—

-

::
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This might be written as follows

:

That which

is

included in what

included in what includes

is

x

is

included in y and y in z

therefore x

is

included in

is

included,

:

:

z.

And it would be possible to carry the analysis still further, till we
had stated every step of of our reasoning in the form of a syllogism
whereof the major premise should be the ultimate principle that
every thing

may

The axiom
is

means exact

WvX such analysis

needless.

is

that the equals of equals are equal

case of the truth that
for equality

or the universal rule that equivalent terms

itself,

is

be substituted.

what

likeness of magnitude.

likeness.

—The

any thing

true of

is

—Likeness,

is

is

a particular

true of

its like

in logic, of course

axiom which Mill has placed

at the

base of his system of logic, namely that things which co-exist with
the

same thing

co-exist with each other^

for co-existence

is

is

same

also a case of the

also a case of likeness

:

—likeness

in respect of

This axiom, as Mill has shown, holds in physical science

position.

a place like that held

in

mathematics by the axiom that the equals

of equals are equal.

It

may

if

the sign

=

is

be used as a syllogistic canon

:

thus,

taken to signify co-existence, the syllogism

x=y
y=z
x—z
will

have the following interpretation

x

:

co-exists with

y
y co-exists with z
therefore x co-exists with z
There is not however always any real difference between propositions of co-existence and propositions of identity.
That
immensely numerous class of propositions which relate to the
properties of

what Mill calls Kinds may be expressed either as the
The following, for instance, is stated as a

one or as the other.

proposition of identity

"The

:

animals having red blood corpuscles are identical with

those having a brain in connexion with a spinal cord."

But

it

may

be stated as a proposition of co-existence, thus

:

—

5>G<

H

Red blood

corpuscles and a brain in connexion with a spinal

cord always co-exist."
It

is

however better for

logical purposes to state such propositions

There are two reasons for

as propositions of co-existence.

In the

first

we

place,

the relation of attributes to substance
attributes co-exist.

this.

thus do not raise the metaphysical question of
:

— we only assert that certain

In the second place, there

thus less danger

is

making a confusion between propositions, which assert something,
and definitions, which only fix the meaning of terms, and are
of

really not propositions at

spinal

column"

press

it

is

in

all,

though they are sometimes called

Thus the statement "

verbal propositions.

form a proposition, but

a proposition of co-existence

as

column co-exists with vertebrate structure

which

because a thing cannot be said to co-exist with

from the mere form of the statement that

see

respecting

vertebrate

have red blood" (which
:

itself

it is

be

to ex" a spinal

is

unmeaning,,

:

and we

shall

not a proposition

but only a definition of what
But the statement that " vertebrates

structure,

vertebrate structure means.

proposition

have a

we attempt
will

it

:"

vertebrates

if

is

true with one

as will be seen

by changing

known
its

form

exception)

is

a

into " red blood

co-exists with vertebrate structure."

In the natural sciences, however, a definition

is

generally united

with an expressed or implied assertion that a reality corresponding
to the definition exists

:

and

this,

as Mill has remarked,

is

what

has been called the definition of a thing, though in strictness
definitions are of

To

return from this digression to the subject of syllogisms.

Syllogisms of the form of which
of

all

words only.

what may be

we have been speaking admit

called a chronological interpretation.

Thus,

let

and z be taken to mean the periods which have elapsed since
then the syllogism
the dates of any three events

x, y,

:

x~y
y=z
x=z
will

be thus interpreted

The event

:—

x was contemporaneous with that of y ;
was contemporaneous with that of z
therefore the event of x was contemporaneous with that of z.of

the event of y

:
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A

syllogism of the form

x —y+p

y--=z+q

x=z+q-fp
when

means
of x was before that of y
the event of y was before that of z
therefore the event of x was before that of z
It would have been scarcely worth while to mention this, were it
not to show of what a variety of interpretation our logical formulae
are capable
unlike those of the old systems, which did not expressly recognise any relations except those of the individual to
the species and the species to the genus.
We must now refer to Mill's objection (in his Examination of
interpreted in this way,

The event

:

Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy) to the

predicate

:

for this involves the entire

He

positions as equations.

we do

thinking

are mortal

objects, that in the actual process of

The

not quantify the predicate.

would be

in Hamilton's

Mill urges in opposition to

we

quantification of the

system of treating pro-

men

proposition

system men are some mortal

beings.

that in uttering such a proposition

this,

do not necessarily consider whether or not there are any other

mortal beings than men.

This is perfectly true its truth is proved
which we have already dwelt, of the remarkable
deficiency in common language of grammatical forms for asserting
equivalence.
But though true it is irrelevant. It appears to imply

by

:

the fact on

that logic ought to be a representation of the actual process of

habitual thought.

Now,

in the

nothing to do with the question

system here expounded, logic has

how we

actually think.

The

truth

of this view appears to be proved by the fact that those conceptions

which are

earliest acquired are not necessarily those

in the logical order.

Thus, for instance,

it

which come

first

can scarcely be doubted

that in the actual order of thought the conception of greater

— the

and

less is earlier

acquired than that of equality

equality

first

enters the

we have

seen that in the logical order the axiom that the equals of

equals are equal comes
less

than the

less is less

mind
first,

:

conception

as the absence of difference

and from

it

than the greater.

we prove

that

:

of/

— but

what

is

:
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It is

however worth while to try

to

answer the question why

habitual thought and language set our logical theory at defiance,

and

refuse to quantify the predicate

:

and the answer appears

to be,

that the vast majority of propositions wbich represent the actual
facts of nature are not propositions of identity but propositions of

and consequently do not need the quantified predicate

inclusion,

for their statement

and the habits of thought and language have

:

been formed in accordance with the character of the propositions
that

we have

to express habitually.

identity, such as

"

Thus, for one proposition of

The animals having

red blood-corpuscles are

identical with those having a brain in connexion with a spinal cord"

there are hundreds of propositions of inclusion, like u Birds are

winged" or " Fishes are water-breathers."

But if the thoughts of
mankind had been habitually and constantly occupied with mathematics, the forms of language would have been differently
developed.
It
It

is

a profound error to think that logic depends on psychology.

a misleading expression to call the laws of logic laws of

is

They

thought.*

are no doubt laws of thought, but not in the

sense in which the laws of the association of ideas are
is to say,

so.

same

That

the laws of logic, unlike the laws of the association of

ideas, do not

depend on the structure of the mind

not of our thought only but of

all possible

:

— they are laws

thought, and are laws

not of thought only but of the universe.

Every possible

science, other than abstract logic, is

some particular

of the laws of logic to

determines the principles of

determined by none
matics

determine

:

all

in the

those of

an application

set of subjects.

the other sciences, while

Logic

it is itself

same sense that the laws of mathephysical sciences, and are not

the

determined by them.

So

far, I

have suggested nothing that can be called original

I have only given

my own

form and arrangement

to the ideas of

Hamilton, De Morgan, Boole, and Jevons.
clusion to advance ideas

But I have in conwhich I have not met with in my rather

limited study of logical science.
* Since writing the above, I have had the satisfaction of observing that

Herbert Spencer, in the new edition
relation of logic to psychology.

of his

Psychology, takes this view of the

——

—

:

—

——
:

:
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The

syllogism, as Boole lias remarked,

middle terms

and the elimination,

:

have yet spoken,

But are
and

all

may

be substituted for each other.

propositions thus reducible to the form of equations

do not think the science of logic

There are other
the

:

—

thing,
or, in

?

?

I

would imply.

so simple as this

is

syllogistic canons,

and one of them may be stated

Things which stand in any

:

same

other

which we

canon that identical

there no other syllogistic canon than that just stated

is

thus

a process of eliminating

effected in virtue of the

is

or equivalent terms

is

in all the cases of

definite

stand in a definite and

and necessary

necessary

relation to

relation

more concise and technical language

to

each

Things which

:

are functions of the same thing are functions of each other.

The
canon

following

an example of a syllogism based on

is

this

:

The

cosine

the sine

is

therefore the cosine

a function of the sine

is

:

a function of the tangent
is

a function of the tangent.

These may be called propositions and syllogisms of function, to
distinguish them from those of identity and equality, with which
we have till now been occupied.
Propositions and syllogisms of this class,
and equality, may be inverted. That is to

y is a function of
will read thus
of

?/,

The foregoing

x.

like those of identity

say, if

syllogism,

x

is

a function

when

inverted,

:

The tangent
the sine

is

therefore the tangent

There

is

this

a function of the sine

is

species of

a function of the cosine.

of dependence.

s} r llogisms

syllogism

may

be thus stated

depends on what depends, depends on that on which

following

:

:

another kind of propositions and syllogisms which

be called propositions and
of

is

a function of the cosine

is

an instance

The colour

it

:

may

The canon
That which

depends.

The

:

of light depends on the

number

of its undulations in

a given time

The number

of undulations in the light depends on the

of vibrations in the

body that emits

it

number

—
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Therefore the colour of the light depends on the number of
vibrations in the body that emits

The

case here instanced

it.

one of causation, and the canon of

is

such a syllogism might be thus stated
is

effect

of

the

an

effect

cause

is

the cause

of

a cause of the

:

That which

:

But the

effect.

For instance

this.

an

:

effect

of the

is the

cause

logical character of a

syllogism into which causation does not enter,

analogous to

is

or inversely, That which

—

may

be precisely

Proposition x depends for

its

proposition y depends for
therefore proposition x depends for

its

proof on proposition y
proof on proposition z

its

proof on proposition

:

:

z.

Propositions of dependence differ from those of function, as well
as from those

which are reducible

they cannot be inverted.
equal to x

if

:

dependent on

x

a function of

is

?/,

to the

That

y

y,

or an effect of

?/,

form of equations,

to say,

is

is

y

if

x

a function of x

:

but

not dependent on

is

in that

equal to

is

a?,

?/,

y

is

if

x

is

or an

effect of x.

It appears impossible

to reduce

syllogisms

dependence to any other classes than their own.
subject has been .properly thought out,

it

of function

and of

Perhaps, when the

will be

found that they

occupy as large and as important a place in our science as do
of identity and inclusion, which alone were recognised
by the old logic, or syllogisms of equality, to which, as we have
seen, the same method and the same formulae are applicable that
were framed for those of identity.

syllogisms

It
this

may

perhaps be urged against the views of logic set forth in

paper,

that they obscure the boundary between logic and

mathematics.

This

more we know

of

is

really

an argument in their favour.

any two sciences which are

in

The

any degree cognate,

the less distinct do their boundaries appear to be.

Logic passes

almost insensibly into algebra or abstract mathematics, just as
abstract mathematics passes into geometry, geometry into dynamics,

dynamics into the \arious branches of physics, and physics into
chemistry.

Few

things

in

the history of the

human

intellect

are

more

01

remarkable than the fate of logical science.

It

was founded and

systematised by the great systematiser Aristotle, and after his time
received bat

By

sophy.

little

and

as perfect

attention until the rise of the scholastic philo-

that philosophy

it

was unduly

By

all-sufficing.

the

exalted,

and regarded

philosophy of Bacon and

Locke it was, through a natural reaction, unduly depreciated.
But by neither was it rightly estimated and it remained without
any material improvement from the time of its founder until the
present century.
Contemporaries of our own were the first to
:

rescue

it

from unjust depreciation,

ments, and to show

its

to

advance

it

has been done for abstract logic by Hamilton,

an

Boole,

equally important

known book

of

into

relations with mathematics.

new developWhile this

De Morgan, and

work has been done

John Stuart Mill on Logic

in

the M-ell-

the most valuable part

:

of which treats of the applications of logic to the actual problems
of science.

Logic has also a future before

mathematics

is

it.

The

relation of logic to

a subject which Boole, in his work on the

Thought, has pursued much farther than

it

give any idea of in this very elementary treatise
certain that anything which
will consist in

may

also

is

still

of

and we may be

:

hereafter done in the

carrying Boole's ideas

Laws

has been possible to

same direction

farther.

Mill's

work

be hereafter superseded by some other which shall carry

however a third

his ideas on

to

possible

of development for the science, in which, so far as

lam

line

aware,

farther applications.

There

is

nothing whatever has yet been done.

I

mean

in

tracing the laws according to which the principles of logic express

The

materials for such an

investigation have not yet been accumulated.

Comparative gramBut it will not always

themselves in the forms of language.

mar

as yet only comparative etymology.

is

we shall some day have a science of comparative syntax,
showing the various grammatical forms by which conceptions are
combined and propositions stated in various languages and when
be so

:

:

the facts of such a science have been accumulated,

much

to

hope that

it

may

it is

not too

be found possible so to compare the

laws of logic with those of language as to throw fresh light on
both.

—

-

:
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POSTSCRIPT.

my

Since writing the above,

fragments on Logic *:
" The argument Lead

interesting

heavier than Silver

is

by the
and valuable

attention has been arrested

Newman's

following passage in Francis

;

Gold

is

heavier than

heavier than Silver, \ brings to the mind
Lead: therefore
To say that its
conviction as direct as the simplest of syllogisms.

Gold

depends

validity

implausible

form

of

being

its

reducible

to

least

when you have

syllogism,

you have

for to effect the reduction,

:

at

on

is

as hard to accept as the direct

to

is

wholly

make changes

argument

:

and

got your syllogisms, they are more complicated and

cumbrous than the argument as it stands."
On the principles I have expounded, this argument is itself a
syllogism, and may be thus stated as such —
Call the weights of gold, lead, and silver respectively a?,
:

and

z

then

:

y=z + q
x=z+q+p
In the old

logic, the foregoing conclusion

—

by means of the following syllogism
That which is greater than the greater
:

The weight

of gold

is

Therefore the weight of gold

logic

it is

premise

is

wrongly

greater than the less

greater than that of lead, and the weight

of lead greater than that of silver

Considered as fact

is

could be drawn only

all this

stated.

is

:

greater than that of silver.

of course

That which

really the syllogistic canon.

is

is

true,

It is not

truth, like the truth that all matter gravitates,
ciple,

lying as near to the

axiom that a part of a part

is

first

Newman

wrong

has inadvertently written

as to fact.

merely a general

but a logical prin-

principles of the science as the

a part of the whole.

* Miscellaniee, by Francis William
f

but considered as

here stated as the major

Lead

Newman, page
is

28.

heavier than Gold, which

is

€5

2Uh

February, 1875.

The President, Joseph John

Murphy,

Esq.,

in

the Chair.

Robert

Cunningham,

0.

Esq.,

M.D., F.L.S., Professor of

Natural History, Queen's College, Belfast, read a paper, on

The Geographical Distribution of Mammals.
It

may

be well that I should state at the outset, that the following

observations

will

The

original.

contain

before you, in as far as in
disposal,

nothing

that

is

absolutely

new

or

object that I shall have in view will be to bring

me

lies,

in the

very brief time at

my

what appear to me to be among the most
and important facts which have been ascertained as

certain of

interesting

regards the distribution of the highest class of Vertebrate animals

— that

to

which, in respect of our bodily structure,

we

ourselves

belong,— the class Mammalia.
Every one of us who has been in any measure a traveller by
sea or land, and who has kept his eyes open, cannot have failed
to remark certain well-marked differences in the general aspect
of the

and animals

plants

;

—

in

other

features in the fades of the Flora and
visited

by him

;

words,

Fauna

certain

peculiar

of the countries

nor to have avoided noting that, generally speak-

removed in space the stages of his journey are
from one another, the more striking are the changes exhibited.

ing, the farther

This,

it is

almost needless to say,

is

due to the circumstance that

a very small number of the more conspicuous forms of plants and
animals are cosmopolites

— each

the

Within

this area there is usually

limits

species or

of a definite area of

within

kind being confined

greater or less extent.

some one

spot, centre, or focus ?

'
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where the individuals of the species are more numerous than
and as we approach the confines of the area, they
gradually diminish in numbers until they altogether disappear,

elsewhere

;

being replaced by other forms.

When we

eudeavour

to ascertain

what are the causes

this result, familiar to us all, is due,

clusion that they are manifold,

we

to

which

soon arrive, at the con-

some being

of a sufficiently obvious

nature, while ethers in the present state of our knowledge appear

Thus, differences in respect of climate,

absolutely inscrutable.

such as humidity or dryness, heat or cold, diversity in character
of

soils,

the nature of the food, and certain geographical obstacles

to dispersion, play an important part in the restriction of particular
species of plants or of animals to special regions

;

but, on the other

hand, there are not a few remarkable instances of the limitation of
species to very circumscribed districts,

which none of the

for

above mentioned agencies appear sufficient to account. In illustration of what has just been stated, I may observe that, as we
all

know, certain plants and animals are much more tolerant than
and this, of course, has a ten-

others of variations of temperature

;

dency, in the absence of opposing causes, to extend their range.

Thus, that commonest of

—
Baker —

lina) occurs

to

all

our ferns, the Bracken (Pteris aqai-

quote the words of our most eminent

filicologist,

round the world, both within the Tropics and
in the North and South Temperate Zones," and in the Northern

Mr.

4

all

Hemisphere reaches the Arctic
sensation communicated to

growing on the

side of a

me

low

circle,

I well

remember the strange

on finding this old familiar friend

hill in

the immediate neighbourhood

of Rio Janeiro, amidst a tropical vegetation of Palms, Cacti, gor-

geous yellow Bignonias,

and splendid purple-flowered Melasto-

maceae.

Turning next

to the

find a small species of

animal kingdom

Humming

:

in

South America we

Bird distributed over a space of

between two and three thousand miles

;

extending nortkivards as

far as certain districts of Peru, where no rain falls at any period of

the year, and the rays of the tropical sun beat

sandy

soil

;

and southwards,

Fuego, where

it

may

to the cold,

be descried

damp

flitting

down upon

a barren,

climate of Tierra del

cheerfully about amid
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sleet.
In the New World also we And the
American Lion, reaching the Strait of Magellan
and in Asia the
in the south, and the United States in the north
Tiger pursues its prey alike in the hot jungles of Madras and Bengal, and in the cold country of the Amur-land.
But very many species of plants and animals are not possessed
some being alone capable of
of this elasticity of constitution
thriving in a frigid temperature, and others in a tropical climate.
I need only recal to your minds the cases of the Musk-ox, the
Polar-bear, the Reindeer, and the Alpine Marmot, as specimens of
quadrupeds which live habitually in districts where the temperature during many months of the year is far beneath the freezingand the majority of the representatives of the Monkey
point
tribe among Mammals, and of the Parrot group among Birds, as
examples of animals which characterize the tropics.

showers of snow and

Puma,

or South

;

;

;

If

we

ment

of

there

occurs

turn

now

for a

moment

to the case of species the confine-

which within comparatively limited areas it is not so easy
to account for, some very remarkable instances at once present
Lying under the equator, at a distance of between
themselves.
five and six hundred miles off the West Coast of South America,
Galapagos.

a small archipelago, or collection of islands

They

are ten in number, of volcanic origin,

—the

and none

removed from each other, but each possesses
itself.
Now it would not surprise us to learn
that the quadrupeds of each island were distinct
but it so happens

of

them are

far

species peculiar to

;

that quadrupeds are exceedingly scarce (as indeed they are in

oceanic islands)

;

and the remarkable circumstance

is,

all

that each

island possesses peculiar species of birds which, being

endowed

with volant powers, could have no

from one

Of

spot of land to another.
tained by Mr.

Darwin on

three species of Mocking- thrush ob-

his visit to the group, one

Albemarle Island, a second

and Chatham Islands.

difficulty in crossing

was confined

to

and a third to James
remarkable of species

to Charles Island,

Instances no less

limited to particular islands in the immediate vicinity of others, were

by Mr. Wallace, in the course of his researches in the
Malayan archipelago. One of the most singular is the following:
There are two islands, Bali and Lombock, separated from one
detected

p
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another by a strait

In the former,

only fifteen miles in width.

Mr. Wallace informs
Woodpeckers, while

we have

us,

Barbets, Fruit-thrushes, and

forms are no more met,

latter these

in the

being replaced by an abundance of Cockatoos, Honey-suckers, and

unknown

Brush-turkeys, which are equally

And

island further west.
to

understand

why

certain quadrupeds

the

Isle,

we have always
agency of

beneficial

we can hardly

St.

any other

does seem hard

in Great Britain are
of Snakes in the

the highly satisfactory hypothesis of

Patrick to account

attribute to his

three species of Yoles,

At

common

it

For the non-existence

absent from Ireland.

Emerald

in Bali or

come nearer home,

to

good

;

but I think that

that of the Mole, the

offices,

and the English Hare.

various periods, zoologists have endeavoured, as the result of

a careful study of the distribution of
animals

known to them, to

the different kinds of

all

divide the land and seas of our planet into

a series of Zoo-geographic regions.

As

regards the geographical

range of marine animals, although, great advances have been
in this respect of late years,

—among

whom

owing

made

to the zeal of various naturalists-,

I need hardly inform you

my

predecessor in the

chair of Natural Science in Queen's College, Dr. Wyville

Thomson,

mention— we have still so much to learn, that
attempts as yet made to map out the seas of the globe

deserves especial
all

the

into distinct

regions

must be regarded

somewhat premature

as

and provisional.

Our knowledge, however,

of certain of the

more important groups

of

the

distribution

of terrestrial animals,

appears to be sufficiently far advanced to warrant us in dividing
the continents and islands of the earth into a series of definite
areas

;

and the scheme

of division

in

my

among

the

which has met, and

opinion deservedly, the greatest amount of approval

which was suggested in 1857 by the
the Zoological Society of London,
Dr. P. L. Sclater, as the result of long and pains-taking study
of the distribution of Birds, and which, although originally employed
by its originator only to indicate the distribution of the above named
students of science
distinguished

class,

is

that

Secretary

of

has been found to be of equally suitable application for the

expression of the diffusion of

Mammalia and

other land-animals.

Dr. Sclater's Zoo-geographic regions are six

in

number, namely
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the Ethiopian,

the Palaearctic,

the

Indian, the Australian, the

Nearctic, and the Neotropical.

The

first,

(Palaearctic or Northern Palaeogean) region

is

defined

and the entire continent of Europe,
Asia Minor, Persia, and that part of the Asiatic continent which lies
to the north of the Himalayan range, North China, Japan, and the
as including the British islands

Aleutian islands, as well as a strip of Africa bounded on the south

by the Atlas range and

the Great

Sahara

desert.

It

might be very

naturally supposed that the Mediterranean should form the true

southern boundary of the western

portion

of this region, but

ascertained facts in Geology and Zoology combine in teaching us
that the limit just indicated

is

the correct one.

We know

that the

Sahara in comparatively recent times was submerged beneath the
is evidence, furnished in part by
same period that part of the African
the north of the Sahara Sea was united to Europe

waters of the ocean

show

soundings, to

continent lying to

by 'two bridges
Straits

of

Tripoli

to

;

and there

that at the

of land, one corresponding with the position of the

Gibraltar,

Malta,

and the other extending from Tunis and
and Italy the Mediterranean then

Sicily

;

existing in the condition of a pair of inland salt-lakes.
distribution

alike

of

existing quadrupeds,

which survived until the
to the same conclusion.

earlier portion of the

The second Zoo-geographic
tropical)

the

And

and of other

human

the

species

period, point

region (Ethiopian or Western Palaeo-

comprises the whole of the contineDt of Africa lying to

South of the Atlas range and Sahara, the large island of
Islands (Bourbon, Mauritius and

Madagascar, the Mascarene

Rodriguez) the Seychelles, Socotra, and probably the southern
portion of Arabia, lying to the south of the 33rd parallel of N.
latitude.

Madagascar, the Mascarenes, and the Seychelles present certain
striking

peculiarities

of their

own

:

—

their

Fauna, though, when
;

regarded in the entire, resembling that of the continental portion of
the region,

}'et

exhibits certain well-marked affinities in several

respects to that of the next great geographical division.
is

worthy

And

it

of note that this relationship is borne out to a certain

extent in the character of the Flora.

Thus, the true pitcher-plants
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(Nepenthaceae) specimens of which doubtless

many

Plants" which

we were

lately privileged to hear

greatest botanists of our

own

or any age,

of

you had an

" Carnivorous

opportunity of seeing at the admirable lecture on

from one of the

number a

little over 30
and by far the largest proportion are natives of India and
None have been detected in
certain of the East Indian islands.

species,

Africa

but one occurs in the Seychelles, and a second in Mada-

;

gascar.

The

Indian, or Middle Palaeo tropical region,

is

more limited

extent than either the Palaearctic or the Ethiopian.

over that part of Asia which

lies to

It

in

extends

the south of the Himalayas,

being prolonged for some distance both to the east and west of
that

range.

satellite

thus

It

includes

not

only India proper with

Borneo, Sumatra, Java, and the adjacent islands.
ter's

line

its

Ceylon, but Malacca and Southern China, the Philippines,

When Dr.

Scla-

views were originally promulgated, the position of the boundary

between

known

;

traveller

this

was not definitely
was shown by the eminent
Mr. Wallace, that it is very clearly marked

region and the Australian

but some years subsequently

and

naturalist,

it

out indeed, and corresponds with the line of demarcation between

a shallow

sea,

averaging not more than 30 fathoms in depth, and a

deeper one, which as a whole exceeds a hundred fathoms.
He has
succeeded in demonstrating that " Wallace's line," as it has been

happily denominated by Prof essor Huxley, in the south passes through
the channel between the islands of Bali and

Lombock, and

longed northwards between Borneo and Celebes.
line the

To

is

pro-

the east of this

animals have a distinctly Australian character. The animals

of the Indian region are in most cases very distinct from those of

the Palaearctic
case

of Japan,

;

but there appears to be a curious anomaly in the
where, though the majority of the animals are

distinctly Palaearctic in type, the Serpents, according to our highest

authority on herpetology, Dr. A. Gunther, are markedly Indian in
character.

On

reaching the Australian or Eastern Palaeotropical region,

find that the islands

archipelago,

New

Papua

we

forming the Eastern portion of the Malayan
or

New

Guinea, Australia, Tasmania and

Zealand, are characterised by an intimate resemblance in the
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-appearance of their animals as well as of their plants.

Along

with them should be associated, in the view of Dr. Sclater, the

Polynesian islands.

We may

have acquired a somewhat

we
Fauna of

perhaps, however, pause until

fuller acquaintance with the

these countless pearls of the ocean, before positively assigning

them a

place in the Australian kingdom.

The next two regions appertain to the New World, or Western
The first, the Nearctic, or Northern Neogean, as
it may be termed, embraces Greenland and North America as a
whole. The southern boundary of this region was at first regarded
but further observations
as occurring about the centre of Mexico
have tended to show that it may be more properly defined as
As
crossing the isthmus of Tehuantepec somewhat to the south.
regards the general character of the Fauna of this region, it may
be stated that it approximates much more nearly to that of the
Hemisphere.

;

Palaearctic than to that of any of the other four kingdoms
I

may remark

;

and

en passant, that although the animals of Greenland

appear to belong to

region, the plants of that great island,

this

according to Dr. Hooker, exhibit the Scandinavian type.

The second of the New

W

orld regions, the Neotropical, or southern

Neogean, possesses by far the richest Fauna and Flora of any of
It comprehends a small portion of Mexico, the West
the six.
Indian Islands, Central America, and the whole of the continent
of South America, together with the Galapagos group, the Fuegian
archipelago, and the Falkland islands.

Such are the great

by

the majority

terrestrial regions

who have

of these

now

generally recognised

devoted time and attention to

the question of the geographical distribution of animals.

Now,
open to

Mammals, two courses lie
examine the Mammalian Fauna of

in treating of the distribution of
us.

We may

each region in

either

we may discuss
Mammals over the

detail, or

of the large groups of

the general distribution
earth's surface seriatim,

following the divisions which have just been indicated.
to adopt the latter

method

;

—

I propose

to attempt to give a brief outline of the

general diffusion of each large group, and then,

draw a few general conclusions.
The number of the Mammalian

orders, or

if

time permits, to

major groups, may be

regarded as about thirteen or fourteen, there being a slight diversity

—
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among

of opinion

bottom of the

authorities in this respect.

most lowly organisation, the
is

If

we

begin at the

namely with those forms which exhibit the

scale,

first

order which calls for our attention

a small but very sharply defined one, including one or two species

which
ral

from

differ

all

other

Mammals

in several important structu-

presenting certain curious

details,

brate classes—birds and reptiles.

resemblances in several

members

points of their organization to the

This group,

of

two other Verte-

known

to naturalists

under the name of Monotremata, consists of but two genera
Ornithorhyncus and Echidna, which are confined to the Australian

and only occur

region,
is

in certain portions of

it.

Of

the first there

but one species, the Water-mole, or "Duckbill, of Australian colo-

nists,

which occurs

alike in Australia

second, two species are

one of which

is

of Tasmania.

known

and Tasmania

;

to us, small ant-eating

while of the

quadrupeds,

met with

in Australia, while the other

When we

compare the range of particular orders,

is

a native

families, genera or species of animals at the present period of the

world's history with that which they possessed in former ages,

we

which are now confined
were much more widely dif-

frequently find that groups or species

within comparatively limited areas,
But, so far as

fused.

we know

at present, the distribution of

Monotremata in past time does not appear
from what it is now.

Our next
species,

to

many more

group, also a very striking one, contains

which, though agreeing in various fundamental points of

structure, are readily capable of separation into

groups,

have been different

in

many

distinct sub-

accordance with certain differences as respects the

details of their organisation, and, in consequence, of their habit of
life.

In other words,

this

group

ism, and should perhaps be

involving a series of orders.
generally

known

as

is

more

remarkable for

polymorph-

its

justly regarded as a sub-class

The quadrupeds included

Marsupials, or more popularly,

in

it

are

" pouched

quadrupeds," on account of the remarkable provision which the
greater

number

of

them possess for the protection of

their young,

which, for a considerable period after their birth, are in a very
helpless condition,

group, of which

and unable

Of this
Wombats, Kangaroos,

to shift for themselves.

we have examples

in the
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Koalas, Phalaogers, Dasyuri, and Opossums, the great majority,
including considerably above a hundred species, belong to the

Australian region, occurring mainly in the Australian continent,

New

but also in Tasmania,

Malayan

islands.

in which, indeed,

They

Guinea, and several of the Austro-

are entirely unrepresented in

Mammals

of

New Zealand,

any kind are extremely

scarce, the

Some

only indigenous forms being one or two species of Rats.

of

the Australian Marsupials are vegetable-feeders, with the general

fades of Rodents, while others are animal-feeders, being insectivorous or carnivorous.

name

One

of the last has received the popular

of the "

Tasmanian Devil," on account of its ferocity, and
There is
causes great havoc among the sheep of the colonists.
however, one family of the Marsupials which is entirely unrepresented in the Australian region. It is that of the Opossums {Didelphidae), of which there are probably about forty species.
By
only two
far the greater number of these are Neotropical animals
or three, such as the Virginian Opossum, extending northwards
;

into the Nearctic region.

In the Neotropical region the geogra-

phical centre of this family

is

the great Brazilian empire, where

about nine-tenths, on a rough estimate, are located

number

a certain

;

of the others extending northwards, both on the continent

and in the West Indian islands
in the south, in Chili.

It

was

and one small

;

my

obtain a specimen of this one, in the
island of Chiloe, close on the

42nd

found

species being

good fortune when abroad to

damp wooded country

parallel of S. latitude

;

of the

and

therefore not improbably occurs also in the northern parts of

it

Wes-

tern Patagonia.

From what

has just been stated,

of Marsupials in our times

was

is

it

will be seen that the range

comparatively limited

far otherwise before the appearance of

:

but the case

man upon

the earth

;

for geology teaches us that at various periods Marsupials occurred
in considerable abundance, not merely on the Continent of Europe,

but in the British Islands.

we

possess

They

are the

first

Mammals

of

which

Apwhen they were

any record in the pages of the geological volume.

pearing towards the close of the Triassic age,

represented by one or two species, they became more abundant in
that of the Oolites,

and they continued

to

exist in

Europe during
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the Eocene and lower Miocene periods, certain of the forms being
related to the existing Australian species,
tropical

We
name

to the

Neo-

next come to a small group to which the rather unfortunate
of Edentata has been applied.

which we have

species than that

plied

and others

Opossums.

by the name

much fewer

contains

It

Some, as

just examined.

of the order, are truly edentate

im-

is

but in others,

;

although the canines are ahvays, and the incisors are often absent,
grinders are present, and are occasionally very numerous.

vary in their habit of

life

— some

They

being purely vegetable-feeders,

while the greater proportion are entirely insectivorous, or adopt

a mixed

Their distribution on the earth's surface

diet.

very marked one.

The Neotropical

is

a

region constitutes their head

by three remarkable families, the Sloths,
and Armadilloes while the representatives of two

quarters, being tenanted
true Ant-eaters,

;

other families are natives of the Indian and Ethiopian regions, the

Pangolins, or Scaly Ant-eaters, being

common

both,

to

and the

Aardvarks, or Cape Ant-eaters, of which two species are recognised

A

by

zoologists, being restricted to the latter.

considerable

to us;

number

of extinct forms of Edentata are

some remarkable for

the gigantic dimensions

attained as compared with their

modern

certain strange structural peculiarities.

relatives,

None

known

which they

and others for

of the remains as yet

discovered occur in strata of greater age than the Miocene, and the

majority appear to be referable to the Pliocene epoch

;

some having

in all probability survived until the appearance of the

human

upon the scene. One or two skeletons have been detected
in European deposits, and a few in those of North America
but
by far the greater number have been exhumed from strata occurring
species

;

various parts of the Neotropical region

in

times, as well as at present, this

;

so that in antecedent

would appear

to

have constituted

the metropolis of the race.

now

Let us
to

—

proceed to take a glance at the distribution of an

—

which are much more familiar to us that
hare and rabbit appertain
the Rodentia, or gnawing animals, comprising a very extensive

order, the

which

members

the mice

of

and

rats, the squirrel,

assemblage of genera associated together on account of agreement
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in

a number of characters, one of the most obvious of which, at

first sight, is

They

the number, form

and arrangement of the incisor teeth.
few being, addicted to

are nearly all vegetable-feeders, only a

a mixed

diet,

and they are cosmopolitan in distribution, there being
in which representatives are not

no region and hardly any climate
to

Even

be encountered.

Mammalian groups

Australia, where the majority of the

are entirely absent, has yielded about thirty

species for our investigation.
it

would be

The

families are so

numerous that

vain, in the time at our disposal, to attempt

review of their dispersion.

any minute

I must therefore content myself with

indicating one or two of the more salient points in connection

with it.
If

we

begin with the Palaearctic region, I think

estimate the

numbers

of species of Rodents

safely

which about a fifth are known as
and one of the most interesting, is

European portion

as about 60, of

British animals.

The

largest,

we may

which inhabit the

undoubtedly the Beaver, at one time plentiful in the British Islands
(from which

seems to have disappeared in the course of the

it

12th century), and also formerly widely diffused over the adjacent
continent

;

but

now

chiefly restricted

to

a few localities on the

banks of the Rhone, the Elbe, and certain of the rivers of Russia.

Whether it be a
Amercian form is

many
is

distinct species from, or

at present a moot-point

of the other Palaearctic

very extensive,

it

Mammals

its

be identical with, the

among zoologists.

Like

longitudinal distribution

being met also in Siberia and Tartary.

The

must be regarded as
forming a prominent feature in the Palaearctic Fauna, certain of
them extending across its entire width from the western coasts of
Europe to the Amur-land. Three species occur at the present time

Voles (Arvicola) though not of large

in

size,

Great Britain, although (as previously mentioned incidentally)

none are natives of Ireland, and cave deposits
yielded the remains of others

still

in

England have

in existence in various of the

In this region also we meet with two or
Lemming, which have acquired such a wide-spread
reputation on account of their remarkable migrations, and one of
which formerly tenanted Great Britain. Of Rats and Mice there
continental countries.

three species of

are about a dozen species, five of Avhich are natives of the British.
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Islands, though one, the Black Rat,

must be regarded as bordering
on extinction, having succumbed in the " struggle for existence "
before its more powerful relative, the common Brown Rat. The

latter

denly

was not known in Europe till the year 1727, when it sudmade its appearance from the districts bordering the Caspian

Sea, immediately after the occurrence of an earthquake,

would thus appear
of eviction.

to

have been a most

efficient

It soon spread all over the Continent,

many

reached England, America, and

hardly any country where this pest

;

burrows for the exigencies of the winter

;

the Mole-rat (Spalax),

noteworthy for the rudimentary condition of the eyes

Jerboa {Dipus), which
region

;

is

;

the small

found in the southern portion of the

one or two Marmots, for the most part natives of moun-

tainous districts, such as the Alps
{Sciurus)

Other

Cricetus) cele(

provisions accumulated in their

of

stores

and now there

not to be found.

is

noteworthy Palaearctic Rodents are the Hamsters
brated for the vast

way

and ultimately

other parts of the world,

taking a free passage in various European vessels
is

which

agent in the

;

;

three or four ordinary Squirrels

a flying squirrel, which haunts the forests in the north-

ern parts of Russia and Siberia, several Dormice, a Porcupine,

occurring alike in Southern Europe and Northern Africa

and
Hare family (Leporidae), including
the Rabbit, two or three Hares, and a curious little animal, the
Rika, or tailless Hare {Lagomys), remains of which have been
;

several representatives of the

detected in Pleistocene deposits in Britain.

The more remarkable Rodents of the Ethiopian region at present
known to us are mostly natives of the southern portion. Time will
only permit me to instance the Jumping Hare (Pedetes), the species
of Dejidromys, arboreal in habit,

ing species, which

demand

and one or two singular burrow-

attention on account of the curious

development of their claws, in connection with their habit of

But one Rodent, I
car,

believe, has

life.

been as yet detected in Madagas-

a very remarkable circumstance,

when we

take into account

upwards of a thousand miles in length, by
between three and four hundred in breadth. Among the more
conspicuous Indian Rodents may be reckoned several species of
Porcupine, numerous Squirrels, and a great Rat (Mus giganteus)
the size of the island,

-
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of

which I exhibit a

be thankful that

example of

One
is

its

it

figure of the natural size.

We

may, I

think,

has not yet conceived the idea of emulating the

smaller cousin in taking possession of Europe.

of the most characteristic genera of the Australian Rodents

Hydromys, the species of which are aquatic in habit.

The Rodent Fauna

many

of the Nearctic region assimilates itself in

respects to that of the Palaearctic kingdom, although very

few,

if

are

a

any, of the species are

Porcupine,

the

common

Beaver,

the

to both.

The

larger forms

Musk-rat, the Hares, of

which there are about a dozen species, the Pikas, Squirrels and
Marmots one species of the last being well-known under the
popular appellation of " Prairie Dog." One very characteristic

—

Nearctic family (Saccomyidae)

is

remarkable for

the.

development

of cheek-pouches.

The

Neotropical region is alike distinguished by the richness of
Rodent Fauna, by the comparatively large size of many of the
species, and by the entire absence of certain of the Old World
types
as, for instance, the true Rats and Mice, which are here
only met with as immigrants from the eastern hemisphere. There
is, I believe, but one species of Hare in South America, and there
are no Pikas.
That great section of the order to which the Porcupines and their allies belong, attains its maximum here, being
its

;

represented by numerous genera, which are quite

As among

unknown in the
may specify

the most
an arboreal form (Gercolahes) distinguished by the possession of a

other five regions.

prehensile

tail

;

the species of Cavia, of which the Guinea-pig

familiar example

giant

interesting, I

;

the

of the order

;

is

a

Capybara or Water-hog (Hydrochaerus), the
the Paca (Caelogenys), the Agouti (Dasy-

Coypou (Myopotamus) a beaver-like animal the species
of Ctenomys, which are usually found near the sea-coast, living in
burrows in the sandy soil and lastly, the Chinchilla, with the

proctd) the

;

;

beautiful soft grey fur of which most of us are familiar.

The next group which
very small one.

members

calls for

It includes

our attention (Hyracoidsa)

but a single genus,

Hyrax,

,

is

a

the

which are small, rabbit-like animals, which exhibit
affinities on the one hand to Rodents, and on the other to the
Elephants and Ungulates.
Two or three of them (regarded by
of

—
;
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some

naturalists

as merely varieties of one species) occur in the

Ethiopian region in Abyssinia, and at the Cape

which

is

usually regarded as the "

Coney"

;

and another,

of Scripture, occurs

near the southern boundary of the Palaearctic in Syria.

The order

Proboscidia

at the present time only represented

is

by

a single genus (Elephas), of which there are but two existing species,

the African and Asiatic Elephants.

as

is

implied by

in

common with

its specific

The former, now

confined,

designation, to the Ethiopian region,

several other African quadrupeds possessed a

more

extended range during the Pleistocene period, wandering over the

The

southern countries of Europe.

latter is limited to the

Indian

met with in India, Ceylon, Malacca, and one or two
In former ages, as many of
of the larger Indo-Malayan islands.
you are aware, this remarkable group was much more widely disregion, being

tributed,

species occurring alike in the Nearctic, Indian, Ethio-

In Great Britain, at least two

pian and Palaearctic regions.
distinct

forms (Elephas antiquus and Elephas primigenius) flourished

Pleistocene

in

One

times.

of

these,

the

Mammoth, which

extended over the entire width of the Palaearctic countries, and
spread into North America, was

fitted,

by the possession of a thick

woolly coat, for enduring the rigour of an Arctic winter.

Some

of you, I doubt not, are acquainted with the well-known account
of the discovery of an individual of this species

on the Siberian coast in 1799.

ice

specimen (the skeleton of which

is

entombed in the

So well-preserved was

this

preserved in St. Petersburgh)

that the flesh furnished a plentiful repast for the Polar Bears,

Wolves, and Foxes of the

The order Ungulata,

By

district.

or hoofed quadrupeds,

is

a very large one.

general consent of the zoologists of the present day

it is

divided

into the very natural sections termed respectively Perissodactyla

and Artiodactyla. In the former division are comprised those
Ungulata which possess an odd number of toes in the hind- (and
usually also in the fore) feet

;

while in the latter are included those

and hind-feet are arranged in pairs
The
or, in other words, which possess an even number of digits.
Perissodactyla consist at the present day of great three families
the Tapirs, Bhinoceroses, and the Equidae, including the horse

in

which the

toes of both fore
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and

One

The Tapirs

its allies.

pical

where

regions,

are chiefly characteristic of the Neotro-

three or four distinct kinds are

met with.

found in the Eastern Hemisphere, and is there confined
to certain portions of the Indian region.
The Rhinoceros family
is

alone

is

now restricted to

the Indian and Ethiopian regions

several species were tenants of the Palaearctic,

which has
Britain,

left

its

these,

bones as a memorial in several caves in Great

resembled the

Mammoth

The range

covering of wool.

but formerly

;

and one of

endowed with a thick
Equidae at the present time is

in being

of the

and Ethiopian, the truly wild forms hardly
and Africa. It is interesting however

essentially Palaearctic

existing out of Central Asia

to note that ages before the horse of the present

into the

New

day was introduced

World, other species of the same genus long ago

extinct roarned in herds over the boundless prairies

The

origin of our

own

horse, like that of

many

and pampas.

of the other domes-

ticated animals, is involved in considerable obscurity, and there
have been many and conflicting speculations on the subject, into the
discussion of which I cannot at present enter.

The
in

Artiodactyle Ungulata greatly exceed

They

number.

(those

are

the Perissodactyla

often subdivided into a ruminating series

which possess a complicated structure

which chew the cud), and into a non-ruminating

stomach

comparatively simple.

is

Of

are about half-a-dozen recent families.

of

stomach, and

set,

in

which the

the ruminating group there
First of all

we have

that

very distinct family Camelidae, of which the camel and dromedary
are the typical forms.

Old World

;

but as

it is

truly wild condition,

with perfect accuracy.

Both

of these species are confined to the

doubtful whether either form occurs in a

it is

hardly possible to lay

down

their range

In a domesticated condition they are most

met with in Central and Western Asia and North Africa.
In the Neotropical region the family is represented by two or

plentifully

perhaps three species, belonging to a distinct genus (Auchenia)
which are known under the Spanish names of Alpaca, Vicugna,

and Llama, or Guanaco. The first and second are chiefly met with
in Peru and Bolivia, while the third has a much more extensive
range, tenanting the lower slopes of the Chilian Andes, and the
extensive desolate plains of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, where
it

exists in vast flocks.

7

The small Ruminants included
Udae and Moschidae) were

for.

c

in the next

two families (Tragu-

long confounded with one another

under the common designation of Musk-deer.

Of

former

the

{Tragulidae) three or four species are known, natives of the Indian

and Ethiopian

regions, while the solitary representative of the

(Moschidae)

latter

exclusively

is

Palaearctic, inhabiting Tibet,

Northern China, and Siberia.

Of

the fourth family (Devexd) like the last there

confined to

representative, the graceful Giraffe,
region,

where

it is

It

Ethiopian regions,
constitutes

Ethiopian

widely diffused.

The Deer family
rather large one.

but one

is

the

is

(Cervidae) which comes next in order,
is

altogether absent from the Australian

is

a

and

comparatively scarce in the Neotropical, but

Mammalian Fauna

a marked feature in the

of the

and Nearctic territories.
In the British
know, there are two truly wild species, the

Indian, Palaearctic,
Islands, as

we

all

Red-deer and the Roe, together with a
which, as

it

exists at the present time, is

third,

the Fallow-deer,

undoubtedly an importa-

from the South of Europe, where, as well as in North
But in the Pleisit exists in the aboriginal condition.
tocene age it would appear to have been a native both of Great
The Reindeer,
Britain and the northern continent of Europe.
which is now confined to the extreme north of the Palaearctic and

tion

Africa,

Nearctic regions, according to Mr.

Boyd Dawkins

is

found by

a passage in the Orkneyinga Saga to have been living in Caithness
as late as the year 1157,
Irish

Elk and the

and there is little or no doubt that the
Moose (Cervus aloes) of North Europe

existing

were both contemporaries of the
islands,

although

we

earlier races

of

man

in these

are unable to chronicle the exact date of their

disappearance.

The

last

family of Ruminants (Cavicornia of zoologists)

very extensive one, comprehending

commonly known

as

the

all

those quadrupeds

" hollow-horned

is

a

which are

Ruminants"— those

manner
bony core springing from the skulk
The Antelopes, Sheep, Goats, Oxen, Buffaloes, &c. appertain to this
category. The Antelopes, by far the most numerous in species of the

namely

in

which the horn

consists of a sheath developed in a

similar to hairs, surrounding a

a
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sub-groups of this family, are specially characteristic of the Ethiopian region, and are also represented, though not nearly so extensively,
in the Palaearctic, the Indian,

and the Nearctic.

Nearctic forms, the Pronghorn (Aniilocapra)
differing

from

all

is

One

of the true

remarkable from

its

other hollow-horned Artiodactyles in periodically

shedding the sheath of

The majority of the sheep and
we meet with three

horn.

its

In Europe

goats are Palaearctic animals.

wild forms, the Alpine and the Pyrenean Ibex, both verging on

That singular animal
which forms a sort of connecting link between
the Ovine and Bovine Ruminants, deserves a passing notice, on acextinction,

and the Corsican wild sheep.

(Ovibos) the Musk-ox,

count of the

than

it

much more extended range which it at one time occupied
Though it is now restricted to the

does at the present day.

north-western parts of the Nearctic region, not existing to the
south

of the Arctic Circle,

Pleistocene period

it

there

is

no doubt that during the

tenanted the major portion of the Palaearctic

and westwards into Great Britain. The largest forms of Cavicornia, the
species of Ox, Buffalo and Bison,
have a similar distribution to

region, penetrating southwards as far as the Pyrenees,

—

—

the Antelopes, occurring in four out of the six regions.
at the present time there

European Bison, once a denizen
diffused over the Continent

In Europe

but one wild species, the Aurochs, or

is

;

but

of the British Isles,

now

and widely

limited to certain forests in

Lithuania, where the Russian government affords

it

protection.

Into the very interesting question of the origin of our domestic

breeds of
little

cattle,

time will not permit

me

to enter

;

but there can be

doubt that some of them are descendants, modified by

selection, of the ancient

artificial

Urus, whose bones are so abundantly met

with in superficial deposits.

The non-ruminating even-toed Ungulates
present day by only two families

Hippopotamuses.
larger

and a

Of the

—both

lesser«

—the

latter there are

now

are represented in the

Pigs (Suidae), and the

two existing

species

—

confined to the Ethiopian region!,

though the larger form,

like various other quadrupeds of which I
have already spoken, was formerly much more widely distributed,
spreading over a large portion of Europe, and in England advancing

as far north as Yorkshire.

The Pig family

includes about half a

;
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dozen genera, two limited to the Ethiopian region, one essenti-

northwards into

passing

but

Neotropical,

ally

the

Nearctic

one apparently restricted to the Austro-Malayan Islands, and one

common

to the Palaearctic, Indian,

Wild Boar,
and

still

and Ethiopian

territories.

The

abundant in many parts of Europe, North Africa
have become extinct in the British Islands

India, appears to

towards the close of the 16th century.

The next two Mammalian

groups, Sirenia and Cetacea,

dismissed with very brief notice, as the

first

may be

contains very few

and those included in the second, as we all know, are mainly
and it is with terrestrial life that we are at present

species,

marine animals

;

Of the

principally concerned.

Sirenia, formerly called herbivorous

Cetacea, there are three species, namely the

Dugong, a native

of

the Indian Ocean, and two kinds of Manatee, one inhabiting the
rivers of

West

estuaries

of the Neotropical region.

Africa,

and the other frequenting the

A

rivers

and

fourth form (Rhytina) a

native of the coasts of Siberia and Kamtschatka, has apparently

been extinct since 1768.

The

The next
cular

number several species
and two or three which

Cetacea, though chiefly marine, yet

which ascend rivers for a great
seem never to enter the sea.
large group,

examination.

distance,

Camivora,

It is

is

deserving of a more parti-

commonly divided

into

two

sections,

namely, the Pinnipedia, in which the limbs are adapted mainly for

an aquatic existence, and Fissipedia, in which they are designed

The

for terrestrial progression.

animals popularly
families
tative

i.e.,

:

known

the Trichechidae, of

the Walrus,

is

individual of which
of Britain

;

first

sub-order consists of those

and includes three distinct
which the only existing represen-

as Seals,

a native of the Arctic Ocean, a solitary

now and

then strays southwards to the coast

the Otaries, or Eared Seals, which principally occur

in the southern hemisphere

;

and the Phocidae, or Seals proper,

widely distributed throughout the seas of the world, but more

abundant

The

to the north than to the south of the equator.

land, or Fissipedous Carnivora are divisible into about half-a-

dozen families,
belong,

i.e.,

the Felidae, to which the Cat, Lion, and Tiger

the Mustelideae or Weasel tribes, the Viverridae (Civet
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and

allies) the Canidae (Dogs, Wolves, and Foxes), the Hyenas
and the Ursidae, or Bears and related forms.

The Felidae occur

in all the zoo-geographic regions except the

Several of the numerous species are remarkable for

Australian.

the wide area which they occupy at the present time, or formerly

Thus,

possessed in antecedent ages.

we

beasts,

find that the Lion,

though

we begin with the king
now principally Ethiopian

if

range (in Asia only occurring in the

district of

of
in

Gujerat in India,

the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates, and the districts bordering

on the Persian Gulf) early
Syria,

in the Christian era tenanted

and Southern Europe

;

and

at periods

still

Asia Minor,

further removed,

ranged not merely over Northern Europe, but was abundant in
England.

It

has also been shown that the Serval (now restricted

to Africa) occurred formerly in Southern Europe, and that the

Caffre-cat, also purely Ethiopian at the present time, occurred
alike in

Northern Europe and

in Britain.

Now-a-days the European

Felidae are few in number, being chiefly represented by the Wildcat (which

is

rapidly disappearing from the British Islands), and

the Scandinavian Lynx, remains of which have been detected in

caves in England.

There are but few species of the cat family absolutely peculiar

to

the Asiatic portion of the Palaearctic region, the most remarkable

forms occurring in

it,

Indian region, which
others, as the

is

such as the Tiger, being
rich in species,

some

common

restricted to

to the
it,

and

Panther and Cheetah, met with also in the Ethiopian.

There are a considerable number of Neotropical Felidae, the
two largest being the Jaguar and the Puma, or South American
Lions, both of which possess an extensive distribution from North
to South, the first extending from the Argentine Republic to
Mexico, the latter, as already stated, ranging from the Strait of
Magellan to the southern United States.

The

Mustelidae,

or

assemblage, occurring in
the Palaearctic species

Weasels and
all

allies,

form an extensive

Among

the regions save the Australian.

may be mentioned the

Glutton (Gulo

borealis)

several species of the typical genus, (such as the Pole-cat, Ermine,

Weasel and Sable,) two

species of Marten, one or

and the Badger.
o

two

Otters,
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Several of these species extend throughout the whole width of
the region from

West

to East.

we have

In the British Islands

Seven species (the Badger, Otter, Beech and Pine Martens, Pole-cat ?
Stoat or Ermine, and "Weasel).

I believe

it is still

whether the true Weasel occurs in Ireland

;

a doubtful point

common

the

Irish

form being the Stoat. In the Indian and Ethiopian regions we
meet with species of Ratel (Mellivora) which owe their scientific
generic

name

to

their honey-loving propensities,

and

in the

Ne~

and Neotropical regions there occur those very unpleasant

arctic

animals, the Skunks {Mephitis).

The Viverridae (Ichneumons and Civet Cats) are exclusively
Old World animals, none finding their habitat in the western
hemisphere.
One (the Genette) occurs in Europe, and one in the
the Molucca islands (which appertain to the Australian region),
and by far the greatest number are found in the Indian and Ethiopian regions.

Canidae (Dogs, Wolves, Foxes) are almost cosmopolitan, being
represented even in the Australian region by one form, the Dingo
or native dog
species

is

;

but

it

may

be doubted whether this so-called native

truly aboriginal.

animal referable either to
Felidae

has

we have now
Wolf

yet

been

worthy of note that no

It is a fact

this widely-distributed family or to the

detected in

lingered in Scotland

till

In Britain

Madagascar.

common Fox

but one representative, the

the year 1680, and

;

was not

but the
extirpa-

ted in Ireland until about thirty years later.

The Hyena family

includes a very

few

species,

now

almost entirely to the Ethiopian and Indian regions.

restricted

In the Pleis-

tocene age, however, two kinds inhabited Europe, and one, the

Spotted Hyena, haunted the British Islands, where

it

appears to

have been very abundant.
In the Bear family, or Ursidae, are generally included the Bears
proper,

and certain quadrupeds of small

Coati-mondi and Kmkajou.

size,

The group

is

such as the Racoon,
entirely absent

from

the Ethiopian and Australian regions.

The majority
The Brown Bear

of the true bears are Palaearctic or Nearctie.
of

Europe and Northern Asia tenanted the British

Islands in the historic period, but the precise date of

its

disappear-
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ance

uncertain.

is

authority,

to

It

the eleventh century.
is

stated,

is

have survived

A

although on rather insufficient

in Scotland until

about the middle of

very interesting fact established of late

now

that the Grizzly Bear,

confined to the Nearctic region,

extended during the Pleistocene period over the whole width of

and spread into Europe, ranging as far south as the Medi-

Siberia,

The Racoons

terranean, and occurring plentifully in England.

are Nearctic and Neotropical, and the Coati-mondi and Kinkajou

belong to the latter region.

The

Insectivora form a well characterised order of quadrupeds

of small size,

of

which we have familiar examples in the Hedge-

and the Mole.
They are entirely absent from
Australia, and almost so from the Neotropical region, the only
representative existing there being the curious Solenodon^ which is
hog, the Shrew,

met with
hog,

in certain of the Antilles, but not in the adjacent conti-

In the Palaearctic territory

nent.

several

we

find

two

species of

Shrews, three of which are British

;

Hedge-

one or two

Moles, and two species of a singular genus (Myogale) distinguished
for the prolongation of the nose into a mobile proboscis.

One

of

these, of

which I exhibit a specimen, inhabits the Pyrenees, while

the other

is

a native of Southern Russia.

In the Ethiopian region there occurs several remarkable forms,
such as the Chrysochloris of the Cape, the Elephant Shrews (MacrosceUdae),

and the Tenrec

(Centetes).

In the Indian, in addition to

the ordinary Palaearctic forms, there occur the
peculiar family (Tupaiadae)
in being arboreal in habit.

which

differ

members

of a

from other Insectivora

Lastly, in the Nearctic region

we

observe several genera of the Mole family which do not occur else-

where, such as the Star-nosed Mole (Condylurci) and the Shrew

Mole
If

(Scalops).

we

a whole,
sions

regard the distribution of the Cheiroptera or Bat order as

we

find that

it is

cosmopolitan

have a very marked range.

Thus

;

but some of the sub-divithe vegetable- feeding Bats

(Frugivora) are absent from the Nearctic and the Neotropical
regions

;

and the family of Vampires, or Leaf-nosed Bats, which

have acquired some celebrity on account of their blood-sucking
propensities, are absent

from the Old World.
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Quadrumana, p consists of two very distinct groups,
namely, the Prosimiae or Lemurs and their allies, and the Simiae,
The first is confined to the Indian or
or Apes and Monkeys.
Ethiopian regions, the species existing in special abundance in
Madagascar, while the last possess a more extended distribution,
occurring plentifully in the Neotropical, Indian, and Ethiopian
In the Pliocene period,
ranges, and sparingly in the Palaearctic.
Apes of considerable size tenanted some of the countries of Southern
Europe but in our own day the only European species of Monkey
is the Inuus ecaudatus, a North African form, which tenants the
Rock of Gibraltar, but does not seem to exist elsewhere. The
Monkeys of the Neotropical region differ from those of the Old
World in several important points, such as the number of the teeth,
the form of the nose> &c. The so-called anthropomorphic Apes are
Old World animals the Chimpanzee, Gorilla, &c. being Ethiopian,
and the Orang tenanting the Malayan portion of the Indian region.

Our

last order,

;

;

Such

a sketch of the general distribution of

is

the lands of the globe.

moment

in conclusion to

Let us

now

Mammals

over

direct our attention for a

some of the general

results

which may be

arrived at from the previous considerations.

In the

then, I think

first place,

resemblance

obtains

between the

it is

plain that

an intimate

Mammalian Fauna

re-

the

of

Palaearctic and that of the Nearctic region.
Secondly:

The great

Palaearctic region

is

remarkable for the

very extensive range from West to East possessed by
quadrupeds.

Of the European

species,

many

between forty and

of

fifty

its

are

common

to America.
There are very few Monkeys in this region,
no frugivorous Bats, and no representatives of the Proboscidia,

Edentata, Marsupialia, or Monotremata.

worthy

Palaearctic

forms

may

be

Among

the

instanced the

more notespecies

of

Myogale (Insectivora), Weasels, Otters, the Glutton, Bears,.
Wolves and Foxes (Camivora) Deer and Musk-deer ( Ungulatd)
and Marmots, Lemmings, Hamster-rat, Mole-rat and Pikas
;

;

(Rocle?itia.)

Thirdly

:

In

the Ethiopian

largely represented

:

Insectivora; Felidae

—both

region the

following groups are

sub-groups of Quadrumana

;

certain

andHyenidae {Carnivora)\ Antelopes, Giraffe,

;
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Hippopotamus, and Rhinoceros

(

There are no Mono-

Ungulata),

tremes, no Marsupials, no Deer nor Musk-deer, and no Bears or
allied forms.

Fourthly

Among

:

the characteristic Indian quadrupeds are both

groups of Quadrumana, frugivorous

Viverridae, Indian

Bats,

Elephant, Malayan Tapir.
Fifthly

:

The Australian region is specially characterized by
by Monotremes being absolutely conand by the almost entire absence of other groups of

abundance of Marsupials
fined to

it,

;

Mammals, except Rodents and
Sixthly

:

Proboscidia,

are no

there

Quadrumana,
There are

Edentata or Monotremata.

Hyenidae,

The Ungulates, Carnivora, Rodents,

a very few Marsupials.

&nd

Bats.

In the Nearctic region

Insectivora, closely resemble those of the Palaearctic.

Seventhly

and Lastly

:

In the Neotropical region there are two

very characteristic families of Monkeys, which extend nearly to
the Northern limits of the territory.

numerous Rodents,

There are Leaf-nosed Bats

chiefly belonging to

the

;

Porcupine group;

some fresh-water Cetacea several Tapirs a few species of Deer
the Guanaco and Alpaca the Peccary
abundance of Edentata
and one family of Marsupials. There are no true Mice, no
Squirrels, (?) no Hyracodea or Proboscidia, no Hollow-horned
Ruminants, no Civet-Cats or Hyenas, only one Insectivore, and no
Lemurs.
I need hardly observe that in the above observations, which
pressure of professional duty has compelled me to draw up much
more hurriedly than could have been desired, I have been unavoidably obliged to take no notice of numerous facts, as well as
;

;

;

theoretical considerations of great interest.

that I

have made rather severe demands

patience.

;

;

Even

as

it is,

I fear

on your time and

3rd March, 1875.

The President, Joseph John

Murphy,

Esq.,

in

the Chair.

Dr. Andrews, F.R.S., L.

&E,

read a paper, on the

Analysis of the Sulphur Well, Ballynahinch
Spa.

The

waters of the Ballynahinch Spa have enjoyed a local reputation
more than a century, and are still resorted to by visitors and
invalids from Belfast and the surrounding district. No analysis,
except an imperfect one by Sir R. Kane, has been published, so far
as I know, of the Sulphur Well.
The water examined by that able
chemist must have been altered by keeping, as no mention is made
for

m

the analysis of any of the constituents upon which the active
properties of the water depend.
The following analysis refers to
the Sulphur or Lower Well, and was made so long ago as 1869.

The temperature of the well, about 1] o'clock, on July 21 of that
was 9°5 C, or 49°1 F. The amount of sulphides was carefully determined in the pump room by observing the quantity of
year,

water required to decolorize a standard solution of iodine. Portions
of the water were taken at the same time for analysis in well closed

and perfectly filled bottles. If care be taken to fill the bottle fully
with water at the well, without leaving a bubble of air in it,
and if the bottle is afterwards kept with the neck downwards
and under water, the spa water may may be preserved with little
change for several weeks.
But the presence of even a small
quantity of air will cause the decomposition of the sulphides in a

few hours, and deprive the water of

its

useful properties.

—
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The

following are the constituents in 1,000 parts of the water

of the Sulphur Well

:—

Bicarbonate of calcium,

...

01049

Bicarbonate of magnesium,
SlnlnTi£3fp r\T in n cm a qi ii tyi

...

0-0462

Chloride of magnesium,

...

0'0175
u unu

...

0-0037
0-0165

Chloride of sodium,
...

Sulphide of sodium,

...

0°0012

Silica,

...

0-0012

Organic matter,

...

0-1040

...

0-2996

Saline constituents,

The

0-0044

Sulphide of potassium,

free gaseous constituents

in

1,000 volume of the water

are

Sulphuretted Hydrogen,

...

3*55

Carbonic Acid,

...

70*00

...

19*50

Nitrogen,

From

the foregoing analysis

it

appears that the saline consti-

tuents in this water are insignificant,

and that

its

active properties

are due to the sulphides and carbonic acid contained in

it.

Of

its

value as a mild sulphur spring, I have no doubt whatever, and I
shall be gratified if

attention to

it.

the publication of this analysis should

draw

—
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3rd March,

Dr. Andrews,

RE S.,

1875.

L.&E., in the Chair.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq, the President

A
When

of the Society, read

Suggestion on Chemical Notation.

two substances spontaneously combine, as

when equivalents of hydrogen and of oxygen unite
we write the symbol of the compound in the form

to

for

instance

form water,

HO
H

being the symbol of uncombined hydrogen and
oxygen.

Such a symbol of the compound
far as

it

goes, but

It tells nothing
is

does not

it

is

a perfectly true statement so

the whole of

tell

O of uncombined

what takes

place.

about the energy which in the act of combination

given out as heat.

Yet

this

energy

as real a thing

is

and as

measurable by quantity, as are the oxygen and the hydrogen
that

if

the symbol

is

to give

an account of

far as symbolic language can do so,

it

what elements, and how many equivalents
but also

how much

all

:

so

that takes place as

ought to state not only
of each, have combined,

heat they have given out in the act of their

combining.

I propose to do this as follows

The

:

quantity of heat that will raise the temperature of a pound,

or any other unit weight, of water by 1° centigrade,
heat-unit.

oxygen
call this
0

to

is

taken as the

In the combination of a pound of hydrogen with
form water, 34,462 heat-units are given out. Let us

number the

thermal equivalent of water, and let us write

The symbol for water
0-34,462 &

as the symbol of a heat-unit.

H

will

then be
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The

negative sign indicates that the heat, or

electricity,* has

been parted with

its

and I propose

:

equivalent in
to

call

such

compounds thermo-negative. Products of perfect combustion, like
water and carbonic acid, are thermo-negative by the terms of the
case.

But

there are thermo-positive compounds, which,

instead

of

giving out, take up heat in the act of formation.
nitrogen,

or nitrous oxide,

experiments of Dulong

it

is

Protoxide of
a good example of these. " In the

appeared that when oxide of carbon, or

hydrogen, was burned in protoxide of nitrogen, a larger amount of
heat was evolved than

when

the

same weights

Following up

burned in oxygen.

this

were
Fabre and

of these gases

observation,

Silbermann were led to the remarkable conclusion that protoxide
nitrogen, in the act of decomposition, evolves a considerable

of

amount

of heat:

and they estimate

that not less than

of heat are evolved in the separation into

its

gramme

of nitrous oxide that contains one

1154

units

elements of a quantity
of oxygen."!

It is

obvious that the heat thus given out in the decomposition of nitrous
oxide must have been taken up in

its

formation.

Multiplying

1154 by 8 for the equivalent of oxygen, we get 9,232 as the
thermal equivalent of nitrous oxide, and we write its symbol

N 0+9232
indicating
is

by the use

Q

of the positive sign that its relation to heat

the opposite of that of water.

Thermo-positive compounds are never formed by the spontaneous union of their elements, but always by indirect methods.

They appear

to

be

less stable

thermo-negative ones.

Many

and more chemically active than
compounds of nitrogen, such

of the

are chemically very active,

as gun-cotton

and the fulminating

and they are

in all probability highly thermo-positive.

bined nitrogen

is

on the contrary remarkably

doubt some connexion which

two

salts,

we do

inert,

Uncom-

and there

is

no

not understand between these

facts.

* In Grove's gas battery, the energy given out in the combination of oxygen

and hydrogen

is

obtained in a form of a voltaic current.
f Miller's Chemistry, Appendix,
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From

view, peroxide of hydrogen

the present point of

is

a

Fabre and Silbermann "estimate
the heat evolved during the liberation of one gramme of oxygen
from peroxide of hydrogen at 1363 heat-units."* Multiplying by
8 as before, we have 10904 as the thermal equivalent, which, it
Writing water as before, the symbol of
will be seen, is positive.
peroxide of hydrogen will be
(H 0—34,462 6) O 10904 6
thermo-positive oxide of water.

+

appears to be possible for a simple substance to assume

It

a thermo-positive

state.

remarkable instance of
certain point,
state,

it

Red

this.

or amorphous

phosphorus

If red phosphorus

is

it

had taken up

is

given out in such

know
we call

I do not

whether the number of heat-units has been determined.
a?,

a

suddenly passes back into the ordinary colourless

and the heat which

quantity as to vaporize part of the phosphorus,

it

is

heated to a

If

then the symbol of phosphorus being P, that of red phosphorus

will be

P+x

&
it would be a
and some such

I do not propose this notation for general use, but

concise

and lucid way of stating important

notation

may perhaps

exist,

;

hereafter prove useful in investigating the

any such laws common to all substances are found
which govern the relation between heat and chemical

general laws,
to

facts

if

combination.

I

am

well aware

of

the

very unmathematical

appearance of the formulae, but I have aimed solely at
ness,

and the notation may be improved

if its

intelligible-

principle is found to

be of any value.
* Miller's Chemistry, Appendix.

March

27, 1875.

John Murphy,

Joseph

The President,

Esq.,

in

the Chair.

Dr. Andrews, F.R.S., L.

& E.,

delivered a Lecture on

Electro-Magnetic Machines and the Recent
Improvements in them by M. Gramme.

Few

discoveries in physical science have been

more important

in

themselves, or richer in practical results, than Faraday's discovery
of the induction of electrical currents

the immortal

be

work

of

Newton on

;

and with the exception of
it would

the properties of Light,

mention any other experimental investigation, as it
from the hands of the author, so complete in all its
CErsted's grand
or so full of new and original facts.

difficult to

first

issued

details,

discovery,

which linked together

electricity

already yielded a scientific harvest of

and magnetism, had

uncommon

richness.

It led

immediately to the construction of electro-magnets vastly exceeding
in

power any permanent magnets which were then known or have

The multiplier or galvanometer of Schweigger
new and important instrument for measuring electrical

since been made.

supplied a

currents, which, with a

telegraph.

Faraday

little

reciprocal action of magnets

showed

modification,

discovered

and

became the

electric

the rotatory character of the
electrical currents

that all the properties of a

;

and Ampere

permanent magnet could be

explained on the hypothesis of electrical currents in a fixed direction circulating

around the magnet.

be one of surpassing

difficulty,

of a steel

exhaustive

which proved to
of the most
obtain electrical currents by

—

baffled

many

Europe to
magnet was in 1831 completely solved in the
memoir by Faraday, in which he announced the

distinguished physicists of

means

A problem

and long

—
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discovery of

the induction

of

electrical

interesting to describe, nearly in his

own

currents.

It

may be

words, Faraday's original

experiments.

Two

helices of insulated copper wire

were passed round a wooden

block, the ends of the wire of one helix being connected with a
voltaic battery,

and those of the other with a galvanometer.

long as the current from the battery passed through the
the

needle

of

the

galvanometer

first

So
helix

remained motionless, but

on

breaking the connection with the battery, a momentary current, as

by the galvanometer, traversed the wire of the second
direction of this current was the same as that of the
primary current of the battery. When the first helix was connected
with the battery, another momentary current traversed the second
helix, but in this case it was in the opposite direction to the primary
Substituting for the first helix and the voltaic battery a
current.
permanent steel magnet or an electro-magnet, Faraday found that
on introducing one end of the magnet into a hollow helix a temporary current was produced in the wire of the helix in one direction,
and on withdrawing it another temporary current occurred in the
For artificial magnets the magnetism of the
opposite direction.
indicated

The

helix.

may be

earth

substituted,

and thus

electrical currents

can be

obtained by induction from the magnetic conditions which every-

where prevail on the surface of this globe. The singular phenofirst described by Arago, and afterwards elaborately investigated by Babbage and Herschel, that when a copper plate is

menon

rotated below a freely suspended magnet the latter tends to follow

the motion of the plate, was
electrical currents

shown by Faraday

to arise

from

induced by the magnet in the rotating metallic

disc.

Soon

after the

announcement of these important

constructed in Paris the
still

a vivid recollection of

shop.

The

first

this

results, Pixii

magneto-electric machine.

machine as I saw

it

in Pixii's

I have

work-

currents were obtained by the rotation of a powerful

horse-shoe magnet in front of an armature composed of two short

bars

of

soft iron

with a connecting crossbar, the latter being

surrounded by a long

coil of

copper wire covered with

silk.

The

armature had, in short, nearly the form of a horse-shoe electro™
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magnet.

With

machine

this

electrical sparks

Water was freely decomposed.

were obtained, and

In the rotation of the magnet the

became successively north
and south poles with intermediate conditions of neutrality, and the
direction of the current changed at every semi-revolution of the
magnet. Hence, in the decomposition of water and other electrolytes, the elements or radicles produced by the electrolysis could
not be obtained separately. Pixii is said to have applied a commutator to his machine in order to obviate this defect.
An important
faces of the armature or electro-magnet

modification of Pixii's machine

who

was soon

after

made by Paxton,

caused the armature to revolve instead of the permanent

magnet.

According

to

the character of the current required,

A large

armatures with longer or shorter wires were employed.

machine of

this construction,

exhibited some years ago at the

Polytechnic Institution in London, was capable of igniting a short

In Clarke's machine the position of the armature
and an improved commutator applied. Siemens after-

platinum wire.

was

altered

wards, by giving the armature

compact and better

fitted for

,a

cylindrical form, rendered

it

more

rapid rotation.

Siemens' armature was happily applied by Wilde, in 1866, to the
construction of a machine of extraordinary power.

Starting from

a small magneto-electric machine provided with six

steel

magnets,

each weighing one pound, and capable of carrying about ten times

Wilde transmitted the direct current from this machine
coils of an electro-magnet provided like the former
with a Siemens' armature, and the direct current from the latter he
in like manner transmitted through the coils of another large
electro-magnet so large, indeed, that its armature alone weighed
above one third of a ton. This was also provided with a Siemens'
armature. When the machine was in full action it melted a rod
of iron 15 inches in length and a quarter of an inch in diameter,
and gave the most brilliant illuminating effects when the discharge
took place between carbon points. As nearly as could be estimated,
the mechanical force absorbed in producing these results was from

their weight,

through the

—

Wilde's machines have been successfully
employed by Messrs. Elkington for the precipitation of copper and

eight to ten-horse power.

other metals, and he has lately proposed some important modifications to adapt

them

to the production of the electric light.
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Some years before Wilde's experiments were published, Holmes
had constructed on the Saxton principle a powerful magneto electric machine, which has been successfully used at Dungeness
and other lighthouses, and machines differing little from Holmes's
In Holmes's
are employed in some of the French lighthouses.
original machine forty-eight pairs of compound bar-magnets were
arranged for the armatures (160 in number) to revolve between
the poles of the magnets, and by a system of commutators the

current

was obtained always

in the

same

direction.

Its

amount,

however, varied at almost indefinitely short intervals from a maxi-

mum

to one-half of that

amount.

In practice these variations were

wholly inappreciable.

The

first

suggestion of a magneto-electric machine capable of

giving a continuous current always in the same direction

Dr. A. Pacinotti, of Florence.

is due to
In the nineteenth volume of " II

Nuovo Cimento," which was published

in

1865,* Pacinotti describes

Pacinotti's Machine.
*

The date on the

dated Rome, Jan.

title-page of the

19, 1865.

volume

is

1863, but

it

contains a letter
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the model of an electro-magnetic machine constructed,
before,

some time

Cabinet of Technological

under his direction, for the

Physics in the University of Pisa, whose essential feature was a
novel form of armature to which he gave the name of " transversal

This armature was formed of a toothed iron

electro-magnet."
ring,

mm

(Fig. 1), capable of rotating on a vertical axis,

m

and

m,

having the spaces between the teeth occupied by helices of copper
silk.
The wire of the helices was always wound
same direction round the ring, and the terminal end of each
helix was brought into metallic connection with the adjoining end

wire covered with
in the

of the wire of the succeeding helix.

necting wires were carried

down

From

these junctions con-

parallel to the axis of the machine,

which a double row, as
wooden cylinder, c, which was
itself firmly attached to the lower part of the axis.
The current
entered through the successive brass plates as they came into
contact with a small metallic roller, k, which was in communication
and united

shown

to insulated plates of brass, of

were inserted

in Fig. 1,

in a

with one pole of a voltaic battery.

At

the point of junction with

the wires of the helices, the current from the battery divided into

two

part3,

which respectively traversed

in opposite directions the

connected helices, each through a semi-diameter of the ring, and
finally left the

which was

machine on the opposite

side

by a second

roller, k,

in connection with the other pole of the battery.

When

the connections were made, the iron ring began to rotate round
axis with considerable force.

In a

trial in

its

which the current was

supplied by four small elements of Bunsen, a weight of several

kilogrammes was

raised.

In the apparatus as actually constructed,

the poles of the electro-magnet were enlarged by the addition of

two segments

of soft iron,

a

a, b b (Fig. 2),

the greater part of the iron ring.

The

which extended over

details of the construction

of the transversal electro-magnet will be easily understood

the plan given in Fig. 2.

from
'

/
•
'
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Pacinotti's

Towards the end

Machine (Plan).

of the paper to

which I have already

referred,

Pacinotti shows that the iron ring armature, or transversal electro-

may

magnet,

and

be applied to reverse the conditions just described,

same

to obtain continuous electrical currents, always in the

direction,

magnet.

from a magnet, whether a permanent one, or an electroAs the original paper has not, as far as I know, been

published

is

little

known

it was
make any

which

translated into English, and the scientific journal in

in this country, I will not

apology for giving the following extract without abridgment.

" If we

substitute for the electro-magnet

ab

(Fig. 1) a

permanent

magnet, and make the transversal electro-magnet revolve,

we

shall

have a magneto-electric machine which will give an induced
continuous current always in the same direction. To find the most
suitable positions

induced current,

on the commutator from which

let

to collect the

us observe that in presence of the poles of the

fixed magnet, there are formed,

by

influence, at the extremities of

a diameter, opposite poles on the moveable electro-magnet.
poles,

n

s (Fig.

2),

electro-magnet rotates upon

its

axis

;

and

therefore, in respect to

the magnetism and consequently to the induced currents,
consider,

These

maintain a fixed position when the transversal

on the ring magnet while the ring

itself

remains

at

we may

move round
To study
rest.

or suppose, that the helices of copper wire
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the induced currents which are developed in these helices,
take one of them in the various positions
pole

n

(Fig. 3) advancing towards the pole

Fig.

a

it

direct current in one direction

on passing

the

there will be developed

3.

till

the middle point a

is

reached

;

assume an opposite direction.
the current will maintain the same

this point the current will

Proceeding from
direction

s,

us

let

From

can assume.

which

it

s

towards n,

had from a

to

s, till

the middle point b

after passing h the direction will be again changed,

and

is

reached

will

;

now be

the same which

it had from n to a.
Now, since all the helices
communicate with one another, the electro-motive forces will be

collected in one given direction,

and

will give to the entire current

the course indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3 ;* and for collecting

it,

the most suitable positions will he

on

ah

;

that

is

to say, the rollers

the commutator should be placed at right angles with the line of

magnetism of the electro-magnet."
Pacinotti does not appear to have constructed specially a magneto-

machine on the above

electric

verified the correctness of his

electro-magnetic

he

states

and observing the direction

when a galvanometer was

currents

The
him

machine,

principle, but

that he

views by turning the iron ring in the
the

of

introduced into the circuit.

he obtained were not great, but were sufficient to enable
announce that a magneto- electric machine could be con-

results
to

* Fig.

3,

as given in the text,

figure in the original.
text, that there is

It is

is

an exact fac-simile

obvious from the figure

of the

itself,

corresponding

as well as from the

an error in the engraving, and that the arrow between

b should point towards s

and not towards

H

b.

s

and
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structed which would have the advantage of giving the induced

currents

all

in the

arrangements

same

to separate

direction, without the help of mechanical

opposed currents or

to

make them conspire

with one another.

From

the foregoing analysis of Pacinotti's memoir, there can be

no doubt that
in

it

contains a description of the ring armature which

Gramme

the hands of

intensity.

has recently led to the construction of

machines giving continuous currents

magneto-electric

of

great

I cannot, however, pass over without notice an extra-

ordinary blunder into which Pacinotti has fallen, and which would

render any machine constructed after his model altogether valueless.

By

a reference to Fig.

2,

which, as well as Figs. 1 and

3,

has been engraved from a photograph of the plate appended to the
original memoir,

will be seen that the letters

it

at the end of the diameter of the ring

the line

a b joining the

which

n and

is

s

are placed

at right angles to

That Pacinotti

poles of the fixed magnet.

intended these letters to designate north and south magnetic poles
is

manifest from

the

—" Osserviamo

memoir :
mobile

si

formano

following

una posizione

fissa

Questi poli

fissa.

anche quando

others

in

his

un diametro

in

N S mantengono

la elettro-calamita trasversale

It is hardly necessary to say that the positions

assigned by Pacinotti
influence of a fixed

among

poli opposti alle estremita di

i

presenza ai poli della calamita

ruota sul suo asse."

passage

che per influenza sulla elettro-calamita

an iron ring under the

for the poles in

magnet are

in reality those of the neutral points,

or points of no magnetism, and that the magnetic poles of the ring

are at a distance of 90° from the positions stated by him.

This

mistake has led to a serious blunder in the construction of his

machine, the metallic rollers which carry

off

the induced currents

being placed, not at the neutral points (as Pacinotti has himself

showed that they ought to be), but at the poles of the ring.
That any effects a*- all were obtained from the model at Pisa, we
must attribute to the slight shifting of the poles of the ring due to
its rotation.
Apart, however, from this unaccountable error, it
clearly

can scarcely be disputed that to Pacinotti

is

due the merit not only

of having devised the ring armature or transversal electro-magnet,

but of having also accurately analysed

its

mode

of action.
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In 1871 M. Jamin communicated to the French Academy of

M. Gramme, on a

Sciences a short note by

machine which gave

by the revolution

electrical currents

of an electro -magnetic ring

a permanent magnet.

The

between the poles of

construction of the electro -magnetic

or ring armature in Gramme's machine

Fig. 4

Magneto-electric

always in the same direction

differs in

some mechanical

—Ring Armature,

from that of the transversal electro-magnet of Pacinotti,
and the serious mistake of applying the rubbers which carry off

details
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the current at the wrong place

regard the

Gramme machine

machine constructed

same
it

We

avoided.

must therefore

to give continuous currents all flowing in the

Before entering into the details of

direction.

may

is

as the first effective magneto-electric

its

construction

be useful, even at the risk of some repetition, to describe

as briefly as possible the principles on

which the action of the

electro-magnet or ring armature depends.

In

its

simplest

round which

is

form

this

wound a

armature consists of a ring of

soft iron,

single closed coil of copper wire or other

metallic riband, covered with silk, except at a single point in each

loop of the

coil,

which

In Fig. 4 such a ring

exposed in order to make contacts.

shown, placed between the poles of a

The

parts of this ring contiguous to the poles

S of the fixed magnet

will acquire respectively polarity of the

permanent magnet.

N

is left

is

opposite kind to that of the neighbouring pole, while the parts of

the ring

O

0', at the

end of a diameter at right angles

joining the poles, will be neutral.

If the ring

geneous metal, this statement will be
is

at

but

rest,

if

it

be

made

to

strictly

is

made

to the line

of

homo-

exact so long as

it

revolve rapidly on an axis

perpendicular to the plane of the fixed magnet, the poles of the
ring, as well as the neutral points, will be slightly displaced, as

M.

Gaugain has shown, in the direction of the motion. This arises
from what is called the coercive power of iron that is, from the
;

circumstance that even the purest iron will not acquire or lose

magnetism

an inappreciably short period of time.

in

in the distribution of the
is,

however, inconsiderable, and

To make

The change

magnetism in the ring from

may

this

cause

easily be allowed for.

the explanation clearer, let us suppose that there

is

only one loop of wire, a (Fig. 5), upon the ring, and that this loop
is

moveable and in connection with a galvanometer

loop

is

moved along

neutral line

O

towaids

g.

If

now

the

the

ring (assumed to be at rest) from the

S',

a current will be developed in a certain

which will increase till the loop reaches
which the current, always preserving the same direction,

direction, the intensity of
S', after

will diminish

moment

till

the loop arrives at O'

fall to zero, to

when

the current will for a

be succeeded by a current in the opposite

direction as the loop leaves O'.

This current will in like manner
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increase during the advance of the loop to N',

a

maximum, and afterwards diminish

till

it

when

it

will attain

arrives at O, where,

after passing through zero, the direction will again change.
will thus be a current

There

always flowing in one direction as the loop

moves from O through S' to
moves from O' through N'

O',
to

and

O.

in

an opposite direction as

Now

if

it

the loop, instead of

Fig. 51

being moveable upon the ring, be firmly attached to
ring itself carrying the loop be rotated on

its

it,

and the

axis in the plane of
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the

magnet

fixed

N M

S,

found that the currents

will be

it

developed will correspond both in direction and intensity with

we

those produced in the moveable loop, provided

allow for the

small displacement in the position of the poles of the ring arising

from

its

motion.

may be extended from a single loop to
any number of loops forming part of a coil extending over the
whole of the iron ring (Fig. 4). Each loop of such a coil, during
The

foregoing statement

one-half of every revolution, will tend to give a current in one
direction,

and during the other

direction,

and the electromotive force thus produced

with the number of loops in the
c c, c

a current in the opposite

half,

If,

coil.

will

augment

then, metallic conductors,

c, are applied to the loops (whose surfaces

must be exposed

at one point for this purpose) as they pass through the positions

and

O', continuous currents, all in the

same

direction,

O
be

will

obtained on rotating the ring without the use of a commutator, unless

we

apply that

term (as Pacinotti has done) to the system of

conductors or rheophori by which the currents are carried

off.

In order to obtain currents of high intensity, the single

must be replaced,

as in similar machines,

by a number

coil

of coils of

and carefully insulated. To
mast be divided into separate

thin wire rolled one above the other

carry

off the current, these

helices,

coils

with the adjacent terminals of the wires of the helices in

may

be always sur-

rounded by an endless conductor of great length.

I have already

metallic connection, so that the

iron

ring

described the arrangements adopted in the

magnet

of Pacinotti.

Gramme's machine
which
to

it is

The

will be readily understood

in

for his

its

from Fig.

6,

in

construction, so as

which the principal parts are connected.*

* I take this opportunity of expressing

Breguet

electro-

construction of the ring armature in

represented in different stages of

show the manner

transversal

kindness in enabling

me

my

obligations to

to give the

M. A. Niaudet-

admirable figures of the

Gramme Machine which illustrate this paper. They first appeared in a short
the Gramme Machine, recently published by M. Breguet, to which I

work on

beg to refer for more detailed information regarding its practical applications
("Machines Magneto-electriques Gramme."
Par M. A. Niaudet-Breguet,
Paris, 1875.)
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At A

a section of the iron ring

bundle of iron wires

;

at

and detached

in section

BB
and

;

itself is

shown, composed of a

the helices, or bobbins, are seen both

RR

at

the form

is

shown

of one of

the insulated copper conductors, to which the contiguous ends of

the wires of the helices are attached, and from which the current
is

drawn

off

by means

formed of

of rubbers or brushes

flexible

These brushes are so applied

bundles of copper wire.

at

the

neutral positions of the ring that they begin to touch one of the

conductors R, before they have

way no

left

permanent magnets employed

the smaller

in

are on the approved construction of

Fig.

With

the preceding one.

In this

actual break or interruption occurs in the current.

a

6.

The

machines

M. Jamin.

— Gramme Armature.

machine, on

small

Gramme

the

may

Gramme

construction,

very

remarkable

electrical

results of a

few experiments which I recently made with one of

effects

the two machines exhibited at

Association, and which are

machine was able

be obtained.

I will give the

the late meeting of the British

now in

Queen's College, Belfast.

to heat to full ignition in daylight a

wire one foot in length, and weighing 12 grains.

ameter formed of two

slips

of plantinum

foil,

This

platinum

With a

volt-

exposing each a

surface of 1*25 square inches, and at the distance of half an inch

from each other, immersed
freely decomposed.

in

dilute sulphuric acid,

For 100 turns

water was

of the machine, the volumes

-
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of the

mixed gases

follows

:

From

collected at different rates of turning

In

34 seconds

„

45

„

„

75

„

135

.,

„
these observations

...

...

...

...

2*60 cubic inches
2-53
1-45

„

0-35

it

„
appears that, under the conditions of

this experiment, the quantity of

number

were as

—

water decomposed for the same

of revolutions of the ring increases quickly with the rate

of the motion

a certain rapidity

till

is

attained ? after which

little

further change occurs.

An

interesting experiment

may be made with

these machines,

which illustrates a well-known dynamical principle, by turning
the machine at a steady rate, with the wires for transmitting the
current disconnected, and

observing the great additional force

required to maintain the motion on connecting the wires.

The machine may be converted into an electro-magnetic one
by transmitting the current from a voltaic pile through the helices
of the iron ring, which will then rotate upon it's axis.
If the
current be supplied by another magneto-electric machine, the same
result will be produced, and we shall thus have mechanical force,
after assuming the form of current electricity, reappearing, but
with some loss, in the form of mechanical force. In an experiment
on the large scale described by M. Breguet, the loss amounted only
to thirty per cent.
If during this experiment the machine which
supplies the current has its motion reversed, the other machine
will soon come to rest, and afterwards begin to turn in the opposite
direction.

The

intensity of the current,

augments with the velocity of the

M. Breguet remarks,

rotation,

the

electro-motive

force having been proved

by experiment to be proportional to the
velocity.
At first view it might appear that the resistance would
remain constant
but as the intensity is found not to be proportional to the velocity of an invariable circuit, we are led to the
;

conclusion that

the resistance of the machine

is

not constant.

This important point has been established by M. Sabine, but the
details of his

experiments have not been published.

of resistance

is,

The

increase

however, so small, that a machine which gives with
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a velocity of 100 turns per minute a current equal to that of one
small Bunsen's element, will give with a double velocity a current

equal to two such elements a

It is

and with a quadruple

larger,

little

velocity a current equal to four

still

Bun sen.

larger elements of

certain that this increase of electromotive force cannot be

indefinite,

but must tend towards a limit

appear

have been reached even with a velocity of 3,000 turns

to

but this limit does not

;

per minute.

From
to

Gramme machine

property of the

this

it

may be employed

measure, by the method of opposing currents, any electromotive

For

force.

this

purpose

it

is

only necessary to ascertain the

when the equilibrium between the
This may be measured in one of two ways

velocity of rotation of the ring

currents

established.

is

—by the velocimeter of Deschiens,
The mode
machine
the ring

or by a chromoscopic diapason.

when

of operating with the latter

is

applied to the

On

thus described in M. Breguet's work.

is

mounted a small

with lamp-black by holding

plate
it

whose plane surface

A

over a candle.

Gramme

the axis of
is

covered

tuning-fork

vibrating one hundred times in a second, and carrying at one end

a

little style, is

support.

are

At

held in the hand, or,

moment

the precise

shown by the galvanometer

still

better, fixed

that the

to be equal, the style is

into contact with the blackened surface of the plate,
traces a sinuous

the required

what

A

line.

result.

On

on a special

two electromotive forces

very short contact

it

sufficient to give

is

stopping the machine,

brought

upon which

it

will be seen to

fraction of the circumference ten sinuosities of the line traced

on the plate correspond, from which

many

it

may be

inferred in

how

hundreths of a second the entire revolution of the ring has

been accomplished.

It is stated

that

if

the ring in the

Gramme

machine be turned at a perfectly steady rate, the current produced
will be more rigorously constant even than that of a Daniell's
battery in good working order.
Fig. 7 represents a machine constructed with electro-magnets in 1872

six others of the
plastic

same kind,

establishment of

is

by M. Gramme, which, with
well-known galvanoThese
and Co., of Paris.

in use in the

Christofle

machines weigh 750 kilogrammes, and the weight of copper used
in their construction

is

about 175 kilogrammes.

With a small

Fig.

7.— Gramme Machine

for Metallic Precipitations.
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engine of one-horse power, one of them will deposit 600
of silver per hour.
tion, this

By some

recent modifications in

machine has been improved so as

its

grammes
construc-

to increase the

weight

of silver deposited per hour to 2,100 grammes, or above 4 J lbs 0
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Fig.

9.— Gramme Machine

In Figs. 8 and 9

we have

for Electric

Light (latest plan.)

the forms of the

Gramme Machine now

in use for the production of the electric light.

They

are improve-

ments on the machine which was tried on the Clock Tower of
Westminster Palace. This machine had the defect of becoming
heated while at work, and of giving sparks between the metallic

bundles of copper wire and the conductors from the helices.

In

the machine represented in Fig. 8 these defects are said to have

been completely remedied.

The

entire

machine weighs 700

kilo-

grammes, and there are 180 kilogrammes of copper in the electromagnets, and forty kilogrammes in the two rings. It produces a
normal
city,

it

light of
is

500 Carcel burners

asserted that the

;

amount

does not become heated, nor does

it

but,

by augmenting the velo-

of light

may be

doubled.

It

produce any spark where the

brushes are applied.

In Fig.

9

we have

the latest improvements devised

by M.
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Gramme

In

for producing the electric light.

this

machine there

are only two bar electro-magnets and a single moveable ring placed

between the electro-magnets.

183 kilogrammes, and

Its weight is

the entire weight of copper used in

its

construction, both for the

ring and for the electro-magnets, amounts to forty -seven kilo-

grammes.

Its

normal power

is

about 200 Carcel burners, but this

can be greatly augmented by increasing the velocity.
interesting

to

give

the

results

of

It

may

some experiments with

be

this

machine.

Number

of

Turns.

650
830
880
900
935
1025

By

uniting two or

high tension
to

may

Remarks.

Carcel Burners.

77
125
150

No heating

200
250
200

»
Slight heating, no sparks.
Heating and sparks.

or sparks.

J?

5>

?>

J?

J?

more machines together, electrical currents of
But a more useful arrangement is

be obtained.

divide into two each ring, so that the two halves

either for quantity

or tension,

and varied

may be

joined

effects thus obtained

from the same machine. This is effected in the following manner.
Suppose the machine to contain sixty bobbins or helices round the
ring.

If the entrance of the thirty alternate bobbins

is

placed on

one side of the ring and of the thirty other bobbins on the other
there will be in reality two ring-armatures in one, interlaced
were into each other and by collecting the currents by means
of two systems of rubbers, one to the right and the other to the
left of the ring, we may obtain from each one half of the electricity
side,

as

it

;

produced by the rotation of the ring.
to

machines for producing the

By

give two distinct lights instead of one.
tions, this is

applying this principle

electric light, the

a point of capital importance.

In

its

same machine may
industrial applica-

The

use of the electric

by its excessive brightness,
and the deep shadows which by contrast are produced at the same
time.
These defects will be to a large extent remedied by the use
of two lights, so that the shadow from one may be illuminated by
light is at present greatly interfered with
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the other.

It

is

proposed to use four electric

lights,

each of the

Carcel burners, for lighting foundries and large

strength of

fifty

workshops.

In support of this proposal I

may remark

that I find

Duboscq's lamp of the latest construction gives a singularly steady
and mild light, with only twenty Bunsen's cells, and would of

work equally well with

course

currents of the same intensity from

a magneto-electric machine.
It

would be impossible, within the

limits of this lecture, to give

an account of the proposed improvements in magneto-electric
machines, which will be found in the records of the Patent Office
during the

I cannot, however, pass over without

last three years.

notice the machine of Siemens and Alteneck, in which electrical

currents are obtained solely by the rotation of a longitudinal helix

This helix revolves in an annular space bounded
two semicylindrical magnetic poles, and internally
by a stationary cylinder of iron, which latter may also be an
of insulated wire.

externally by

independent magnet.

The

following account of this apparatus I

give nearly in the words of the inventors.

Between the poles

of

one or more magnets or electro-magnets, an iron core or cylinder
is placed so as to leave a space between it and the faces of the
magnetic poles, which have a cylindrical form, and are concentric
with the iron cylinder.

made

of light metal is
is

wound

from one

In

this annular space

to revolve,

on which a

parallel to the axis of the shell,

side to the other.

a cylindrical shell

coil of insulated

and crossing

There may be several such

covering an arc of the periphery of the

shell.

wire

its

ends

coils

each

The ends

of these

wires are connected by metallic rollers or brushes with two stationary conductors, which are insulated, and constitute the poles of

The

the machine.

made

currents obtained on rotating the shell

either continuous or intermittent, or they

reversed.
coiling

The

upon

it

iron cylinder itself

may

may

may be

be alternately

be rendered magnetic by

longitudinally an insulated wire after the

manner

of the rotating armature of Siemens.

To enumerate

the possible applications of induction machines

would be simply to describe all the applications which have already
been made, or may hereafter be made, of current electricity to
useful purposes.

Among

the former,

the electric telegraph, the

;

Ill
electric light,

among

and electro-plating are perhaps the most important

the latter,

to facilitate

of magnetism,

iron rails

;

it

will

be

sufficient to

mention two proposals, one

the ascent of steep gradients by increasing, by

means

the adhesion of the wheels of locomotives to the

the other, to decompose, by electrolysis,

so as to obtain directly,

and

in a

common

salt

state of purity, the valuable

chemical products hydrochloric acid and soda.
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Uth

1875.

April,

Professor J. F. Hodges, M.D., F.C.S., in the Chair.

James Torbitt,

Esq., of 58 North Street, Belfast, read

a paper, on

Potato Cultivation.

Before explaining my views as to the
and the proper mode of cultivating

disease

interesting to state the circumstances

cause

of

the potato

the plant,

which directed

it

my

may

be

attention

to that subject.

Some twenty years ago, turning over the leaves of M'Cullough's
Commercial Dictionary, I found it stated " that the rapid extension of the taste for, and the cultivation of, this exotic has no
parallel in the history of industry

and

will continue to have, the

condition of

mankind

—but

it

;

it

(meaning the potato) has had,

most powerful infueuce over the

labours under the disadvantage of

being incapable of preservation, so that the surplus produce of a
luxuriant crop cannot be stored over (like the cereals) to meet a

subsequent scarcity, and from
difficulty
it

of preserving

from one country

it

its

great bulk and weight

to another is so very great, that a scarcity

never be materially relieved by importing

Thereupon I

and the

on shipboard, the expense of carrying

set before

condense and preserve

it.

it

can

from abroad."

myself the task of endeavouring to

—

—
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After ten years' labour, suddenly at night, the truth flashed on

me.

I had perfected the invention five years previously, and I had

not seen

I

it.

wanted

keeping together

been separating

to dry the potato like a

matters

all its nutritious

into

it

liquid

its

and

Normandy

and

;

pippin,

the time I had

all

Use the

solid constituents.

separated solid constituents in the usual manner for the production
of starch, sugar and spirit, and

make

use of the liquid flesh-

forming constituents for cattle-food (heretofore
is

done

— and

so

Or condense

was.

it

lost)

and the thing

the liquid constituents by

evaporation, like sugar-cane juice, or like the syrup of the potato
itself, and the result is the " extract of meat," plus a little lime
the complete condensation of the whole of the potato in a form

ever— the

capable of preservation for
the task I

had

set before

absolutely perfect solution of

At

myself ten years before.

first

sight

it

seems curious, the extraction of the "extract of meat" from a
vegetable but a glance shows that it cannot be otherwise.
The
;

animal obtained

its

44

extract of meat" from the vegetable

these processes merely obtain the

same substances

vegetable, without the intervention of the animal

when we have

full

The sample
it

obviated.

I

in

may become

believe,

we

shall

available as food for

was condensed under atmospheric
a little touched by the heat, but

is

vacuo and I expect that that defect will be
state that I have often eaten soup made of this
it

to

Both

have the same

them taken
the heart perceptibly, and

the extract of meat.

this

and I

may

extract and have found

the action of

it

present

pressure and the flavour

evaporate

;

;
and
from the

crops of potatoes free of disease, (as

have in a fe^ years more,)

man.

direct

result being due,

of

no doubt,

effect

on

my

same manner

in the

:

to the large quantity of potash

The smell and taste of both
which both contain.
the analyses are as follows
perceive, the same
:

I

system as

in large quantities affect

is,

as

you

—
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Results of the Analysis of a Sample

Vegetable

of

from Mr. Torbitt,

Results of the Analysis of a Sample

received

Juice,

Extract

of Liebig's

of

Meat.

of Belfast.

PER CENTAGE COMPOSITION.

PER CENTAGE COMPOSITION.

Grains.

Water

Grains.

Water

29*76

Organic Alcoholic Extractive

Matter
Organic

24-32

Extractive

insoluble

Matter

Matter,

Alcohol,

in

2-19

taining

insoluble in Alcohol, con-

of

8*56

taining

Starch

18-30

Mineral Matter

45-4<

Organic Extractive Matter,

con-

Grains

18*56

Organic Alcoholic Extractive

Gelatine

*27-62

Grains

of

13*93

...

22*08

Mineral Matter

100-00

100-00

Containing 2-76 Grains of Nitrogen,

Containing

19 Grains of Nitrogen,

7*

equal to 17*66 Grains of Albumin-

equal to 46-02 Grains of Albumin-

ous Matter.

ous Matter.

*Containing2- 13

Containing
Grains Sulphuric Acid.

3- 89

1- 84

Lime.
Phosphoric Acid.

„

„
„

13-86

0- 49

Chlorine.

.,

-

l 50
1-39

8-22
10-49

Grains Sulphuric Acid.
Chlorine.

„
„

Phosphoric Acid.

„

Potash.

Potash.

(Signed)

ARTHUR HILL HASSALL,
London.

Then
up here

was

the next step
Belfast

in

;

I

extracted

gallons of juice out of each ton of tubers, containing the

flesh-forming

matters

I put

to test the invention practically.

an experimental factory
of

the plant

;
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whole

rasped up the compressed

is obtained by
had then remaining that which is now
lost -to wit, the 120 gallons of juice, and the pulp or raspings,
which always contain a considerable quantity of starch, and which

solid matters

;

separated rather more starch than

the usual processes, and I

—

forms

little

These two

mountains at
lost

all

the potato

products, the juice

to

together,

and used as cattle food
be expected, that it formed a food which

adding the necessary quantity of

and I found, as was

starch manufactories.

and pulp, I mixed

salt,

;

—
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they

preferred

almost

to

any other which could be given

to

them.
I bought a pig and fed

time I was afraid to

At

the

same time

borrowed a cow, fed her on

I

14 lbs oat straw and a

owner
richer

said her milk
;

and, as I

him on that and nothing else, and
him out lest he should break his

let

saw

little

salt

after a
legs.

allowing

this food,

per diem in addition, and her

was not only nearly doubled, but was much
myself, she put on beef at the same time, a

very unusual thing, I believe, with animals giving milk.
I then applied for patents throughout Europe, and waited on the

Baron Liebig, at Munich, to have his opinion on the subject.
it was new, and perfectly correct in theory, but of course
he would pronounce no opinion as to its commercial value.

late

He

said

I then searched through France for a potato starch factory to
rent,

found one in the Vosges, put up the machinery, bought a

stock of pigs and set to work, and I had the best pigs there, fed

new

exclusively on this

product.

I then came to Paris and offered the French patent to the

Emperor

he ordered a report to be made, which was perfectly

;

favourable

;

but this was in the spring of 1870, and the war inter-

my

vened and arrested

and put up a factory
potato disease.

hence

mode

my

By

attention

proceedings

here,

;

and I returned

I was brought to a complete stand- still, a,nd
was directed to the plant itself, its history,

it

of cultivation, and the possible causes of this

And now

new

as to the investigation of that matter, the

essential thing for consideration seems to

me

disease.

first

bud

afford a

the conception of an individual
If

not, then the

suspect, not in the

new

and most

to be the question, is
?

Does

life,

as does

vegetative multiplication equivalent to sexual reproduction
the germination of a

Belfast

to

and found myself again arrested by the

starting point of

?

cause of the disease will be found to

powers or capacities of the

lie,

I

parasite, for there is

no reason to suppose them to be anything different now from what
they ever were

—not

in the variations of the seasons, for they

been always variable:

— not

in the qualities of the

for the plant will assimilate only

what

or of other things which have been

—

have

manures used,

suits it
not in any of these,
dreamed of and written about
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not in any external influence or action whatever, but simply and
visibly in the old age

Destroy the

and

life of

debility of the plant itself.

a tuber of the potato by heat, and

con-

it is

verted into a suitable habitat for the mould plant (Mucor Mucedo)
place

it

mould

in a

warm

in like

;

moist atmosphere, and

manner, reduce

years' cultivation

from the

habitat for the Potato

sett,

its

and

it is

converted into a suitable

Fungus (Peronospora

certain atmospheric conditions supervene

weather

misty

maturity, the

common

which

off

to

and when

it

warm

approaching

is

—the

parasite

spores of a higher degree of

new and

infect almost equally all varieties,

may happen

that

it

;

" close

wit,

spores of the fungus attack

on the diseased plant then throws
vitality,

Infestans)

— to

autumn"— when

during the

;

becomes covered with
vitality by twenty or thirty
it

old*

be growing within the sphere of contagion,

the result being an outbreak of epidemic disease.

At

the bottom, the question resolves

What

an individual
union, or is it only an
is

tree, or

one

it

infinitesimal part of

the resulting plant

consists of, say ten tubers

each germ
?

only a part of

is it

?

may be

derived from

is

;

;

and
by

it

germ

of an individual, but

Setting aside the roots, stem,

which decay annually, and the seed which

foliage

then

or

?

seed of the potato contains the
is

one—

Is a branch of a

it ?

itself,

a plant and the plants which

buds, one individual or several

what

the old

the whole plant a single individual or a multitude

finally, is

A

itself into

the whole product of the sexual

a bud, a distinct individual in

Is

?

Is

?

is

rejected

capable of reproducing a perfect plant

:

;

it

;

and

What

is it

each tuber contains, say ten germs

one individual, ten, or a hundred

and

?

Let a branch of a plant be converted into a

layer, it puts forth

them it obtains nourishment, at the
up the commencement of a duplicate sap circula-

adventitious roots, and through

same time setting
tion, and it is still unquestionably a branch of the original plant,
whatever a branch or a bud may be considered to be for, sever the
adventitious roots, and it resumes its original position as a common
;

branch of the plant.

Now

sever the

connection

with the stem,

separate existence for itself upon

its

let

it

enter on a

adventitious roots, and

what
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is

A

it?

life,

new

individual freshly born,

endowed with a stock of
it was severed

equal to that with which the plant from which

was endowed, when

many

time for so

?
Has
made a new beginning

started into life

it first

years and

towards the cessation of existence

any means, or in any
commenced for ever

And

?

case, be interrupted,

rolled

it

of

its

back

journey

can that journey, by

gone back upon and

re-

by the process of germination, by its
putting forth suckers, one branching off from another in neverending succession ? I think it is impossible for where is the new
birth, the new starting point of life ?
If anywhere, it must have
been in the germination of the leaf-bud but it could not have
been there, because, if it had not been separated from the stem, it
would have existed under the same conditions as the other unseparated branches, and all must have grown old together.
What then does this layer seem to me to be ? Merely a separated
branch of the original plant, animated by the same life, which
derived its existence from the sexual union which generated the
seed, which developed into the plant from which it was severed.
afresh,

;

;

The supply
been cut

established.

origin

The

is

of food through the roots of the original plant has

and the duplicate circulation of the sap has been fully
The one life now flows through two circles, but the

off,

the same, and so by necessary consequence

layer, therefore,

is its

and the original plant must both

duration.
die of old

age at the same time, on the expiration of the term of life allotted

and the same law
&c, which

to the seed

from which they both

must apply

to all the successive layers, suckers, grafts,

may be

;

derived from them.

They

are

all

so

many

circulations of the

as I think, indivisible) life

because they

;

sexual union, the sole origin of
is,

alike sprang

all life

—

all

all

same individual (and,
spring from the same
That
individual life.

provided (as I assume) that vegetative multiplication does not

afford a

new

union.

And what

starting point of life

duration of the

life

reason

—

of plants

is

yet

periods of time through which they

by buds

is

also

unknown

;

is

not equivalent to the sexual

there to suppose that

is

it

is,

thousands of years; but that fact

unknown, and

may

it is ?

The

therefore the

be continued or multiplied

no doubt, in some instances,
is

no evidence that another law
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of reproduction

is

sufficient for the
is

more than

in existence, or that the sexual

union

is

not amply

propagation and multiplication of individuals.

sufficient,

because

it

It

always eventuates in the pro-

duction of surplus populations, and in the seemingly inequitable
destruction of the vast majority of

its

products

—the

multitude of

the un- fittest.

And relative

law of vegetative multiplication,

to this

incom-

this

prehensibly vast power of self-extension of plants, by virtue of
their inherent vegetative energy, by which they absorb and organize
enormous quantities of matter through immense ranges of time it

—

has not yet been measured, and therefore, as it seems, it has been
assumed to be " unlimited." But I think it will ,be found to have

a limit, and that limit

the exhaustion of the stock of

is

ted by the sexual union.

It

life

genera-

appears to be wonderful that a seed

of the potato should have the capacity of developing itself into

an

aggregate which, in one year's produce, might perhaps, cover the
half of England, but

and

after

all, it is

if

it

be a

fact, it

no more and no

less

must be accepted as such,
wonderful than the law of

true reproduction.
It is stated that " the

stem

;

strawberries,

sugar-cane

by runners

;

is

propagated naturally by the

potatoes,

by

tubers, &c."

;

and of

plants generally, that " their organising forces are diffused through
their structures,

whence

arises the possibility of a multiplication of

by simple subdivision of the vegetative structure
specimen a process which is so frequently and abun-

individual plants
of a single

—

dantly manifested as to throw the proper reproduction by the seed
into the background,

may

position to

buds."

their

400

— that

the duration of herbaceous perennials

be regarded as unlimited, since they are always placed in a

form new absorbing organs (roots) in the vicinity of
But the buds of the Wellingtonia Gigantea, 300 or

feet high, are not in the vicinity of their roots,

and the

trees

have already existed some thousands of years longer than any
plants which have been derived from a succession of buds

when

the time comes

when

;

and

the vitality imparted to these deriva-

and to the Wellingtonia Grigantea, by the sexual union,
becomes exhausted, will not the force fail them which has hereto 1

tive plants,

fore enabled

them

to

form new absorbing organs

?

And what

does

—
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the above quoted phrase, u

means "

It

vital force

may

be regarded as unlimited" mean

?

—the exhaustion of the
engendered by the sexual union — not perceived, and
The

eternal."

is

limit of life

is

the defective perception

attempted to be concealed by the use

is

of words of an indefinite signification.
It
is

true nevertheless,

is

and

in

an agricultural point of view

it

a most important fact, that the original stem dies always, or

many

almost always,

years, possibly thousands, before the plants

which have been derived from

why

it

by a succession

;

— and

?

Not because
nn extension

endowment come

And

endowed with
which

these derivative plants have been

of the term of life allotted to the seed from

they and the original plant sprang
that

of buds

;

for

from what source should

?

not because of the exhaustion of the stock of

life

of the

stem, because the existence of these derivative plants proves that
is

not exhausted

;

it

but because, as I imagine, of the exhaustion of

supply of food within reach of the roots, perhaps partly

the

because of the noxious action of the excrements of the plant

itself,

must eventually be almost
entirely composed, inconveniences from which the derivative plants,
an exemption which
transplanted into fresh soil, are exempt
of

which the

soil

surrounding

its

roots

:

enables them, or some of them, to reach the full term of existence.

Also the stem of the old plant becomes in time almost
heart-wood

into

and

arrested,

the

;

this

circulation of the sap

seems

in itself

sufficient to

before exhaustion of the full allotment of

life,

is

is

account for death

—

the roots, stems,

thrown away, the germs

to

and foliage die annually, the seed

is

in the tubers are planted in fresh soil,

are always placed in a position to form

and

so to live out life to the

50 years.

That

but in point of

is,

their circu-

With regard

not destroyed by the growth of heart-wood.

the potato,

converted

and explains why the

plants derived by cuttings from the old stem live longer
lation

all

almost entirely

they

end

may

and they

new absorbing organs

(roots)

— a period, I think, of about 40 or

live to the

end of their term of

fact, like other individuals,

life

;

they are almost invari-

ably cut off .by disease or some adverse influence which their
vitality,

enfeebled by old age,

is

unable to withstand.

Again,

it is
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said that the vine has been

handed down to us by a succession of
Romans. If so, this merely proves

cuttings from the time of the

that the vine has a

life of, at least,

so

many

centuries, a matter of

no moment in the consideration of this question, and nothing extraordinary in itself, seeing that some original plants have lived much

some thousands of years longer, than any succession of
And this law of sexual reproduction, if
the only true law of reproduction, must of necessity affect the "vine
and the sugar-cane as well as the potato. Grafted fruit-trees, &c,
but that is a matter of comparaof course come under the law

longer,

cuttings, the vine included.

;

tively infinitely small importance.

W

e do not yet

know

the duration of the

life of

the potato, or of

any perennial plant (and I submit that the potato is really a perIt varies no doubt in different individuals
but it seems
ennial).
absurd to suppose that its powers of vegetative multiplication are
infinite, and that the process of cutting it to pieces and planting it
;

in the earth periodically, will have the effect of conferring

immortality.

On

existing plant

— dies

the

contrary,

annually, subtracting one year of

the original stock, while the
successive annual buds

and

upon

the current vehicle of life

life itself is

tubers,

life

it

— the
from

carried forward in the

and undergoes annual depletion

until exhausted.

Assuming then the vegetative energy

of the potato to be some-

thing less than infinite, and the duration of
short of eternal, are there any
old

?

out

Most certainly

it is

;

and

it

utterly impossible to

A seed of

means

its life

to be something

knowing when

of

it is

growing

when once pointed
mistake them. They are as follows

appears to

me

that

:

the potato reproduces a perfect plant, seed inclusive

;

by the " sett" or "cut,"
yet unknown) and watch it in the

propagate, the tubers derived from that seed,
for a series of years, (term as

season of

its

bloom.

It will be

found that a

slight

change has

taken place, from some cause; here and there a flower-stalk (pedicel)

breaks

at its

junction with the calyx, the flower drops

off,

and a

berry which should have contained 100 seeds will be wanting in
that cluster.

Continue the cultivation from the
years,

and

all

sett

the flower- stalks break, and

for
all

another series of

the flowers drop

off,

and

all

Why?

The

the berries disappear.

plant has become utterly

Suppose there never had been any disease at

kind in the potato

;

is

it

sterile.

all of

any

a healthy state of things, when, from

whatever cause, an individual cannot reproduce itself ?
to my knowledge it is the state to which the " Skerry"

And
is

yet

reduced

at present.

Continue the cultivation from the
and it becomes unable to reproduce

They

are abortive

it

;

completely ffowerless.

now

its

organs of reproduction.

forms only the calyx, and the
This

reduced, and can any

is

fields are
the state to which the " Cruffle" is

man adduce any reason why

tion of the Cruffle should be further continued

as the sun, that the plant
its

is

Is

?

it

the cultiva-

not as plain

nearly dead of old age? Well, continue

few years

cultivation for a

a few years more,

sett for

longer,

in the sett will fail to germinate

;

it

and

1

germ
and so

predict that the

will die in the ground,

and I imagine this to have been what was in former
;
times thought to be a disease, and called the " Miss."
an end

Let what will be thought of this theory, imagine for a moment
what would be the consequences, if some fine autumn the wheat
or the rice plant failed to reproduce its seed and is not the power of
;

reproduction as important to the potato as to wheat or to rice

I

am

tuber,

&c,

is still

an extension merely of the same individual, and

that the celebrated Mr.

Knight was

think that an individual
the

For

?

convinced that a plant produced from a bud, sucker, layer,

life

life is

of the potato under cultivation

instance, the sett

of a

Cruffle

but take a berry of the Cruffle,

—that berry would

if

on this question. I
and that the course of

in the right

indivisible,

from the

sett will

prove

it.

always produces a Cruffle

the Cruffle

now produced

;

berries

1 00 seeds, each of them a
some white, some red, some blue, some round,
some kidney-shaped, but none exactly a Cruffle.
Again, in the spring of 1873 I planted the cutting of a vine
in the summer of 1874 it had put forth its adventitious roots and
leaves.
I then took it up, divided it longitudinally into two equal
parts, cutting down exactly through the centre of the pith, and

different individual

contain from 75 to

;

7

;

leaving to each half an equal quantity of roots and leaves.

planted

it

in separate pots,

and

it is

now growing

healthily

;

I

— and
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what

is

Two

it ?

individuals

One, supposed

?

stem, having received no accession to

term of

its

supposed to be the scion, whose term of

unknown

power of

accession, with the

to

life,

have been the

and the

other,

has received some

life

repetition of the process to

and if dividing a plant
two equal parts does not prolong the life of either, why
should cutting it into two unequal parts, and calling one of them
the stem, and the other the scion, be supposed to do so ?
all eternity ?

It

is

manifestly impossible

;

into

And now

as to the causes of the disease.

In the spring of 1870,

I imported from the Vosges a perfectly healthy potato, in the

hope of
Cruffles

continuing

its

and Rocks, and

in

so

all

three

Ireland.
It was planted beside
became equally and badly diseased.

The sound product, about 4 tons, I distributed in the spring of
1871, among about 20 cultivators. In every instance where it was
planted beside the
diseased.

from them,

town

C ruffle and

Rock,

In every instance in which

and they were equally
was planted at a distance

it
it

in gardens in the suburbs of Belfast, in the centre of

Newtownards, in old sand pits, in places without
in all such places
which almost nothing could grow
watery, worm-eaten, and
it grew perfectly free from the disease
and that rule
valueless of course, but still free from the disease
has held good, so far as I have heard, every year since, so that the
the

of

ventilation, in

;

—

;

;

disease

is

certainly infectious.

some instances it was planted in the open field only a
few hundred yards distant from diseased crops, and there also it
was perfectly sound. How was that ? What could be the meaning
of that ?
The atmosphere of Ireland must have been loaded all
The wind must have
these years with the spores of the fungus.
carried some of these spores to these French potatoes
why were
they not infected ?
I could not dream of a reason
but the

But

in

;

;

mystery was unfolded at the
tion

;

late

meeting of the British Associa-

but no one comprehended at the time the scope and bearing

of the information, not even the narrator himself.

The information was
shaped body

;

it

this.

— " The spore of the fungus

arrives on the leaf of the plant,

it

is

an egg-

emits a filamen-

tous process of microscopic dimensions, this filament wanders about

cn the

leaf,

it

finds

a stomate,

it

enters at the aperture, and
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proceeds to live and multiply
fails

about a

stomate

find a

to

little

— and

on the leaf and

reached them as dead bodies

my

some

But

it is

it

it

wanders

had emitted

the filament,

in transit.

necessary to grow

it is

old varieties

:

new

distance from the old.

little

but

it is

as liable to the

not the fact, for

all

the old

Those who found the seedlings
have no doubt merely grew them within the sphere of

are dead, and
diseased, I

then

by some that seedling potatoes are

said

as are

disease

why

French potatoes, but they had

the spore

;

In order then to prevent infection,
seedling varieties at

?

dies."

These spores then had reached

and the filament had died

throughout the plant— or

itself

what then

new

all the

are not.

contagion.

The

rational

method

of cultivating the potato,

eradicating the disease,

and the means of

therefore, as I believe, to propagate

is

no

potato from the sett which has become incapable of reproducing a
full

to

crop of seed

produce

its

and

;

flower

to cultivate a variety of the potato unable

is

in

my

opinion equivalent to importing the

Rinderpest.

When
autumn

mould plant

as the

The

the potato becomes enfeebled by age, and a

disease swept

moist
it

back kitchen.
There is and must be

will attack a boiled potato in a

round the world.

a cause for every result.
logical conditions

warm

fungus will as certainly attack

arrives, the spores of the

of the globe

Why ?

why

Then,

Changes

?

But

?

in the meteoro-

these conditions cease in

every country where the old potatoes have died out, and

new

I know, in France

and

varieties introduced per force.

Germany, and

The

States.

potato from

is

so,

on credible authority that

I hear

conclusion
its

It

then must be,

conditions of the globe

cultivation

Cultivation from the sett was, and

!

from the

sett

;

it

was always

always will be a condition precedent
potato
will

;

and sooner or

have their

United

that cultivation of the

;

own

later the vine

there
to

is,

the

everything else varied

climate, temperature, manure, everything,

soil,

so in the

seed effects certain changes in the meteorological

only constant concomitant of the disease

—

it is

;

it

excepting only

was, and

is,

and

fungoid disease in the

grower and the sugar planter

particular pestilence.

I

suspect that even

;
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now

old age, too prolonged propagation from cuttings, is at the
bottom of the vine growers' troubles; and several of them, to

whom

I have explained the matter, are inclined to agree with me.
In the meantime, I have induced upwards of 150 cultivators to
grow this season from the seed (1875.) They extend all over the

kingdom, from Southampton to Dundee, and I think the question
of potato

disease

by

investigated,

at

is

length in

men, deeply interested in the matter.

much

as

of

being properly

Some

of

by intelligent
them grow as

200 acres each year, some of them agree with

branch of a plant
it

way

the

practical experiments carried out

is

only a branch, not a

new

me

individual,

that a

whether

be separated from the original stem or not. Almost all of them
that the potato in time " deteriorates," " degenerates,"

think
<£

wears out"

;

varieties should

and they are unanimous in believing that new
now be obtained from the seed.

NOTE.
Belfast, 12th June, 1875.

On
tip,

December, 1874, I sowed a seed of the potato.

the 29th

measures 22 inches high, leaf 12J inches from axilla to
blade of leaf 5 J inches long by 3i in breadth, colour of the

To-day

it

foliage deep green, of the stem brownish green, almost black at

the base

;

the whole very healthy and vigorous looking.

Some weeks

ago, this plant

commenced

stems with terminal buds, which

it

four of these I have detached, and they are
pots ;—-and botanists

what I can
stem

is

see

tell

me

to

throw up adventitious

does at the axil of each leaf

now growing in

separate

that these are children, instead of

and feel, detached branches and that the main
and that, before it has begun to form the

a parent

;

;

organs of reproduction.

From

these cuttings I propose to take other cuttings,

and others

again from these, so that by this line of descent the plant will

have become, probably, a great grandfather, before

it

has grown

old enough to produce its seed.

What

I suspect to be the fact

is,

that this plant

gated by a succession of cuttings from

its

may

be propa -

branches as long as

it
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may

be propagated by the

sett,

and no

longer,

and that that

will

be a period of somewhere between 30 and 50 years.

To-day (12 June, 1875) I examined the abortive reproductive
organs of a Cruffle. In each cluster of calyxes, about one-half the
pedecils have broken,

day or two.

and the remainder will evidently go

in

a

—

—

12(5

21st April, 1875.

Professor

John

Hodges, M.D., F.C.S.,

F.

in the

Chair.

A Paper was read by Robert Lloyd Patterson, Esq.,
entitled

Further Notes on some of the Swimming Birds
frequenting belfast lough, with special
reference to the great northern dlyer.
On

the

this

place, a paper entitled "

22nd April, 1874,

I

had the honour of reading

Birds frequenting Belfast Lough."

but a few of the commoner
descriptions of the
dse," that

is,

two

larger Divers;

species,

the Guillemots, Razor-bills

which

that occasion I noticed

;

latter,

however,

giving,

full

and " Pelecani-

and Puffins

;

and the

with a very brief notice of the two
although by no means so

several other species named, are
here.

On

families of the " Alcadse"

Cormorants and Gannets

in

Notes on some of the Swimming

— one of them at

common

least is

as the

— not rare

I refer to the Great Northern Diver and the Red-throated

Diver, both of which, particularly the former, deserve a longer
notice than they then received

from me.

I propose therefore to

commence the present paper by reading some of my own notes,
and extracts from the writings of some of the known authorities, on
these two species, and the family to which they belong; and
then pass on to notice in the same manner some of the other
Swimming Birds that are to be found in our Bay.
I may again preface my paper by saying that naturalists have
agreed in dividing
thus named, viz.

:

all

birds into the five great orders,

which were

-
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1st.

The Raptores,

or birds of prey, such as eagles, hawks,

vultures and owls.

The Insessores (very

2nd.

numerous), or perching birds,

such as crows, sparrows, linnets, starlings, robins, &c.
3rd.

The Rasores,

4th.

common fowls, pheasants.
The Grallatores, or wading

or

scraping birds, such as partridges,

such as storks, cur-

birds,

lews, herons, sandlarks, plovers, snipes.

The Natatores,

5th.

or

swimming

birds,

such as geese and

ducks, divers, sea-gulls, &c.
It is only

ming

with a very few of the

we have

Birds, that

that this order
1st.

The

is

last,

the Natatores, or

Swim-

may

repeat

to deal this evening

•

but I

divided into the following families, viz.

Anatidas, geese, ducks, swans, wigeon,

:

—

&c, &c,

containing about forty-five British species.

The Colymbidae,

2nd.

or Divers, including the

grebes,

and

containing eight British species.

The

3rd.

Alcadge, or Auks, embracing the puffins and guille-

mots, containing also eight British species.

The

4th.

Pelecanidse,

only

the

smallest

family of

three British species, the gannet

all,

having

and the cor-

morants.

The

5th.

Laridae, or Gulls, including the terns, skuas,

petrels

;

and

about thirty- three British species.

These families being further subdivided into above 20 genera, and
these again into the individual species.

These

divisions, quite necessary for the proper classification of

the birds, are not arbitrary ones

;

but are the result of laborious

research into form and structure, external and internal.

As

first

mentioned, the family of the Colymbidae, or Divers,

contains eight species, three of them, the true Divers, composing

Colymbus two of these have been already named,
and are shortly to be described. The third species (the Black-

the genus

:

throated Diver)

is

very rare here

;

and,

never

having been

observed by me, shall be passed by without further notice.

The

other

species of the Colymbida3 are the

number, composing the genus Podiceps

;

Grebes, five in

two only

of these,

the

;
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Sclav onian Grebe, and the Little Grebe, or Dabchick, have come

my own notice in the Lough. Our late distinguished fellow
member, Mr. Wm. Thompson, has only one instance on record, out
of more than 20 occurrences of this species in this neighbourhood,
when the Great Crested Grebe was procured in Belfast Bay so I

under

;

did not intend to notice

may mention

it

as one of the birds of the Lough, but

that shortly after these last lines were written I

saw a Great Crested Grebe, which had been shot off the end of
the Kinnegar, near Holywood, by Mr. W. Anderson of that town,
on 8th January last and he told me this was the third he had
The other two
shot there altogether the three within 5 years.
;

—

species of Grebe, the

Red-necked and the Eared, are so very rare

as not to require mention in a paper like the present.

The two species of the true Divers just named, and which I wish
now to notice, resemble each other in form and habits, and, to
some

degree, in marking, but differ considerably in size.

differences of size, however, appear even in the

same

Great

species of

this division.

The Red-throated Diver is here much the commoner of the
two ; I have seen it on our Lough in, I may say, every month
in the year save only June and July, and perhaps September
but only once in August, and that was at the very entrance to
the Bay, abreast of Blackhead, on the 27th of August, 1874.
After the end of September, they begin to be more commonly seen
their first appearances being about the mouth of the Lough, advancing up it only later on, which I suppose may may account for Mr.
Thompson's earliest recorded date of the reappearance of this bird,
after its departure in the early summer, on the 16th Oct. 1843.
Although this bird is certainly shy and difficult of approach, I
cannot agree with what many writers say on this subject; one
author probably often following another without having observations of his

own

to guide him.

are very interesting birds.

Mr. Thompson says of it

An

:

—" They

imaginative writer, like Buffon,

might fancy them exhibiting a guilty aspect, and, through a consciousness of their evil ways, concealing under water the whole
body except the mere line of back, their eye being at the same
time bent wildly on the spectator, while, as
observation, they keep repeatedly diving."

if

to

escape

his

;
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Mr. Thompson quotes then from a Mr. Poole, from whom,
however, I must

knew them
pursued"

;

when he

differ,

says that

" he never but once

to resort to flight, in preference to diving,

my own

that they almost always seek safety in flight

sometimes without having dived

dives, or

near them

unpleasantly

however,

says

when

closely

experience being exactly the reverse, namely,

quite

and I revert

;

correctly

rate,

when aware

come

to the surface every

"

:

after one or

if,

two

they find a boat

at all,

Mr. Poole,

to this later.

They swim

at

an

amazing

being objects of pursuit"; but he rather
that, " when diving to escape they merely
saying
exaggerates in

I seldom
outside

;

of

two or three hundred yards to breathe."
saw this species dive more than 80 or 90 yards at the
and even that is a very long distance to traverse under

water.

Several writers speak of the extreme

specimens of
occasions

;

species

this

;

finding the best

difficulty

way

to

procuring

of

but I have got them on

five

or six

be in a smart sailing boat

follow the bird as closely as you can, observing the direction

when

takes

diving

;

and,

kill

within shot,

if it rise

A powerful

use of your opportunity.

i

it

make immediate

shoulder gun

is

required to

them, for they take hard hitting.

my own collection. One of
was shot on 20th February, 1869, in winter plumage, with
white neck and breast another, that I shot on 26th December,
1872, near Holywood Light-house, was in similar plumage. On
14th May, 1873, I procured one in Bangor Bay, a very beauI have retained three specimens for

these

;

tiful

specimen, with the red pretty well developed on the throat

and on the 16th February

1875,

last,

I shot a fine large one,

about three quarters of a mile from the land,

This bird was 5^
rose to fly

away

barrel killed

Some

lbs.

off

Greenisland.

weight, and in a very strange plumage.

my

after I fired

first

barrel at

it

s

It

the second

it.

of the authorities I have consulted, say that single birds

of this species are seldom seen

;

but I must differ from

this,

as I

have numerous notes of seeing them singly.

As

bearing on this point, as well as giving a general description

of these birds in this Lough, I shall read

K

my note

of the last oppor*

ISO
I had

tunity but one

1875,

—weather

but cold; wind N.

fine,

from Bangor, shortly after

Bay we

observing them

of

9 a.m., in

i.e.,

:

6i

20th March,

— moderate to

John

Out

fair.

In Bangor

Scott's boat.

I knocked
at, a single Red-throated Diver.
and it lay on the water motionless, and
seemingly dead. The wind was very light, and the boat had not
enough way to bring her to the bird, when the helm was put down
but so sure was 1 of getting it, that I put down my gun and got the

saw, and I fired

over the

it

first

shot,

;

I was looking at the beauty of
lift it in.
plumage and its matchless symmetry of form, with admiration
and pity, when it began to show signs of life. It moved its feet,
cripple net out, ready to
its

and, after one or two efforts, turned over on
to dive, putting its

alternate strokes of

its feet.

To my

surprise

the wings.

the

boatman advised me

Unwilling to risk spoiling
at

it

came

again

but at

;

its

breast

last

and stronger every dive

it

to
it

saw
it

disappeared below the surface, and
dispatch

it

with another barrel.

as a specimen, I preferred not firing

that I

must do

took,

and

it

so.

Unfortunately I

seemed

finally dived

windward, while we were slowly beating out of the
;

and

it

got

with

itself

It certainly at this stage did not use

to the conclusion too late, for the bird

light breeze

then tried

;

head below the surface and paddling

away from us

to get better

away dead to
Bay against a

We

altogether.

saw

eight

or ten other Red-throated Divers during the day (in about six

hours sailing)
the rest

:

in one instance only, there

was a pair

them

of

;

all

This pair of birds and one of the single

were single birds.

ones took wing at once on being approached, without any preliminary dive at

all.''

The long narrow

bodies of these birds give

and unmistakeable appearance on wing.

saw 23

of

them swimming

in

On

them a

company, about half a mile

Seapark, between Greenisland and Carrickfergus.

somewhat

scattered at

first,

wing

off

They were

but drew together as the boat slowly

approached them, the wind being very light at the time
finally all took

peculiar

23rd March, 1873, I

;

and they

at once, far out of range.

This species, so far as I can ascertain, does not breed in
Ireland or England, or on the mainland of Scotland
in the Hebrides,

where

it

was observed

;

but does

in the last century,

by

—
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Pennant.

Macgillivray also saw them on the lakes in the

Mi*.

outer Hebrides

and several more recent authors have recorded
Orkney and Shetland Islands.

;

their breeding in the

To

notice

now

Diver, which

Great Northern

as fully as I should wish, the

one of the most interesting birds found here, I

is

must repeat some of the notes in my former paper the first being
down the Lough on 1st May, 18G9, in a small steam launch,
;

that

we

fell in

with a large diving bird,

the rings round the neck
it

eluded our efforts to

but

it

were near enough to see
was such an accomplished diver

or capture

we fell
Bay and,

Ballyholme

in

wounded

it

it

Northern Diver, in

was 12J

;

it

full

it,

ducking the flash when

in with another of the

after a long

;

same

having

chase,

and followed

it up very closely afterwas a very good specimen of the Great
summer plumage. The weight of this bird

at the first shot

wards, I secured

it

We

Later in the day

fired at.

species

;

kill

Greenisland, and chased

off

unsuccessfully for above an hour.

lbs.

I have other notes of seeing this species in the Lough, on eight or

nine different occasions altogether; in February, March, April,

May and

my

latest

in the Spring, before migration, being

20th

October: never between

recorded date,

i.e.,

May

and October;

May.

On

14th May, 1873, I chased one

Ballymacormick Point

;

Cultra and another off

off

both of which individuals I had previously

on

observed in the same places, and which I went in search

of,

account of having frequently remarked that diving birds,

undis-

if

turbed, continue to frequent the same place for a long time together.

Saturday

last, I Jth

April, 1875, I

six or seven hours,

was surprised.
With regard

and did not

to one

was out boating in the Lough for
them at all, at which I

see one of

Great Northern Diver, which was pursued

unsuccessfully, the following

is

my

" Wednesday, 14th May, 1873,

original note
off

Cultra,

which I had seen there on Saturday, and went
it

rose about forty to fifty yards

see

distinctly the

Diver.

off,

:

saw the
after

it.

large bird

One time

at all events sufficiently near to

neck rings and marking of the Great Northern

I got a shot at

it

this time, and,

although the shot seemed

—

-
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to

go

all

round the

bird,

it

dived apparently none the worse.

rose again pretty soon, about one

harsh cry, flapped

its

hundred yards

off,

We now

wings and dived again.

It

gave a loud
chased the

was such an expert diver, staying
so long under water, going such distances, and generally appearing
in a direction different to what we expected* that we never got
near it again, and finally had to give up the chase. I remarked
bird for fully half -an-h our, but

it

particularly that the bird did not dive with a jerk, like the Pufnus

and Guillemots, throwing their tail into the air as if turning a half
summersault before disappearing below the surface but it seemed
simply to bend its head forward, and shoot beneath the surface,
apparently without an effort.
Again, on the same day, outside
Ballymacormick Point we saw the other Great Northern Diver,
and gave chase for fifteen or twenty minutes, but it got away from
us and out of our sight altogether, and we had to give it up."
Both these birds were in full summer plumage.
Instances in which I saw this bird here in winter plumage were
on 18th October, 1873 6th February, 1875 20th March, 1875
and 25th April, 1874. Regarding the first of these, the following
is what I noted at the time —
;

;

;

;

:

" 18th October, 1873, from the " Shaddock" (a sunken wreck,

about a mile

Groomsport) we stood into Ballyholme Bay, and

off

there fell in with a Great Northern Diver, which
fully half

an hour, quite

fair shot at

it,

did finally

fire

ridge,

so

wary was

a shot at

we chased

ineffectually, never getting a

it

it,

and such an accomplished

at about

for

chance of a
diver.

I

120 yards, with a B.B. cart-

and saw the shot strike the water all round it, but the only
had was to make the bird dive, and, this time, disappear

effect this

altogether."

On

25th April

last,

three days after reading

my

paper here, I

went out for a day's boating, and was fortunate enough on that
occasion to secure a fine specimen of this bird in winter plumage
and about this I shall read my original note, as follows
"25th April, 1874, out boating from Bangor, we saw one Great
Northern Diver, between Bangor and Crawfordsburn, about half a
mile off the land.
It was well marked (summer), but had only on©
ring on its neck.
I fired at it without result, and it disappeared.
;

:
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*

*

.

*

*

j ust a

to the

littlo

company
latter,

that happened to be

on being

fired at,

down when

to sea.

of

Grey

Point, I fired

I fired at the

first,

in

which

showed up near us once or
and then made off, diving and

dived, and

twice, just for a second or so,

swimming out

westward

There was another similar bird

at a large bird in the water.

The second

bird remained nearer the shore

and, after a short ineffectual pursuit of the

first,

we

;

returned

towards the second.

It uttered several times a note, a full, round,
musical note, like u Coo-ou-ou," something like the cooing of

soft,

a dove, but deeper, richer and louder, with a turn at the end."
may here remark in parenthesis, that Mr. Yarrell says " their

I

voice

is

loud and plaintive, varied occasionally from a high note

to a deep croak."

now mentioned

I have

on which I heard the bird utter any note
harsh croak

;

the only

two occasions

—-one of them was a loud,

the other the beautiful, soft, and quite touching cry

;

To resume " I fired a hasty shot at this bird,
No. 8 breechloader, charged with a 2 oz. wire cartridge of
No. 1 shot, about 50 yards off, and killed it stone dead at the one
shot.
It proved to be a splendid specimen of the Great Northern
Diver, in winter plumage
its breast and lower parts of the body
last

with

mentioned.

:

my

;

a pure white
dark grey

;

olive

and almost all the rest,
and the upper part of the
grey tint. The beak also was a

stone colour.

This bird was 12 lbs weight.

back, wings, and sides,

to nearly black.

Its legs, toes

membranes were a curious
light greenish-grey

Later in the day

we saw two

other Great Northern Divers

;

and,

in Crawforclsburn Bay, ten Red-throated Divers in a flock together.

They were very wary, and took wing long

before

we were

within

shot of them."

In December, 1874, I saw two of these birds, Great Northern
Divers, quite fresh, in the shop of Mr. Sheals, bird preserver, of

Corporation Street, Belfast
the other in

quite a mature bird.
to

;

one in winter, and, strange to say,

summer plumage.

The

latter

was a

small,

and

liot

Mr. Sheals told me they had both been sent

him from the neighbourhood of Dublin.
Mr. Yarrell's description of the generic characters of the true

Divers, to which these two species belong, is so much better than
any that I could write, I do not hesitate to borrow from it. He says
:
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about as long as the head

Bill

Legs

by membranes

The claws

brane.

In
read,

strong

;

straight

attached to the hinder part of the body

closely

front, united

and pointed.

;

and

:

toes three in

one toe behind, with a small

;

Wings

flat.

this description,

birds,

;

the tarsi compressed, placed very far backwards and

thin,

the shape

in

mem-

short."

and appearance of these

taken in conjunction with the account of their habits just

we have

a beautiful instance of the adaptations of form and

habit to one another.

Their food is fish, and their sharp fine heads
and necks, followed by gradually thickening bodies, with the feet
placed so far behind, and in a line with the body, allow and
enable them to propel themselves in the water, whether on or
below the surface, in pursuit of their prey, with amazing rapidity.

The

legs, " thin and compressed" as stated above, their front edge
being almost as sharp as a knife, give great strength in the direction

where strength
is

bringing

its

the " webs" as

wanted, and almost no resistance when the bird

is

The membranes

foot forward.

we

call

them more

give a great propelling surface for the

awkward and

1 hese birds are as

at

home

uniting the toes, or

familiarly, are very broad,

backward

ill

at ease

and

stroke.

on land as they are

the water: their legs are so placed and formed that

in

they cannot walk or even stand upright.

One author mentions a
Great Northern Diver that " shoved its body along upon the
ground by jerks, like a seal" and another speaks of the female, if
disturbed while sitting on her eggs, " making her way into the
;

water by scrambling, sliding and pushing herself along." Mr. J. V.
Stewart, in his " Birds of Donegal," says
well able to

fly I

being placed within
at

liberty,

it

a' few

yards of the water,
its

was accustomed and wished

placed repeatedly upright,

was only

at length

it

always

fell

emancipated from

placed close to the edge of the water

with

its

wings and

long adieu."

when I was

feet, it

setting

breast wistfully looking at that

appeared quite incapable of transferring
It

to their

One, which I got alive and uninjured, on

remained on

element in which

—" That these birds are

have had frequent proofs, but not so as

pedestrian capabilities.

it

:

;

itself to it

move, but

to
;

and, though

down again on

its

this helpless state

when, pushing

breast.

by being

itself

along

got afloat, and, joyfully diving, bid us a
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Montagu
used,

and

says

u In swimming and diving, the legs

:

not the wings, as in the guillemot

Yarrell, entirely differing, says
;"

under water

and

in

"

:

even go farther than Mr. Yarrell

;

certainly

ovihj

tribes."

They sometimes use

would

I

this

and auk

are

Mr.

the wings

agree with,

and

have observed that they

as I

can proceed much more rapidly when diving beneath, than when

swimming

on, the surface

wings when below.

and

;

feel sure that they

Since these lines were

first

must use

their

written I have

obtained the fullest confirmation of my opinion on this point, and shall

mention

Speaking of

it later.

its

appearance in the Frith of Forth,

Sir William Jardine says that he has pursued a
species in a

Newhaven

bird

of

fishing-boat with four sturdy rowers

;

this

and,

was kept almost constantly under water by
boat could not succeed in making
one yard upon it and he adds " There [in the Frith of Forth] I
have never been able either to make up with or cause one to fly
notwithstanding

it

firing as soon as it appeared, the
;

from the

:

sea."

—

Mr. Robert Dunne says of it
" This beautiful bird is extremely
shy, and difficult to get within shot of
it dives with the utmost
facility, can remain a long time under water, and rises again at a
:

;

great distance."

This usually accurate author, however,
that

— " In the act of diving

it

head being the
in the

in error

when he

says

last part that disappears"
and I see Mr. Folkard,
" Wild Fowler," has repeated the mistake in almost identical
;

words. I have already mentioned
diving,
in

is

sinks gradually under the surface, the

my

my own

observations on the bird's

attention having been directed most particularly thereto

consequence of reading the erroneous statements just quoted.

And

since the foregoing

was

written, I

communicated

to the Field

the following note of the appearance of the bird here, which, apart

from
on

its

general bearing, quite confirms

this particular point

" Saturday,

March

:

—

my

previous observations

20, 1875, scattered through the

Lough,

in the

space lying between Kilroot Point and Whitehead on the north, and

Grey Point and Ballymacormick Point on the south side of the
Bay, we saw five or six Great Northern Divers {Colymb us Glacialis)
two not far apart, near Ballymacormick Point and Groomsport,
the others all singly
within a mile or so of the shore.
Of one of

—

—
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near Bally macormick Point, 1 had a remarkably

these fine birds,

saw one to
and the water smooth
windward, and about 120 yards off; but a good binocular

good view for a length of time
the bird to

brought

it

very near, as

alarmed, washing

The neck looked

in fact, I never before

;

The wind was

the same advantage.

it

swam

light,

;

leisurely along, not the least

itself

and preening

longer,

and was more

its

feathers with

its

bill.

than I should have

flexible

supposed, and admitted of a graceful curve backwards, like that of

When

a swan, but of course not to anything like the same extent.

was arranging the

the bird

feathers on

heeled over considerably to the right,

on

entirely

its side

would stretch
ing,

its

I

neck up into the

air

settling

it

till

had almost said on

its

'

;

with

its bill, it

was lying almost

beam-ends'

and open

snapping the mandibles together

its bill,

as

then

;

if

it

yawn-

and, turning slowly over

would give a lurch or two to port' before
down on that side to dress the feathers on its right. After

on the opposite

some

—

side

its left

side,

finishing touches,

'

it

stood upright in the water, flapped

its

swimming position, stretched its neck
forwards and downards, and lo, it was gone not a ripple that I
could see remaining to mark the spot where it had disappeared.
wings, resumed

its

usual

!

After the lapse of about two minutes, or rather more,

emerged

it

300 yards away, so near as I could estimate from w here it
had gone down. It soon dived again, and was then lost to our
view for ever."
Mr. Selby has estimated from his own observations that the
fully

7

Black-throated Diver, whose powers in this direction are certainly
not superior to those of the Great Northern, can swim underwater
at the astonishing rate of 8 miles

an hour

the ordinary walking rate of most persons
ting

and

spirited

description

of

that

;

;

is,

fully three times

and he gives an

interes-

the pursuit of these birds on

—

different occasions by Sir William Jardine and himself
" Our
utmost exertion," says Mr. Selby, " could never bring us within
range and we were often foiled by its returning on its former
track and reappearing in a direction contrary to that in which it
:

;

seemed

to

have dived.

ahead"

:

this pursuit it was frequently lost
and came up nearly a quarter of a mile

During

for several minutes together,

and, speaking of a different occasion, he continues: "

Our
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pursuit after

them was, however, ineffectual, though persevered in
it was impossible to calculate where they were

for a long time, as

after diving.

likely to rise

Submersion frequently continued for

nearly two minutes at a time, and they generally reappeared at

nearly a quarter of a mile distance from

when they had gone down.

In no instance have I ever seen them attempt to escape by taking

These are

wing."

Diver

my own

experiences of the Great Northern

to the letter.

I could not

till

quite lately satisfactorily

breeds anywhere in these countries

;

make

out that this bird

but read that

it

does so in

Iceland, Spitzbergen, and other countries far North.

The

bird has been seen in Shetland during the breeding season,

but only very rarely

wounded

or

weak

;

some observers think these must have been

birds that were unable to leave

when

the time

for the spring migration arrived.

Yarrell mentions

this

bird being pretty generally distributed

from

my

Mr.

over Northern Europe.

I have just heard

Edward

he lately saw a specimen procured on the

Hielle, jun., that

river Vistula, in the neighbourhood of
to

mention

this here, as I

friend,

W arsaw (Poland), and am glad

have seen no other record of their having

been observed in that particular

The Black-throated Diver, Mr.

locality, or so far

from the

Hielle informs me,

is

sea.

commoner

there than the Great Northern.

The Great Northern Diver was formerly supposed to be incapof flight
but, although this is now well known to be a
for, at first
fallacy, I do not wonder at the mistake being made
sight, one can hardly imagine how such short small wings could
able

;

;

I have already mentioned never

support such a heavy body.

having been able to make one take wing.
difficulty,

They do

so with

generally flapping along the surface of the water for a

long distance before they can contrive to get their ponderous
Even when fairly
bodies properly " under weigh" in the air.
started, their

take

flight

upward course

from

they require to

is

so slow

and gradual

that, if they

the surface of a small lake, surrounded

make

by

trees,

three or four circuits of the lake in a gradually

ascending course, before they arrive at a sufficient elevation to
" top" the trees.
Once fairly on wing, they fly rapidly, and have
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an extensive range of
country, which

One was

flight.

was found

killed

some years ago

in this

have a copper-headed arrow sticking

to

through its neck. This bird was supposed to have been
wounded by an Esquimaux on the Coppermine River, and
circumstance was cited as indicative of the wide range of
species, notwithstanding its

my

intended to close here

Northern Diver

apparent inability to

the

I had quite

fly.

already very long notice of the Great

but, since

;

so

the

the

foregoing was written, I was

my

attention

some

length.

drawn to two books, both
The first description, an
ancient one, appears in " A Natural History of Norway, by the
Right Rev. Erich Pontoppidan, Bishop of Bergen, in Norway,"
published in 1751,-— an English translation in 1755
and it is as
amusing from its absurdity in some respects, as is the other and
modern description interesting and valuable from its accuracy.
The latter is to be found in the late Dr. Saxby's work on the
" Birds of Shetland," edited by his brother the Rev. Stephen II.
Saxby, and published only last year (1874). I shall quote briefly
from both. Pontoppidan says " The Imber, Imbrin, Ember, or
fortunate enough to have
of

which mention

it

at

;

Great Northern Diver,
than a Goose."

he continues

—

:

is

a pretty large sea-bird, a

little

bigger

Then follows a description of the plumage, and
" The wings are so short that they can hardly raise

themselves with them; and the legs stand so far backwards that they
are not so

*

*

to

fit

*

*

walk with
*

as to paddle themselves along the water/'

"On

*

enquiry

how

they find place and

opportunity to hatch their young, I have been informed they

but two eggs, which

is

lay-

very likely, for one never sees more than

two young ones with them. Under their wings in their body there
two pretty deep holes, big enough to put one's fist in in each
of these they hide an egg, and hatch the young ones there as perfect,
and with less trouble than others do on shore." This story has
are

:

evidently

been

for he adds
cautious

:

almost

too

— " Herr Lucas

writer,

does

not

much

for

look

upon

this

I fear the bishop, like another naturalist
selves

Bishop

Debes, ivhom

I

Pontoppidan,

consider as a pretty

to

be improbable."

who comes

nearer our-

both in time and distance, was rather over credulous.

Ornithologists are as easily " gulled" as other mortals

;

and, as illus-

—
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remember hearing a good story about the late
was published, a portion of it
was being read aloud to a very old gentleman, who was well-known
in his day as a sportsman and something of a naturalist, and some
of whose numerous anecdotes partook rather of a Munchausen
character.
On something being read out to him, he asked eagerly—
" is that in the book ?" and, on being answered in the affirmative, he
trative

Mr.

of this

I

Wm. Thompson. When his work

rejoined, laughing heartily,

Thompson
continues

that

lie

*

*

myself:'

(with a round oath) u I told
*
*
*
Pontoppidan

"Why"

*

— " The young ones are easily enticed ashore and killed

:

;

but the old ones, which are most valued on account of their fine

and down, know very well how

feathers

guard themselves

to

against gun-shot, for they duck quick under water

several shot

******
;

may be discharged, but seldom with success."
" As far I yet have found, this wonderful bird seems to be quite
unknown in foreign parts, for neither Aldrovandus Gesnerus,
Willughbeius, Zornius, or Klein say anything of

it."

I find some very amusing things in the right reverend bishop's

He

book.
trees,

alludes to the old story of barnacle geese

but does not believe

maids and mermen
pictures

;

Now

and
for

arrives

in

;

it.

He

in the great sea-serpent, of

which he gives

in other sea monsters.

Dr. Saxby's
Shetland

:

— He

and evidently breeding

says the Great Northern Diver

September,

in

couple occasionally, but very

to the

growing on

however, believe in mer-

does,

then.

rarely,

He

extreme watchfulness of

and

leaves

being

in

seen

then goes on to say
this bird,

and

in
:

to its

May

;

a

summer,
u Owing

wonderful

powers of diving, specimens are by no means easily obtained.
*
*
*
*
The most favourable chance is when it is
feeding under rocks which are sufficiently irregular to afford con-

cealment to the shooter, who, it may be remarked, should in calm
weather proceed very cautiously, or the bird will perceive him from

an almost incredible depth, and instead of rising near the anticipated spot, will appear quietly swimming away far out of shot seaward.

In smooth water, a boat and

its

moving shadow can be

seen from beneath the surface of the water from a considerable
distance.

*

*

*

*

The

instant

it

perceives itself
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threatened with danger,

either sinks the

it

body low in the water

or entirely disappears, seldom emerging before

it

has traversed a

distance of a hundred yards, or perhaps even five times that space,

according to

its

idea of the extent of the danger.

has become thoroughly alarmed, further pursuit
*

less.

*

*

As

*

the Diver sinks the body very low,
the hollow of the back
it

;"

—

is

When

the boat approaches, at

related to

— " An instance of

me by

first

and Dr. Saxby once, but only once, saw
at.

Speaking of the immense muscular power possessed by
:

it

low that the water covers

so

take wing immediately on being fired

Dr. Saxby says

once

generally hope-

a gentleman of

its

my

this bird,

strength in the water

was

acquaintance, and also by a

who was with him

at the time the experiment was made.
wounded a Northern Diver, he and the lad managed to get it alive into the boat, and then, by means of a stout
line, they made it fast by one leg to the stem, and tossed it overboard. The poor bird instantly dived, and for many minutes

lad

Having

slightly

steadily

towed the boat seawards, remaining

the whole time, except

During

when

extraordinary

this

entirely submerged
few seconds to breathe.
performance, it made use of the
it

rose for a

wings as well as the feet— [this confirms my own preconceived
opinions on this point.]
of course being able to use only one of

—

the latter freely.

The boat was 13

feet in the keel, but light for

its size."

I seem fated not to be able to leave the Great Northern Diver.

Mr. Gray,

in his

charming book on the " Birds of the West of

Scotland," speaks of
4

'

At

it

at

some length, and I copy one

of his notes

:

various times I have seen Great Northern Divers caught in

salmon nets

:

two very

fine specimens, in full

breeding dress, were

captured in this way, at Girvan, in the second week of May, 1869.

In his submarine flights, this bird is not proof against accident
from contact with the legitimate inhabitants below. In November,
1860, some fishermen belonging to Ackergill, while pursuing their
ordinary avocation in Sinclair Bay, Caithness, had their attention
directed to a large fish struggling on the surface of the water, at

no great distance from their boat.
found, to their surprise, that

it

was a

On

rowing towards

it,

they

large Sea Devil, or Angler,

:
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which had closed

capacious jaws on a Great Northern Diver ?

its

but had been unable to swallow more than the head and neck.

With

extended wings the bird was frantically thrashing the

its

water, and effectually resisting the efforts of the " Devil" to get
him under the surface. By the use of a boat-hook, the " whole

one of the fishermen described

affair," as

it,

was hauled

over the gunwale, and the bird, which was

The

released.

probability

is,

floor of the sea in search of

into the

open jaws of the

itself at the

dominal

bottom by

fins,

its

somehow speaks

which, as

when

once

up the
to

mud and
swim

head

its

well known, conceals

is

sand with

huge mouth prepared

to

its

receive

ab-

any

to the spot to find out

Or, as I read in " Alice's

the cause of the disturbance,"
tures in Wonderland,"

had accidentally thrust

food,

may happen

inquiring fishes that

triumph

in

alive, at

that the bird, in descending to the

fish,

stirring

and keeps

still

Adven-

she tries to say the "little busy bee," but

of the crocodile
"

How cheerfully he seems to grin,
How neatly spreads his claws,
And welcomes

little fishes

in

With gently-smiling jaws."

According, Mr. Gray says, to the Rev. J. L. Buchanan, the

Great Northern Diver was known in the

last

century in the islands

Lewis and Harris, by the name of " Bishop Carrara." On
account of the bands round its neck ?
The Red-throated Diver Mr. Saxby also notices at some length
speaking of it, however, as much less numerous in Shetland than
the Great Northern
although it has been, he says, from time immemorial, a constant resident there. I shall make one extract from
of

;

;

him about

this species

:

—"The habits much resemble those

of the

Northern Diver, with the exceptions that it is far less shy, is more
ready to take wing, and often wanders from the sea far up the
burns.

*

by hand
situation,

* I have seen a specimen that was caught
and I once myself saw another in a similar
and chased it for about two hundred yards, the whole of
*

to

*

in a burn,

which distance
breath.

*

traversed beneath the surface without rising for

*****
it

have enabled me

to

Fast running would have been needed

head the

bird,

which I

distinctly observed
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Jlying under water, not merely paddling with its wings, as

times does

when

it

some"

feeding."

I intended, but had almost overlooked, mentioning that the

common

local

applies

to

I

have

name

heard

also

Hawk''

for the Red-throated Diver

Great Northern also

the

it

name

;

to

me how

for I see

the

it

so described in u

word "

3

Hawk"

it

has often

could ever have been

way

Skuas were called Hawks,

If the

Hawk.'*

M'Skimmin's

Now

811.

applied to either of these birds, in every

Hawks.

sometimes

it

" Allan

Hawk," but " Allan
a long time, the common and

History of Carrickfergus," published in

been a puzzle

— and

the

is

" Holland

called

and has been for

is,

quite recognised

—

it

so unlike the true

would seem more

natural, seeing that they are predatory in their habits

;

robbers in

not fishing for themselves, as honest birds should, but chasing

fact,

the Gulls and forcing or frightening them to disgorge their food
which the Skua, swooping down upon, almost always catches
:

before

it

reaches the water.

Strange to say, I find the Skua, the Laris, or Lestris Cataru Harris's History of the County Down,"
ractes, described in
published in 1774

be a bird of prey"
adds

:

;

and he says

(this

:

" Its whole appearance shows

— " About Rose-Trevor and the Coasts of Mourne

the Allan

Hawk."

must,

Skua,

it

to

not being, however, exactly the case), and he
it is

called

I fancy this name, originally applied to the

by some mistake, have been applied to the Redit has at length become identified with
In a rambling paper like this, one thing so leads to

throated Diver, and that
this

species.

another that, having once mentioned the Skuas, although I did not

speaking of them this time, I

intend,

four species recorded as Irish
closely

under

and of

this

my own

;

may

briefly

do

so.

There are

but only one of these has come so

notice that I can speak of

it

with certainty

;

have procured two specimens one shot by
my friend, Mr. Richardson Mulholland, one day 28th August,
1869 that we were fishing on the wreck of the Prude, off
species I

;

—

—

Crawfordsburn, when
Gull.

The

From

1874.
called

other

"

was

it

was

descriptions

common

"

in the very act of chasing a Kittiwake

shot, off

Bangor, by myself on 29th August,

given,

I

have

no

doubt

the

so-

Skua, of Yarrell, although this would be a
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misnomer so far
occur here.

Great Skua

Belfast

as

Lough

is

concerned, does sometimes

I should prefer calling this bird,
or,

;

with Mr. Thompson, simply

with Dr. Saxby, the
the

authors named, as well as others, speak of the

courage of this bird

although

:

has a partially hooked

it

The three

Skua.

strength

size,

and

has webbed feet like a Gull,

it

and strong claws like a hawk, and has
something of the dark brown and black mottled plumage of

also

bill

some of the Falcons. It not only robs the Gulls of their food in
the manner already described; but, if they have no food of which
it

can deprive them,

selves

!

!

Dr. Saxby

it

sometimes

and

kills

them-

eats the Gulls

says, that in Shetland these birds attack,

Some

defeat too, even the Eagles.

of the

more

and

intelligent of the

Bangor boatmen know the Skuas perfectly well they have told me
of a much larger Skua than any that I had seen, chasing and
:

such as the Herring Gull. The scientific
" Lestris Catarractes," is most appropriate
" Lestris" signifying a pirate vessel, and " Catarractes" dashing
killing the larger Gulls,

name

down

of this bird,

:

:

so this bird

on his victims.

likened to a pirate dashing

is

The Skuas

down headlong

are only to be seen here in the autumn,

August and September, and into October. When the shoals of
young fish come into the Lough in large numbers, the larger
fish and the birds accompany them, and then it is that our beautifry or

ful

Bay

looks

Its

best.

its

waters are

covered with the Alcadse, or smaller
Puffins,

and Guillemots

and Terns.

Among

;

and the

air

full of fish

;

Divers, the

its

surface

Eazor-bills,

above peopled with the Gulls

One might

the latter the Skuas are busy.

fancy their having heard of u that good old plan, that they
take

who have

the power, and they

seems at least to be their practice.
the majestic Gannets.

may keep who

High above

all

can"

may
this

the rest soar

Here and there the attacks of the

the fry into a mass, or "ball," at the surface.

;

fish force

This

is

soon

who

hasten to prey upon them ; the
Guillemots and Razor-bills, or " Cutties," as they are familiarly

perceived by

some

called here, diving

birds,

down and

attacking them from below, while

the Terns and Gulls pick them up and devour

them on the

surface.

After three or four rapid beats of the wings, and then a long,
graceful, undulating sweep, with

them apparently motionless, the

—

;
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pretty

Manx

Shearwater, locally called the Mackerel-cock,

appears on the scene
sits

down among

and, carefully tucking

;

away

the fry quietly to enjoy his meal.

splashing of these birds quickly attract others from
and,

among

which

it

two Skuas

these, one or

such opportunities

—may

unfortunate victim, pursues

its

Gull, in terror, casts

up part of

food.

its

Skua, after picking up the dainty morsel,

The

it

;

the fry stay, will
to the fun

Lough on such

now

be attracted

by swallowing

;

and

and, swooping

relentlessly

till

the

This accomplished, the
flies

quietly away.

attention of one of the Bottle-nosed Whales,

are generally in the

cries

singles out a bird

observes to have been successful in fishing

down upon

The

all directions

— always on the look out for

The Skua

be seen.

now

his long wings,

some of which

occasions, staying as long as

and he generally puts an end

half the ball of fry at a mouthful.

In " Harris's History of the County Down," published in 1744,
I read the following quaint account of a "ball'' of fry, such as I

have just mentioned

:

" In Carrickfergus Bay" (by which name Belfast Lough was
then known) " and about the Copland Islands, when the Herrings

and Fry are in

their passage, great

shoals are seen of

Codd,

Old Blockans, Gurnard, and Knowds, which are the
Grey Gurnard, who all pursue their prey. It is pleasant to come

Grey-fish, or

within the play of those fish in a boat.
shoal,

which

The

large fish attack the

in the daytime keep near the bottom, but for safety

where the Gaunts, or Soland Geese,
and other water-fowl upon the wing, observe them and give
warning to their companions, so that in five or six minutes may be
are often forced to the top,

seen two or three hundred of these birds striking at their prey from

a great height in the

while the Puffins, Cormorants, and other

air,

water-fowl dive among them

;

and the Codd and Grey-fish tumble

about and leap in the water, without being frightened by the boat's
crew, and rise so near that they are often struck with a gaff 5 or

hook, fixed at the end of a

This account

drawn the

is

stick,

and drawn into the boat."

not quite correct, and I fancy Harris must have

picture

more from description than from observation.

I have never yet happened to see a Cormorant
attacking a ball of fry

;

neither do

any

among

the birds

of the birds, not even the
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Gantiets, or " Gaunts," as he calls them, strike from

any height

when preying upon them.
After this digression, for I had not intended noticing the Skuas

now, we come next

The

noticed.

from

to the

two species of Grebe which were

ladies should take

an interest in

that the beautiful soft glossy

it

muffs and tippets, and for trimmings,

Grebe
is

to be

this genus, as

fur, so

it is

much used

for

Grebe fur has

obtained.

some old authors give the
long been used for these purposes
Great Crested Grebe the name " Tippet Grebe." They are very
;

numerous
to

some

countries, as witness the

suite

of

in

make a

Grebe

number

of skins required

which only the skin on the
London paper of the other day

furs, for

breast of the birds can be used.

A

contained advertisements of the sale by auction of above 13,000

Grebe

and such advertisements are constantly appearing.

skins,

These skins are brought principally from the Black Sea, and from
California.

for large,

Their value in the London market

and

Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d, for

is 5s.

One

small ones.

of

to 6s.

Correspondents adds very significantly, that " the supply

Not much wonder.

off."

change,

fashions

My own

the

or

It

is

well

supply would soon

falling

is

Grebes

cease

that

altogether.

notes on the Grebes are very scanty, and I have only,

procured one specimen each of two

so far,

the

for

each

my London

March, 1869, about a mile

off

On

species.

the 3rd

the land, and rather farther up the

Lough than Carrickfergus, I saw a small bird of a species then
unknown to me, which, after many misses the bird being a
most expert diver was at last shot. It proved to be a Sclavonian
Grebe, in the plumage of the " Dusky Grebe" of Colonel Montagu
but the two species are now generally
and other authors
Mr. Thompson has but few notes of this
believed to be identical.

—

—

;

Bay, and I have only one other note

species being obtained in the

of having observed

it

there

:

— " 5th February, 1870, about three

quarters of a mile to a mile square off
curious

small

showing none of
diver, going

its

body

at all

above water.

down apparently without

not even a ripple on the surface where
able to get near
effect,

and then

Holy wood,

fell in

with a

with a longish thin neck and small head,

bird,

it

was a most expert
and making
disappeared.
Not being
It

the least effort,
it

I fired three very long shots at

lost it altogether."

L

it,

without

;
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About two days after Christmas, 1874, I visited the lake in
Clandeboye Demesne, and was much interested to see the number
and variety of wildfowl frequenting it. This visit enabled me to
identify the little bird just mentioned as

seen nearly five years

Grebe a bird which lam sure was
of this species being plainly visible on Clandeboye lake, rising two
or three times within 25 to 30 yards of us, on the occasion named.
u It is a very shy bird,
Speaking of this Grebe, Mr. Dunne says

previously, as the Sclavonian

;

:

and a most expert

diver, frequenting the sea, but

close to the rocks,

where the sea-weed which

land floats on the surface of the water

;"

—

always remaining
is

attached to the

differing in this respect

from my experiences, in both of which I found it about a mile
from the land. This species is said, but not with certainty, to
breed in Sutherlandshire ;—-nowhere else that I can hear of in
these countries.

The

Little Grebe, or "

of a sea-bird,

Dabchick," is more of a fresh -water than
and indeed I have never seen it in the Lough myself

but a few years ago a

which he had found

man

brought

me

a specimen, quite fresh,

floating in the sea, dead, near Marino.

I since

procured another specimen, which I shot on a small piece of ornamental water in the vicinity of the town, and close to two or three

The water

dwelling-houses.

in question, however,

was the habi-

—

numerous wildfowl Ducks, Wigeon, and several other
species— in captivity, which were frequently visited by their wild
These came in considerable numbers at
brethren from the sea.
tation

of

night,

and took

'

their departure in the

morning; sometimes, how-

sometimes, also, coming near the time
again when the tide had ebbed. Two
leaving
and
of high water,
or three pairs of Moorhens had taken up their abode in the same
favoured spot. Nearly all these birds bred in captivity ; but unever, reversing this order

;

fortunately many, indeed most, of their eggs and

young were

destroyed by rats, which infested the place round the pond sides
Partly, I have no doubt, to escape from these
Moorhens built their nest and brought out their young
brood in a tree, removing them when hatched to a second nest on
The Little Grebe is very generally distributed over
the ground.
the ponds, lakes and rivers in the country
but is so extremely
in great numbers.
pests,

the

;
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shy as to be very rarely noticed except by those
'

look-out for

I

it.

have seen

at Killarney

it

;

who

are on the

home

nearer

;

Mr. Thompson says

—"

:

It is a

most unobtrusive

requires to be patiently looked for to be seen at

all,

species,

unless

at

Down

Drumadarragh, County Antrim at Clandeboye, County
and on only one or two other occasions.

;

and

comes

it

within our view by chance."
Be also says, that at Lissanoure
Castle, Co. Antrim, " their nests were often found, and after a

storm have been seen floating on the lake with the birds sitting

on them."

Wm.

Sir

Jardine, having had an opportunity of observing this

bird under water, thus describes
straight forward

when

turning,

it

is

and,

movements

we presume, when

easy, gliding motion, feet

sometimes on one

its

:

"

When moving

propelled by the wings, a sort of

side,

seeking

and wings being used
and sometimes on the

its

flight,

food,

it

but

has an

as occasion requires,
other,

and we were

reminded of the graceful gliding motions of the Otter, where every
turn seems given with perfect ease, at the same time with great

and quickness."

activity

The

feet of the Grebes,

as implied

by

their

generic

name,

Podiceps, are most peculiar, and are an unmistakeable guide to

The

the family.

of

in the true

to

compressed, and their anterior edge almost as sharp

a knife.

as

are placed very far back, as

much

first

form

very

legs

and they show also the beautiful adaptation
habit which I briefly mentioned in those birds, being

Divers

described,

The

feet

have

and one small toe behind

;

very long toes in front,

three

and they are not " webbed," in the

generally accepted sense of the

word;

— that

is,

the toes are not

connected together by a membrane, but they are very
tened,
toe,

and provided, on what one may

call the inner

with broad separate membranes,

which would equal
size.

From

manner

in

in area the

webbed

much

flat-

edge of each

the extended surfaces of

feet of

most birds of

e'qual

the peculiar shape and position of these toes, and the

which they overlap one another, and are partially united

at their base, I believe they are used with a kind of rotary motion
in

swimming, the edges only opposing the water in the forward
and the whole width of each toe, and that, too, in a direct line

stroke,
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it in the backward stroke^
more like nails than claws.
leave the Grebes, which indeed I should not have

with the body of the bird, opposing

The claws are
I shall now

large

and

flat,

noticed as regular frequenters of the

Lough

at all, they are so little

seen, but for the fact of their belonging to the

Colymbidaa

;

and,

having mentioned the more prominent and distinguished members
of the family, I thought

hardly fair to omit

it

all

mention of these,

their less obtrusive relatives.

A few minutes

ago I mentioned one of the Shearwaters, and

shall give a short time in passing to this genus.
it

contains only two species, but

it

is

Strictly speaking,

closely allied to the Petrel.

These two species are the Greater Shearwater and the

Manx

much

so that,

Shearwater.
so far as I

there

is

Lough

The former

is

know, with the

extremely rare here: so

about to be mentioned,

sole exception

no instance on record of

this bird

being obtained in this

painstaking, close,

Mr. Thompson, for so many years a
and most accurate observer, had never seen it.

The

capture in other parts of Ireland are very rare,

or neighbourhood.

records of

its

and some of them not well authenticated.
It is therefore with much satisfaction that I ask your attention
to the following extract

from

my own

notes

:

— " Wednesday, 29th

September, 1869, out in John Scott's boat from Bangor with

We

my

some Mackerel and Knowds,
and shot two Gulls and a Gannet. It rained awfully. I was

friend,

Mr. Mulholland.

fished

lying

down

when

Scott drew Mr. Mulholland's attention to

in

the

bows

of the boat, trying to keep myself dry,

what he thought
was a Skua in the water ahead of us. I had never shot a Skua,
and was very anxious to get one, so Mulholland called me to get
up and be ready but I refused to stir, and told him to shoot it
himself.
Very fortunate I did so, for had I taken the gun I should
likely have missed it, and might never have known what a prize
was almost within our grasp. Mulholland got out my large gun
;

;

and, on the bird spreading

its

usual with him, with fatal

effect.

wings to take

The

flight,

bird

he

fired and, as

was not quite dead,

and dived, but very badly, trying to elude capture. I have seen a
winged Oyster Catcher, which is not a swimming bird but a wader,
dive far better.

Well

:

this

bird,

that I

was

so careless about.
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was

really

It

stated in the very nice

is

the

a

Naturalists'

Belfast

and a beautiful specimen."
and creditable " Guide to Belfast" by

Greater Shearwater,

Field Club, published for the British

Association Meeting last year, that the Greater

Shearwater

is

extremely rare, one specimen only having been procured in Belfast
but, " honour to whom
Lough, by Mr. Robert Lloyd Patterson
is due ;" it was Mr. J. R. T. Mulholland, and not the other
:

honour

gentleman named, who shot the

him

the honour in favour of

to

I wish publicly to renounce

bird.

whom

it

sorry that the statement quoted got, I

properly belongs, and I

know

Mr. Mulholland, however, gave me the

am

not how, into print.

bird,

and

1 prize

it

very

highly.

The

Other species, the

Manx

Shearwater,

is

commoner, examples

so that Yarrell's statement
occurring every autumn in the Lough
that u it is only an occasional visitor to Ireland," would be incor;

rect as applied to the present time.
size of a

Pigeon

their

;

plumage

is

These birds are about the

black and white, and their form

and appearance peculiarly elegant and graceful.

In a

phlet printed in 1873, I spoke of seeing these birds off

little pamArdnamur-

chan Point, in Argyllshire, and in Sleat Sound, between the Island
" Occasionally,''
of Skye and the. mainland, in Inverness-shire.
I said, u three, four or five of the Manx Shearwater would fly
across our bows, their long, powerful wings supporting their light,
elegantly

shaped bodies, apparently without an

as they

effort,

swooped gracefully from side to side, keeping almost continually
at the same height from the surface of the water
hence their very
;

appropriate

name

of

'

The long graceful sweep of
easy movements of an accomplished

Shearwater.'

these birds reminds one of the

skater as he skims on the outside edge of each foot alternately,

from

side to side

on the frozen surface of a sheet of water."

was on 29th June, 1873.

The

1

9th August

is

that I have recorded of their appearance in this

This

the earliest date

Lough

;

I have

seen them more frequently in September, and have shot them here
three or four times altogether.

As may be

inferred

from the name " Manx'"

have borne for a long time, for
years ago, speaks of them by

it

—which name they

I see Harris, writing

above 130

— they were formerly very abundant
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about the

Man.

of

Isle

In

44

Willoughby's Birds," published in

it is spoken of as "the Puffin
author says, " At the south end of the

1678, nearly two hundred years ago,

Man

of the Isle of
Isle of

Man

lies

a

and

this

little islet,

called the Call of

Man, on which

are

no habitations, but only a cottage or two lately built. This Islet
is full of Conies, which the Puffins, coming yearly, dislodge, and

When

the

young are come

are entrusted

by

the lord of the Island

build in their burroughs.

growth, they

who

Earl of Darby'
sell

— draw them out of the Coney holes.

to their full

They

—the

usually

them for about ninepence the dozen, a very cheap

rate.

Notwithstanding they are sold so cheap, yet some years there
thirty

pounds made of the young Puffins taken

in the Calf of

is

Man,

whence may be gathered what number of birds breed there."
At nine-pence the dozen it would require 9600 birds to amount
to thirty pounds, so the numbers breeding there must have been
very large. For many years now, however, they have entirely
deserted this once favourite locality.
Mr. Yarrell gives a very
interesting description, from the pen of Mr. Mitchell, of the
appearance of this bird in the Scilly Isles, on some of which they
breed in considerable numbers. Mr. Gray, in his u Birds of the

West

of Scotland," mentions several nurseries of this species

the isles
Puffins,

among

but they cannot hold their ground against the

;

when

these pugnacious

little

true

birds covet their neighbours'

Mr. Gray says he has often seen numbers of them
u hovering like swallows over a turbulent sea off Ardnamurchan,"

habitations.

and has invariably regarded
u There

is

their flight with feelings of admiration.
something truly elegant," he continues, " in their aerial

movements

as they soar a

then sweep

down

water, until

it

breaks,

rocket-like flight

moment

or

two above a huge wave, and
mass of

into the hollow, rising with the curling

;

when they

dart high into the

and no one who has

pleasure will, I think, deny that this

is

really

air,

with a

watched them with

one of the most interest-

ing sights a yachting naturalist can enjoy."

In the summer of 1868, going from- Liverpool to Queenstown in
the

Inman steamer

" City of Baltimore," I had a most favourable

opportunity of observing the powerful, but easy and elegant, flight
of these birds in a strong breeze,

and over a heavy tumbling sea
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in the Channel.

improve upon Mr. Gray's admirable

I cannot

description of their flight.
I differ distinctly

Shearwater

from those authors who say that the

only a night feeder

is

feeding in the day time

;

I

Manx

have frequently seen them

and have shot and picked them up more

;

than once with herring fry in their mouth.

The Storm
time,

Mother Gary's Chicken,

Petrel, or

once in this Lough.
but believe

it

I

was

in

August 1868.

wreck, the Monteith, lying nearly half

Fishing on a sunken

way between Bangor Bay

and Whitehead, two small

birds, of graceful shape,

mage with a

it,

little

white in

carried

as

down towards them.

by the boatman, both

having seen

it

little

The

bits of bait

birds were

of

to 30 yards
which the tide

unknown

and named by one of

at once recognised

and dark plu-

kept hovering about 20

astern of us, seeming to pick up

were

have only seen

Unfortunately I did not note the date at the

whom

my

to

me

;

but

party, as well

were, familiar with the bird

from

at sea.

Mr. Thompson has but one or two records of this interesting
bird being seen in Belfast Lough, although he mentions several

little

instances of specimens being procured in the neighbourhood, parafter severe storms.
During the memorable gale of
January 1839, a Storm Petrel was picked up alive in one of the
streets of Belfast
and for several days after it, individuals of this
species were procured at many places in this province and through-

ticularly

;

That gale was from the N.W. and W.
remember Rearing the late Mr. George C. Hyndman mentioning the Storm Petrels in a lecture which he gave, on u A Visit to
Tory Island," a small islet lying off the Coast of Donegal, about
eight-and-twenty or thirty years ago.
Very probably several of

out Ireland generally.
I

these birds found here and throughout the province after the great
gale of 1839,

had been blown across Ireland from the wild Donegal

and off-lying

islets, where they are constant residents.
Mr. Hyndman described them as very abundant on Tory Island,
where several specimens were obtained for a trifling reward offered
to some young boys, who procured them by thrusting their hands

coasts

down

the holes that the birds had burrowed to build their nests

and hatch

their

young

in.

They

also build, or rather lay, for they

;
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construct hardly any nest, under large stones, whence both old and

young are

easily procured,

and make, I

believe, very interesting

pets.

In connexion with Mr. Hyndman's lecture on Tory Island, I

remember

mentioning having offered an extra reward for a

his

specimen of the

Fork-tailed Petrel,

—

all

those obtained having

been of the commoner species, the Storm Petrel.
claimed

In a remarkably

wished-for bird was produced, and the

short time the

reward

but the shortness of time required to procure this rare

;

bird provoked suspicion, and this led to examination,

when

it

was

discovered that the ingenious youth had, acting on the principle of

demand regulating supply, made the Fork-tailed Petrel to order on
moment by pulling out the middle tail feathers of one of the
commoner species, and thus leaving the tail forked

the

!

We now

and most
numerous family among the Swimming Birds. It comprises eight
genera, and about 45 species recorded as British, not all of them
as Irish.
Many of these however are extremely rare, and with
these rarities we have at present nothing to do.

The
Anser

Anas

pass

the

to

Anatidae,

the

principal divisions of the Anatidse are the Geese,
the Swans,

;

genus Cygnus

;

genus

Ducks, genus

the Surface

The

and the Ocean or Diving Ducks, genus Fuligula.

;

four smaller divisions are,

first,

the Shelldrakes, genus Tadorna

secondly, the group comprising the Eider

other

first-named

varieties,

genus

Somateria

;

Duck and one

thirdly,

the

Scoters,

or

two

genus

Oidemia and lastly, the genus Mergus, comprising the Goosanders
and Mergansers, which are among the handsomest of all British
;

birds.

Of

the

Barnacle,

and

its

years.

first

family, the Brent Goose,

commonly

the only one I can speak of as

ing this species, but I shall read part of one of
includes a mention of

noon.

little

my

notes,

which

high water at 11.10a.m.

Went

it.

"Saturday, 21st January 1871
out in a

called here the

common

in this Lough,
numbers here have suffered immense diminution of late
I regret having myself recorded nothing of interest regardis

:

boat from Holywood at half-past 10 in the fore-

Strong southerly wind,

veering, as

we

got up towards
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Belfast, to

S.W.

and afterwards, when about two hours ebb had

;

We sailed across

run, to S.E., with heavy squalls of rain and sleet.

Holywood Bank,

the Lough, above the Lighthouse on

past the

Stone Beacon, starting a paddling of seven Ducks on the way, and

went in over the banks between the North Twin Island and the
Northern Counties Railway. Here we began to find the birds,
and started a Red-throated Diver, out of shot, however next
The first large
several Scaup Ducks, singly, and in couples.
;

paddling

we came

to

was one

or more.

They

rose

about

of Tufted

130

Ducks, consisting of 200

150 yards

to

This

off.

was

exactly off Seaview House, and about a quarter of a mile from the

From

shore.

this,

where we went on the other tack, right down

along to Whitehouse, there were flocks after flocks, in amazing

numbers, of Scaups, Wigeon and Wild Ducks
is

no exaggeration

in saying that

house we saw above

five

from

off

;

and I am sure there

Seaview

to off

White-

thousand of the above-named species.

Hauling then across towards Holywood

— which we were not able

to

and had a severe
with a gaggle of about thirty Brent Geese,

fetch with the strong ebb tide on our weather,
pull to

make

— we

fell in

which took wing, as did indeed
we were within shot.
"

The weather to-day was

;

My

we

saw, long before

and the showers of

and an incipient

sleet

companion's hands became so

His long

cold he could not load or cap his gun.

straightened with the wet,
face

the birds

bitterly cold,

both frequent and very severe.

numbed with

all

hung down limp round

his

hair,

head and

forming on the point of his reddish

icicle,

blue nose, gave him a ludicrously miserable appearance.

I

am

sure

he thought the questionable pleasure of being out boating on such
a day very dearly bought.
the day immensely, I
quite as miserable as

am
my

Although
sure

on the contrary, enjoyed

appearance on landing was

companion's."

Mr. Thompson gives a long and
appearance of the Brent Goose in
which it was formerly found, and
shooters.

I,

my own

Thompson very

interesting description of the
this

Lough, the numbers

their pursuit

naturally attributed the abundance of

Brent Geese, locally called, as I mentioned,

Lough,

to the

in

by the wildfowl

Barnacle,

extent of suitable pasture afforded

in

this

by the great

—
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expanse, on both sides of the Bay, of mud banks covered with the
" Zostera Marina ;" ancient as well as modern authors

sea-grass,

agree that

due.

It

it

is

sweet roots of

the

to

is

food of

principal

Barnacle

the

well-known that

its

this

sea-grass being the

excellence

of

the Barnacle of this

flavour

is

and similar

much superior in tenderness and flavour to those
many other places, where different food gives the

localities is

pro-

cured in

flesh

such a fishy taste as

to

render

it

unfit for the table.

His Grace the

then Archbishop of Dublin, in a paper communicated to the Royal
Society of London early in the last century, and published in a
" Natural History of Ireland," in the year 1726, says, that " in most
places Barnacles are so rank, that no curious palate can dispense

such unsavoury food

;

but in other places they have a most deli*

*

cious relish.

*

*

This

Barnacles at Londonderry and Wexford

;

is

the case of the

and I hear the same of

In Harris's " History of Down," the author

those at Belfast."

speaks of the same thing in connexion with this bird, saying
" All along the flat oozy sands from Three Mile Water to Belfast
:

and Holywood grows a very sweet
*

flocks of these birds

*

-

grass, affording food to great

which are as good

*

here as in any part of Ireland."

Mr. Thompson, among others, speaks of the voices of the Brent
Geese resembling the cry of a pack of hounds and he alludes to
It seems that Audubon had heard of
it in an interesting note.
;

the note of the Brent Geese being compared by another
ornithologist, Wilson, to the sounds
in

full

American

produced by a pack of hounds

cry; but he, Audubon, could not detect the resemblance.
Thompson, " when the cry is borne directly to one

" True," says

from a flock of birds swimming
to

be musical

swimming

;

but

when

in order, it is not sufficiently varied

the birds are veering about on wing, or

in different directions,

it

strongly resembles

what Wilson

has compared it to. But I shall call a witness," continues
son, " that, under cross-examination will not break down.
8th,

1840

;

riding

from Belfast

to

Holywood

at

high

ThompMarch
water,

opposite Clifden and very near the shore were perhaps 500 Brent

Geese in a

flock,

a pack of hounds

keeping up their usual concert like the music of
in

full cry.

The moment

that,

borne on the
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my

gentle gale,

horse heard

became quite impatient,

he

it,

as

hunters do on hearing the hounds at a distance, and continued very

and

spirited

proceeded from a genuine

it

Thus we have the acute hearing

pack.

testimony to
so

long as he was within bearing of the sound,

restless so

would have done had

just as he

very abundant in this

compared

" highways on the water

to

and

;"

such times the

at

Twenty-five

fowlers spoke of "shooting along a mile of them."
of

bearing

horse

the

of

These birds were sometimes
Lough, their long, solid masses were

resemblance."

the

them and upwards have been

killed

shots from a

at single

swivel-gun.

From

the foregoing

Bay

visiting our

it is

evident the numbers of Barnacles

now

what they were

are nothing as compared with

;

but large tracts of what were formerly the feeding grounds of these
birds have been enclosed

and by the reclamation

stant disturbance caused
in a

measure

regret,

by the railways on both

Add

of the slob lands.

this

Bay,

the con-

So, although

by the steamers.

we cannot wonder

sides of the
to

we may

the gradual disappear-

at

ance of the Barnacle.

None
The

Bernicle Goose proper

Mr. John Preston,

here.
fine

which

of the other species of geese recorded as Irish, of

there are about eight or nine in

specimen of

this bird

is

all,

common

are

occasionally, but rarely,

junior,

showed me

which had been shot

county Mr. Thompson had recorded

its

in

Bay«

in the

met with

January

last

a

Donegal, in which

in

not unfrequent appear-

The Egyptian Goose has also been occasionally procured in
the Bay
but Thompson, with his usual scrupulous accuracy,
ance.

;

its claims as a regular Irish species, on the
ground that the individuals of it now and then procured had probably either escaped from confinement, or been the progeny of

hesitated admitting

captive birds.
of this

On

the 15th of February, 1875,

town shot a

of the so-called People's Park,
into

birds

Mr. Meenan

the Lough.

company.

in

wounded
morning

;

where Conn's Water
told

me

there

corner

river flows

were four of the

Besides the one killed, there was another

and I am nearly sure that

of the

Mr. Alex. Meenan

fine bird of this species at the north-east

I

saw

18th February, 1875; but

it

this bird

was

too

on the
far

off,
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me

on the banks near Sydenham, for

speak of

to

with absolute

it

certainty.

I

was

it

and seeing this species
by the frequent allusions to
Sir Samuel Baker's books
his " Albert Nyanza " and

especially interested in hearing of

here, having been familiarized with

and others of

of African

its

travel,

it

congeners, in

particularly

in

" Ismailia."

Mr. Baldwin, whose very entertaining book on African Hunting

number

I sometimes refer to with pleasure, also speaks of the

Wild Geese, of which he names three

of

species, that frequent suita-

and on the

ble localities in South Africa, both inland

coast.

The

Crocodiles on some of the rivers and bays there are so bold and

voracious that they snap up, from before the hunter's eyes, Geese
that have, on being shot, fallen into the water.

A

winged Goose,

on being chased by three Crocodiles, preferred throwing

itself

on

the tender mercies of the sportsman, rather than trusting to the

generosity of the reptiles, and permitted Baldwin to capture

On

alive.

to recover the third

seized the bird almost at the
it

in

two

!

— the two
— caught by the leg

Goose he had shot

snapped up by the Crocodiles
tore

it

another occasion, Mr. Baldwin venturing into the water
first

having been

:

a Crocodile

it

same moment, and between them they

!

From South
thousand miles

Nova Zembla is a wide step, about six
Von Baer states the wild Geese frequen-

Africa to
;

but Mr.

ting the latter country in the

summer

season to be so numerous

that " expeditions are sometimes sent thither to kill and salt them.

Fifteen thousand Geese were killed there in two hunts."
I should have mentioned before that a pair of Bernicle Geese,

kept in captivity on a pond near

this

town, brought out young

broods on more than one occasion.

The

last of

which I can speak
from personal knowledge was in 1872, when four young were
produced.
These young birds, in the following spring, were
almost as large as their parents, and had precisely similar plumage.

They were not

pinioned, and could

fly

perfectly well

;

but did not

desert the place of their birth.

Time

many

is

running on, so that I have none

of the

tioned yet.

more important birds

The genus Anas,

that

left in

which

to describe

have not been men-

for instance, that

is,

the

Ducks
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and Wigeon, would require an evening devoted

themselves

to

This genus, and their near relatives the Fuligulae, or

alone.

Diving Ducks, are important in an economic point of view the
numbers in which they were, and even still are, taken in many
:

Three Kingdoms are considerable, yielding large yearly

parts of the

profits to the proprietors of

important "decoys," as the contrivances

which they were taken
working of these decoys, and

in

"

the

in large

numbers are

The

called.

of an extraordinary contrivance called

pond," gave considerable employment; and the birds

flight

captured in them, and shot by the hardy and industrious gunners

round the

coast,

subsistence

who

take to wildfowl shooting as a means of

winter, are important

in

as

a valuable article of

food.

or

These two genera therefore, the Surface Ducks, and the Ocean
Diving Ducks, I shall pass by for the present and shall
;

glance, before concluding, at the genus Mergus, the Mergansers,

containing four species

;

none of them are common here, the Redso.
The Hooded MerganThe Smew or White-Nun, is

breasted Merganser being only tolerably
ser is almost
also rare

unknown

—in

in Ireland.

fact extremely rare

having never met with
passing mention.
the

first

it

—

in the

North

of Ireland

here myself, I dismiss

The Goosander

is

it

sometimes met

;

;

and

also with this
so to this

and

mentioned species of the genus, I shall devote a very few

minutes before closing.

plumage

is

The Red-breasted Merganser when

a very handsome bird, and

is

in full

eagerly sought for on

that account, although of no value for the table.

I have a good

specimen which I found lying dead on the point of the Kinnegar

Holy wood in the month of January, 1862
now and then seen them in the market

at

;

every
rare

intervals.

On

11th

Mr. William Anderson
punt gun,

On the

off the

of

February,

1871,

Holywood had

I

since that I have
here, but only at

saw one which

shot that day with his

Kinnegar.

21st February, 1873, I procured a very perfect specimen

which had been shot the previous day near Craigavad and on the
2 6th February, 1 875, Mr. Alexander Meenan of this town kindly sent
;

me

a handsome bird of this species which he had shot that morning

in the reclaimed

but almost waste land called, as

if

in derision, the

—

u People's Park."

About

this

time there had been a week's very

severe cold and stormy weather.

These birds

till

recently bred,

but only in limited numbers, on some of the islands of Strangford

Lough

— perhaps

indeed they do so

others, speaks of the

Mr. Thompson, among

still.

extreme wariness of

sequent difficulty of obtaining specimens of

These singularly graceful and handsome

and the Goosander, are said
longish straight

bill,

to be

and the con-

this species,
it.

Merganser

birds, both the

very gluttonous.

They have a

with the point of the upper mandible curved

downwards, over-lapping that of the lower, and forming a blunt

The

hook.

edges of both mandibles are furnished

all

along with

small teeth, like those of a fine saw, the points of the teeth being

backwards— hence they are sometimes
They have broad webbed feet, and are most

directed inwards, or rather
called " Saw-bills."

expert divers.

Their food

is

which they

principally sand-eels, of

These their
seem particularly fond, small fish and Crustacea.
diving powers enable them to capture, and their serrated bills to
hold, with ease
of

and certainty.

sand

eels,

twenty-four

Poole of Wexford
Jennings

He

Speaking of their gluttony, Dr. Ball
" gorged to the mouth with

one

Dublin reported getting

says

has

which were found

of

in

and Mr.

it

got one full to the throat with Crustacea.

mentioned

in

rhyme

this

peculiarity

of

theirs.

:

" Mergansers

By

Of the other

came many, with

fish in their throat,

gluttony prompted their bodies to bloat."

species of Mergus, the Goosander,

only sometimes met with here, Folkard says :
*
*
*
*
ceedingly beautiful bird.

which I said was
is an ex-

— " This
The

flesh is not

palatable, but the skins are often sold at high prices."

notes on this species are very scanty.

I have, thanks

only to the kindness of friends, got a fine pair of them.

My own
however
One, the

was shot on Strangford Lough, on the 19th November,
The other, a
1869, and bought the day after in Belfast market.
male, and one of the handsomest birds I ever saw, was shot during
a severe frost on the river Lagan, three miles from Belfast, on the
31st December, 1870, by Mr. Lawson A. Ferguson, of Newforge,
female,

who most

kindly presented

it

to

me.
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Mr. Thompson records several appearances of the Goosander in
this

neighbourhood, saying,

visitant,

it

"

is

probably an annual winter

but in very limited numbers."

I must here close for the present
request those

who have any

;

and, in conclusion,

let

me

opportunities for observation, to note

what they can about the birds that come under their notice
assuring them that nature's book, which is always open for those
;

who

choose, will well repay perusal.
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